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SUMMARY

Antarctica is the harshest and rnost isolated continent,

and nembers of the Australian National Antarctic Research

Expeditions (ANARE), who corne from densely populated tenperate

and tropical regions, form an ideal population in which to

study hulnan adaptability. In this age of space exploration and

the current evaluation of mants irnpact on the world and of the

world on himself, medical research on smal1 groups in Antarctica

is appropriate as hunan adaptation is the central problem in

environmental ePideniologY.

The study which is described in this thesis consists

of a nurnber of interrelated observations on physioL.ogy, thermal

comfort, cold exposure, activity, health and behaviour of a níne-

nan expedition at Davis, Antarctica, in 1963, and a health survey

of the Australian Expeditions L947-L972. Medical practice and

research in Antarctica are reviewed, and a description of the

environment, cold exposure experienced, expedition organisation

and progranme is given. This is irnportant not only for an

understanding of the present study but also enables comparisons

to be rnade with expeditions of other nations '

ThemenWereexposedtothemeteorologicalclirnatefor

20 per cent of their tine. However, adapftation was influenced

by behavioural lesponse as the exposure climate was found to be
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L2-2BoC above the meteorological clirnate and independent of it.

At all dry-bulb tenperatures between 5.6oC and 27.zo; all men

were comfortable, but the preferred indoor temperature h¡a5 14.zoc.

The results are conpared with those for tropical and tenperate

regions. The absence of thernal disconfort and the low value of

the preferred tenperature are shown to be due to adjustments in

clothing, clothing being shown to play a Lurger part in determin-

ing the thermal sensation than the indoor air tenperature.

The amount of clothing worn outdoors did not increase

as winter approached, yet the nen naintained a higher level of

thernal confort. A comparison of the thernal confort and the

clothing worn, both indoors and outdoors, in periods before and

after midwinter strongly suggests that acclímatizatíon to cold

had occurred.

Throughout the whole year there was a high degree of

activity which was reflected in an absence of seasonal weight

changes. The human adaptation is related to changes in the

physiological variables although the biological significance of

a number of these changes is not clear. Observations of men on

field traverses showed a complex interaction between activ:ity,

calorie intake and energy expenditure, with dehydration being

considered the most important factor that influenced the sub-

stantial weight losses that occurred.

The group adjusted readily to the clinate, isolation,

work, stress and each other. This is ernphasized by the low

incidence of mental illness. Cornment on the behaviouraL adaptat-

ion is made. Although physiological adaptation in the forn of
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acclinati zalcíon to cold is suggested by the Davis study, it is

concluded that overall adaptation of the group is more influenced

by behavioural than by physiological factors '

The ability of the men to function effectively is shown

by the low incidence of illness, for the rnaintenance of health

irnplies adaptation to manrs envitonment. An analysis of the

health, including noltality and nedical evacuations, of 60

Australian Expeditions shows the Davis gloup to be a typica]-

expedition. Factors influencing health are discussed.

It is believed that this thesis contributes to the

knowledge of man in polar regions and human adaptabllity in

Antarctica in the aïeas of local acclirnatization, thermal corn-

fort, health, morbidity, medical practice and behaviour, all of

which are basic to a complete understanding of Antarctic

environmental ePidenio logY.
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PART I - INTRODUCTION



CHAPTER I

THE ANTARCTIC

History of ErpLoratíon and.
S cienti fi. c Erp e&Ltions

Ancient Greek philosophers speculated on the existence

of a southern continent about the fourth century B.C. Thelr lik-

ing for order and synrnetry in nature led then to place a land mass

in the south to balance the known lands of the Northern Henisphere.

Raratongan legends dating back to 650 A.D. (Roberts,

1953) leave little doubt that Ui-te-Rangiora and other Polynesians

sailed as far south as the frozen pack ice. Fifteenth century cart-

ographers marked the continent of Antarctica on their maps, calling

ít Tey,ra Austrq.Lis. Captain Jarnes cook nodified the theory of

Tey,z,a AustraLì,s extending to tenperate latitudes when he sailed as

far south as TLol-Qt, crossing the Antarctic Circle for the first

time and circumnavigating the Antarctic continent. This occurred

during his voyages in two tiny ships, the ResoLution and trle

Aduenture in the years 1772-75.
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Although Cook failed to see the actual continent, he

thought that such a Iand did exist. He records in his diary (Cook,

L777):

tThat there nay be a continent or large tract of land near the

Pole I will not deny; on the contraïy, I am of opinion there

is, and it is probable that we have seen a part of it. The

excessive cold, the rnany islands and vast floats of ice all

tend to prove that there must be land to the south...r

cook reported sightings of large whale and seal populat-

ions in the southern waters and at south Georgia, and in L77B

British sealers stalted working on this island. Anerican sealers

followed the British in order to share in the financial reward

fron the slaughter of the fur sea1. As the seals on known beaches

decreased, the hunters sailed further southl^/ard looking for new

beaches and more seals.

In 1820, men of three different nations all recorded

seeing the Antarctic continent. An Englishman naned Captain

Edward Bransfield discovered Grahaln Land and hlas the first man to

chart a portion of the Antarctic mainland (Anon, 1946). At about

the sane time an Anerican sealer, Nathaniel Palmer (Martin, 1940)

sighted that portion of the continent. A Russian expedition

connanded by Thaddeus Bellingshausen (Debenham, 1945i Armstrong,

l_950, 1951) alnost certainly sighted, but did not recognise as

land, two coastal areas on the opposite side of Antarctica two days

before Bransfieldr s discovery.



Fig. 1. 1 :

^---+*.

M.V. NeLLa Dart passing through pancake
ice on the voyage to Davis, February
L963. This ice is the start of the
formation of pack ice through which the
earLy expeditions had to force their
way.

(ANARE photograPh bY D.J.Lugg)
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The success of the conrnercial sealing and whaling vent-

ures stimulated nany expeditions and near the end of the last

century the coastal linits of the Antarctic continent had been

roughly defined. Srnall wooden ships were sailed by brave se¿lmen

through the pack ice to nake sightings of the land nass encompas-

sing the whole circumference of Antarctica. Men such as Weddel1,

Biscoe, Kempr Balleny, Dumont d'Urvil1e, Wilkes and Ross

contributed to the discoveries in this naritine era of Antarctic

exploration. Roberts (1958) and Kirwan (L962) have reviewed the

history of polar exploration.

The interest in Antarctic exploration wanêd over the

next 50 years as rnajor efforts were made to discover the North-

West Passage in the Arctic. However, shortly after 1890, interest

in the Antarctic revived. The two principal reasons for this -uiere

new methods of whaling, which allowed greater catches to be made

nore efficiently; and the conviction of scientists that the south

polar regions were important for discovering more about the

universe.

The influence of whaling on the renewed exploration is

obvious fron the writings of BuIl (1896). He led the first

expedition to make a landing in 1-895 on the Antarctic continent

at cape Adare in victoria Land. This private expedition was

financially supported by the Norwegian, Svend Folnr the inventor

of the modern harpoon gun, and sailed in the whaler Antarctic

trnder the command of Captain Leonard Kristensen. Bul1 (1896)

wrote of the first landing:
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rThe sensation of being the first men who had set foot on the

real Antarctic mainland I4Ias both strange and pleasurable,

although Mr. Fo¡rn would no doubt have preferred to exchange this

pleasing sensation on our part for a Right whale even of sma1l

dimensions. I

The first discovery at Cape Adare of living plants

aroused much exciternent and was a further stimulus to the efforts

of Sir Clements Markham, Sir Joseph Hoolter and Sir' John Murray at

the Sixth International Geographical Congress in 1895 to have more

extensive scientific investigations carried out in Antarctica.

During the winter of 1898, the Belgian Antarctic

Expedition under Adrien de Gerlache (1902) found its ship frozen

fast. All winter, tJne BeLgíca drifted with the ice until the

following sunmer. This was the first expedition to winter, though

unintentionally, in Antarctica.

A snall well-equipped British expedition 1ed by carstens

Borchgrevink (1901) sailed south in the Southern Cross in 1898.

A station was successfullyr established at Cape Adare and the first

planned wintering expedition renained on the continent while the

ship sailed to New Zealand, returning the following yeai to pick up

the party.

These two expeditions began the heroic eÏa of Antarctic

exploratign. During this era men penetrated the continent as far

as the South Po1e. Facing unknown dangers with unproved equip-

ment, these explorers showed gleat courage and deterrnination as

they laid the foundation of techniques which future expeditions

followed. In 1901, Geman, Swedish and British Expeditions under
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Drygalski (1904), Nordenskjöld (Nordenskjö1d and Andersson, 1905)

and Scott (1905) respectively commenced scientific studies in

Antarctica. From 1901, expeditions were in the region nearly evely

yeaT.

on 15th December 1911, Amundsen reached the south Po1e.

This Nor'wegian Expedition used dog-tearns and a vivid account of

the journey r^¡as hrritten by the leader (Arnundsen, L9L2). Captain

Scott and his party arrived at the sarne objective one month after

Amundsen. Scottrs diaries (Scott, 1968) describe the hardship

and misfortunes that occurred on this expedition. Scott and his

four companions died on the return.journey but their scientific

records including 14 kg of geological specimens r^Iere carried until

the end, and were later recovered by other members of the

expedition.

The ]-9' 1-1..1.914 Australasian Antarctic Expedition (4. A; E .)

led by Sir-Douglas Mawson was most successful scientifically and

the general account of this expedition (Mawson, 1915) was widely

read. Sir Ernest Shackletonrs British Inperial Trans-Antarctic

Expedition 1914-1916 becane one of the greatest adventures in the

history of exploration as his s]nirp Endutqnce was crusheö by ice.

His nen escaped to Elephant Island in srnall boats following which

six men travelled 1500 kilometres in an open boat to get help from

South Georgia (Shackleton, 1919). This expedition ended the

heroic era of exploration.

Aircraft were used for the first time in 1928 by Sir

Hubert Wilkins. Richard Byrd also used aircraft on his three

expeditions. The importance of aviation to Antarctic exploration
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was stressed in the accounts of these expeditions (Byrd; 1950,

1e3s).

Prior to World War II, other irnportant expeditions were

Mawson's B.A.N.Z.A,.R. Expedition (Grenfell Price, L963) and Rynill's

British Graham Land Expedition (Rymi11, 1958).

Tn L943 Britain began to send expeditions to permanent

bases. These later became the Falkland Island Dependencies Survey

(now called the British Antarctic Survey). The modern nechanised

era 'hias initiated by the United States in 1946 wi-tln Openation Hígh-

iutnp which photographed large coastal areas fron the air.

The Australian National Antarctic Research Expeditions

(ANARE) began in 1947. The Norwegian-British-Swedish Expeditions

L949-52 carried out valuable scientific work (Giaever, 1954) and

the French manned a station in Adé1ie Land fron 1950 (Victor, 1964).

The International Geophysical Year 1957-58, involving

twelve nations and fifty scientific bases, allowed scientists to

obtain vast amounts of scientific information unprecedented in

Antarctic Research. During this period the continent was crossed

fron the Weddell Sea to the Ross Sea (Fuchs and Hillary, 1958).

The foundation for the future of science in Antarctica

was laid in 1959 when twelve nations signed the historic Antarctic

Treaty. The evolution of twentieth-century man against Antarctica

has been reviewed by Priestley (1956). He traces the changes frorn

private explorers and scientific society sponsorship to conplete

government control, and how the initial enphasis on exploitatiort

has now moved to scientific research, although less and less

scientific result has accruecl per unit of enelgy and money expended.
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Geography, Topognaphy and CLimate

Antarctica is the great continent covered with ice and

snow that surrounds the South Pole. The linits of this continent,

which has an area of L3.5 million square kilometres, lie for the

nost part within the Antarctic Circle (latitude 66055'S). It has

a vast coastline. Off-shore are numerous islands which are also

ice-covered. These are considered to be part of the south polar

region called the Antarctic. Scientists recognise as the

Antarctic boundary that zone around the continent where the cold

waters flowing northwards rneet the warmer waters of the Temperate

Zone. This is known as the Antarctic Convergence. The Antarctic

waters and the tenperate waters support different sea life, as

the waters differ in density and chenical conposition.

During negotiations for the Antarctic Treaty the

Antaïctic was defined as the land and water south of the sixtieth

This precise definition of 66033!S will be usedpara11el south.

in this thesis.

Approxirnately 98 per cent of Antarctica is covered by

ice, the mean thickness being about 1800 netres (rnaximum thickness

4800 metres). The ice thickness at the South Pole is 2800 netres.

The ice in general flows fron the centre to the sea. Coastal

floating ice shelves are fed by glaciers and snowfa11, and pieces

breal< off at the edge forming flat-topped characteristic

'tabulart icebergs which float northwards. When the seas freeze

during winter, ice is present for nany hu:rdreds of kilometres

off-shore. During sulnmer this breaks up to forrn pack ice.
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Areas of exposed rock do occur and the mountains rise to

heights of over 5000 netres above sea leve1. The peaks generally

rise 200 to 2000 metres above the ice surface of the plateau.

Lanb (1964) and Rubin and Weyant (1965) have described

the clirnate of Antarctica. It is the coldest on ealth, with the

tenpelature decreasing with altitude and distance from the coast.

Tenperatures as low as .BBoC have been recorded.

Antarctica is a continent of high winds. Due to the

slope of the ice the cold air at the centre flows outwards towards

the coast. As it accelerates down the steeper ice slopes near the

coast it rnay reach gale force. These winds are known as l<atabatic

winds.

The high plateau that covers most of the continent is

the worldrs largest and driest desert. Qver nuch of the whole

area the mean annual snow accumulation is the equivalent of only

5-12 crn of water. However, this increases to 20-50 crn near the

coast.

Antarctic ELora and Fama

The waters encircling Antarctica support large

populations of a few species and are one of the richest biolog-

ical areas on earth. The myriads of phytoplankton and zooplankton

support directly or indirectly life varying from sponges,

echinoderlns and molluscs to bilds, seals and whales (De11" 1965).

The terrestrial life is as poor as the oceans are rich.

There are no terrestrial vertebrates and only three flowering

plants. The fauna is nade up of tiny invertebrates and the flora
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of prirnitive bacteria, fungi, algae, lichens, mosses and liventorts

(Greene, 1964; L1ano, 1-965).

The herb CoLobanthus erassífoLùus DrUrville and two

species of the grass Desehønpsia Ø. pdruuLq, and D. eLegantuLa)

are flowering plants that grovr no farther south than latitude 640.

The subzero temperatules, exposure to violent winds and long months

of darkness limit the plant growth on the continent to hardy

plants. The plant that best withstands the desiccation is the

lichen and this is found on many inland peaks and rock outcrops

at high latitude. Contrary to popular belief the Antarctic is not

devoid of micro-flora, and Llano (1965) has summa'nized the invest'

igations of the rnicrobial content of ice, snow, soil and air.

The terrestrial invertebrates of Antarctica inhabit the

sparse soil, the vegetation and accumulations of freshwater that

occur during the warrner months of the year. Invertebrates are

also found as ecto- or entero-parasites of the higher animals.

Gressitt (1965 ,1967) has described these invertebrates.

Although eight species of seal are found in Antarctic

waters, only four breed in Antarctica (Stonehouse, 1965). These

are the Weddell, Ross, Leopard and Crabeater Seals. The Southern

Elephant SeaI Mirourlga Leonina visits the continent and a colony

of nainly bachelor bulls is present near Davis during rnost of the

year. No namnal, other than man, ranges as far south as the

Weddell SeaI Leptongc?ntes uedd.eLL'L which is the commonest seal of

the Antarctic coast. Ross Seals )rnnatophoea rossi are Tare,

while the Crabeater Seals Lobodon cat,einophagus and Leopard Seals

Hydntmga Leptonyæ live in the pack ice and are occasional visitors



Fl-g.L.2: The close contact of the nen with the local fauna
!üas a potential source of disease.
L.2.I The author with Adélie Penguins (PygoceLis
adþLiae) on the sea ice near Davis.
I.2.2 A Weddell Seal pvp (Leptonyehotes uedáeLLi)
being inspected for lice.
L.2.3 A patient whose fractured leg is in plaster
exercising at a nearby penguin rookery.

(ANIARE photographs by D.J.Lugg)
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to the coastal stations. Bonner and Laws (1964) have described the

current status of seals in the Antarctic.

During a yeaT at Davis many species of birds nay be seen.

Snow Petrels (Pagodrona niued are one species that have been

described at Davis (Brown, 1966). Other species breeding close to

the station are the Wilsonrs Storm Petrel (Oceartítes ocean'icus),

McCoïïnickf s Skua (Cathayacta maecoy,rnickt), Giant Petrel (MacTonectes

giganteus) , and Cape Pigeon (Daptíon capensís).

The largest penguin, the Emperor Penguin Aptenodytes

forsteni is the only bird remaining in large nurnbers near the

continent during winter. These birds breed in winter in the nost

extreme conditions, on floating ice or on rock-based ice.

Near Davis 250,000 Adé1ie Penguins PygoseeLis adeLíae

breed (Lugg, unpublished data). This creature of the Antarctic

seas comes ashore in the southern spring establishing rookeries

on the exposed rock of continental cliffs or offshore islands.

Iluman PoPuLatíons

Antarctica is unique in that no industrial or cornmercial

activity take place there, and no indigenous peoples inhabit the

aTea. Wilson (1965) has pointed out that nan is a newcorner and a

tIansient visitor only. The men rnostly come from tenperate

regions oï a war.m environrnent and go south for a specific term of

one or two years. The wintering expeditions in Antarctica, who

are healthy rnale groups of up tq 150 rnen, contrast with the Arctic

polar communities. In the Arctic indigenous Eskimo people have

lived in family communities for millenia and in recent tine all-



nale groups from tenperate zones live in military and oil and

nineral exploration establishments but these aÏe not totally

isolated and the men do have frequent opportunities to tlavel to

large cities and towns.



CHAPTER 2

MEDICAL PRACTICE AI'{D RESEARCH IN

Me&LeLne

The history of rnedical work in south polar regions is

a most interesting one, despite the absence of an indigenous

Antarctic population. The early expeditions had one or more

nedical officers, many of wholn described medical practice and the

hazards of the Antarctic. The standard of medical care has been

high, with possibty the highest Iatio of doctors to population to

be found anywhere - an aveïage of one doctol to twenty=five men.

Scurvy has played a prorninent part in the history of

polar exploration and, as Macklin and Hussey (1921) have stated,

the presence or absence of scurvy has borne a close relation to

the success or failure of expeditions. The journals of Cook

G777) show that cases of scurvy occurred, but his voyages hlere

renarkable for the absence of advanced scurvy. The use of

rscurwy grassr on these expeditions decreased the incidence of

scurvy. The consumption by the later sealers and whalers of the
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flora and fauna, which wer'e known in the folklore of these regions

to have anti-scorbutic properties, kept the crews fairly healthy.

The occurïence of scurvy on British Antarctic expeditions during

the period 1875-1917 has been discussed by Kendall (1955)'

Although west Indian line juice was available on scottrs

National Antarctic Expedition 1901-04, it was not widely issued

because the expedition's doctor Koettlitz thought that line juice

was not inportant in the prevention of scurvy: Koettlitz followed

the regine advocated by Nansen of inspecting every tin of meat as

it was opened and looking for 'ptomainest which l^Iere considered

to be the cause of scurvy. scorbutic symptoms occulred in a

nurnber of men on this expedition in the first year but there were

no reported cases in the second year and this was probably due to

the large amount of seals and birds consumed in the second year

(Wi1son, 1966).

Kendall (1955) concluded that, as the food on British

expeditions increased in variety, the Vitamin C content of the

diet increased and this was reflected in the varying incidence of

scurvy and the decrease in the later expeditions.

one of the first illnesses thought to be peculiar to

polar regions and an adaptative change to the long periods of

winter darkness was rpolar anaemiar. cook (1900), physician to

t};e BeLgiea expedition, described this condition as follows:

tThe skin had a sickly, iaundiced colour, green and yellow and

muddy.r As scurvy occurred on this expedition it was probable

that the anaemia was due to vitanin deficiency'
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Since Cook, medical officers such as Ekelöf (1904),

Mclean (1919) , Fxazier (1945) and Wilson (1953) have all dis-

proved the presence of rpolar anaemiar. ) McLean recorded his

experience when wintering at Cornmonwealth Bay, Adé1ie Land:

rThere was no sickness of any kind. Rather one should say that

there was a superabtrndance of health and good spirits, despite

the continuous bltzzard wind. It is not surprising, therefore,

that the records of blood exanination of six men of the pa-rty

should show a rise in haemoglobin values during the period of

midwinter. I

Although suffering from scurvy and exhaustion, the rnen

on the BeLgica suffered more from mental disturbances and boredom

than fron the severity of the weather, despite inadequate equip-

nent and clothing.

The primitive rnedical establishnent of the early

expeditions is shown in the records of the Southern Cv'oss

expedition (Borchgrevinh, 190L). Dr. I(lovstad nursed the dying

taxiderrnist Ha:rsen under very poor conditions for some time until

he finally died of rocclusion of the intestinesr . Shortly before

he died, Hansen had a tsmall operation perfornedr and for this to

be done all other members of the expedition rnoved fron the shelter

to a tent that was pitched alongside.

Ekelöf (1904) published 'Medical Aspects of the Swedish

Antarctic Expeditionr and wrote the first summary of actual i11-

nesses encountered on an Antarctic expedition. Despite pritnitive

accommodation a I reasonably good state of health was maintainedr .

The party did, however, suffer from frequent diarrhoea and colic,
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depression and increased irritability, and tfrequency of urinationr.

The cornmon cold and severe mental problens were noticeably absent.

0n1y one rgrave case of illnessrwas recorded; one of the seamen

died of racute articular rheunatisn and insufficiency of the heartr.

Edward Wilson, who accompanied Scott on the Dðseouery and

Terra Noua expeditions, accurately described in his diaries (l4li1son,

7966, 1972) the conditions and illnesses that occurred. These

descriptions were very similar to those described by Ekelöf.

The report on the health of Shackletonrs British Antarctic

Expedition by Marshall (1909) described operations for the removal

of an eye and amputation of a frostbitten toe. The occurrence of

ra few septic fingers' and a fractured metatarsal bone were the

only other surgical problems. Frostbite; dysentery and occasional

snowblindness were observed, but the expedition was free of colds.

One interesting comment was of acute nasal catarrh that resulted

in all men following the opening of a bale of new clothing in

August.

Doctors accompanying Mawsonrs Australasian Antarctic

Expedition in l-911-14 conmented on the excellent health of

expedition men. Jones (1915) started his report of the Western

Base Group by saying: tTheie was a very rnarlced absence of serious

illness during the whole period of our stay at the Base; I Mclean

(1915) at the Main Base opens his account with: 'Throughout the

whole period of the expedition, the health of the expeditioners

vras remarkably good. I The usual diseases related to the environ-

rnent described by earlier expeditions were conmon, as üIere minor

traunatic conditions, but these caused no problens. Two severe

illnesses which did occur were carbon monoxide poisoning and
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mental instability.

Macklin (1923) enphasized in his report that selection of

healthy men for expeditions in po1¿r regions was most desirable to

naintain health at the remote bases. He considered that the chief

work of the surgeon of a polar expedition hias done before the ship

left England, and that one of the most important tasks on an

expedition was that the doctor had to be capable of inprovising.

The inprovisation of Macklin in performing one of the

first anaesthetics in Antarctica is.described by Hurley (1925).

flt was during this nonth of June , tlnat Drs McIlroy and Macklin

transformed our snuggery into an operating theatre and

amputated the forst.bitten toes of our youngest member,

Blackborrow, who had been suffering severely and was a chronic

cripple. Wild and I acted as hospital orderlies and naintained

the tenperature of the rtheatret at 50o, by stoking-up the

bogie fire with penguin skins. In the dense smoke, by the

feeble gliruner of blubber larnps, Macklin adninistered the

chloroforn and McIlroy performed the operation which saved

Blackborrowrs.leg if not indeed his 1ife.l

The operation, which lasted 55 minutes, was performed

on a rnember of Shackletont s British Irnperial Trans-Antarctic

Expedition, Lgi-4-L6, at Elephant Island, after the party had

escaped in sna1l boats fron their ship, the Endtuance, which had

been beset. The rtheatrer was a rock shelter, covered by two

twenty-foot boats and lengths of canvas sail. Lansing (1959)

writing fron the expeditionrs diaries and logs, vividly describes

the administration of the chloroforn on a sma11 piece of surgical
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five ninutes.

The advent of the elaborate U.S. Antarctic Expeditions in

the 1930rs saüÍ great inprovements in the logistic support available

to all sections of expeditions including the medical services. The

account by Byrd (1938) of his narrow escape frorn fatal asphyxiation

by carbon monoxide poisoning highlighted the increased problern of

this polar hazard with the greater use of mechanisation which gave

rise to exhaust funes. Pugh (L959) investigated carbon monoxide

poisoning during the Trans-Antarctic Expedition, and docunented

this problem very ù¡e11.

In the reports of the U.S. Antarctic Expeditions 1939-

4L, Frazie'r (1945) stated that lillnesses were few and far betweenr

and I the rnost usual and painful nalady encountered was toothacher .

A case of anoebic dysentery showed the importance of tpreventiver

nedicine on polar expeditions, as diseases contracted in tropical

and tenperate regions could occur' in Antarctica. This ernphasized

the need for screening of applicants and provision of drugs to

treat a wide range of disease.

With the setting up of permanent bases by the F'I'D'S',

it was found that the health of these expeditions was very sinilar

to that of previous expeditions (Roberts, 1949). The tnedical

practice at the French bases has also been published by Sapin-

Jaloustre (Lg52; 1956). Included in these reports was an analysis

of pathological observations of the Ì,rench Expedition to the Adélie

Coast, 1948:51.
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earlier expeditions and the advance party of the Conlnonwealth

Trans-Antarctic Expedition in 1956, when the eight men spent a

year living in a crate (Goldsrnith" 1959). This was due to several

mishaps, but although they lived under extrernely difficult condit-

ions the men remained healthy.

Following the International Geophysical Year, a nurnber

of reports have appeared on the health of wintering groups. Taylor

(1960) described rnedical experiences at the U.S. Base at McMurdo

Sound in Operation Deep Freeze 1. Ninety-three men wintered at this

base and few of these had had any previous polar experience. Taylor

stated that tnost of the problens were in the field of internal

nedicine and office practice psychiatry', and he saw between five

and ten patients daíLy. Fractures and carbon rnonoxide poisoning

hrere pïominent among accidents, ?nd insomnia vras stated to be

I epidenict . Four fatalities also occurred as the result of an air-

craft crash. Medical logistic problerns existed and, as Taylor

stated, he rdid not take lnedications to treat amoebiasis and

tropical diseases, which was unfortunater.

Tikhornirov (1965) has reported on nedicine at the Russian

inland station Vostok where altitude plays a most inportant role.

Although the clinatic conditions at Vostolt were extreme, with an

annual mean temperature of -55oC, Tikhornirov showed no long-terrn

effects of cold upon the men, but produced evidence of adaptation

to altitude.

Hedblom (1961) published the first specific statistics

of morbidity over the five-year period to 1961 of the U.S. winter-

ing bases in Antarctica and the American Navy operations within the
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Antarctic Circle. Of 10r000 sick cal1s the nain causes reported

were injuries (29 per cent) and respiratory (28 per cent).

Palnai (7962d, 1965b), who has published the only

figures for ANARE, has shown seasonal fluctuations in certain

psychophysical variables, notably headache and insomnia, in a

fourteen-man group on Macquarie Island.

Tho significant illnesses at Australian stations during

the period under review were those of a polio-like illness reported

by Budd (L962a) and a ruptured intracranial aneurysn described by

Pardoe (1965).

Tn L962 a conference t4ras held by the World Health

Organisation on nedicine and public health in the Arctic and

Antarctic (MIO Report, 1963). This conference r4ras an exploratory

one to exchange experiences on health problerns in high latitudes

and to evaluate the progress so far nade in coping with health

problens in cold clinates. No evidenôe was obtained that there

were diseases specific to high latitudes, but it was concluded that

there t4¡as a need for specific research in environrnental health and

mental health of transient populations, as well as for more

detailed work on human physiology.

MeùicaL Reseæch
Pnogrøwnes

Medical research was not a feature of the early Antarctic

expeditions. Although up to three doctors accompanied nany of the

expeditions and these doctors usually took a very active part in

scientific research, they did not perforrn much medical research.
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Microbiology was one exception to this and, although much

of the work was done on aninal life, it was continued over a nurnber

of expeditions. Gazert (1901) conducted the first observations in

which he isolated bacteria fron the intestines of seals but reported

bacteria-free specirnens of birds. Ekelöf (1904" 1908) also reported

bacteriologically sterile birds but proposed that bacteria that

grew on exposed culture ptates v¡ere carried by soil particles.

Charcot (L906) and Pirie (1912) furthered this work of isolating

the various bacteria present.

Mclean (1919) who cultured bacteria from the upper

respiratory tract of men on his expedition, began the hulnan studies

which are nor^r such a feature of the rnodern expeditions.

Darling and Siple (1941) isolated bacteria fron ice and

snow while Sladen (1955, L962), Sladen and Goldsrnith (1960) and

Adams and Staruneyer (1960) made a number of surveys of the patho-

genic bacterial and viral flora of the upper respiratory tract of

men wintering in Antarctica. Anong their findings they showed that

StøphgLocoecu,s aureus and ^9. aLbus remained in the noses of men

isolated for long periods.

As early as 1899 Klovstad (Borchgrevink, 1901) tested

pulses on a pulsometer, which was quite sophisticated for that era.

He also neasured hand strengths and lung capacities but the

results, which were obtained under great difficult1r: lrler.ê never

widely published, probably due to the random measurelnents not

providing sufficient infornation to draw reliable conclusion.

This was the fate of nany of the early nedical research observat-

i-ons.
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Phy sioLogicaL Res eareh

rLater on, with our snohl-tight wa1ls, the temperature

kept pretty constant, remaining at a few degrees below freezing

point, a degree of conparative warmth to which I^Ie soon grevl

quite accustomed, so that we could sit working or chatting in

our jerseys, with naked hands and uncovered heads. I

Thus wrote Nordenskjö1d and Andersson (1905), when

describing their reaction to the 1ow tenperatures of their indoor

environment on the Antarctic continent during the Swedish Antarctic

Expedition of 1902 to 1903. Although, in the 60 years which have

passed, many other explorers have rnade similar observations

(Mawson, 1915; Shackleton, 1919), quantitative evidence of acclimat-

izatíon has been lacking until quite recently, when records of the

anount of clothing vroln on sever.al polar parties suggested that

irnproved thermal tolerance or acclinatization did in fact occur

(Frazier, 1945|' Butson, 1949) . Latet, Goldsnith []-960) and Palnai

(7962a) studied the changes in clothing together with the assoc-

iated thernal comfort of men wintering at Antarctic and sub-

Antaïctic bases and obtained by this means more exact evidence of

improved thermal tolerance. However, there is still much to be

learnt concerning factors which deterrnine thermal cotnfort in

extremes of cold:

Many attempts have been made to detect physiological

evidence of acclinatizatíon to co1d. These have been done in

both the Arctic and the Antarctic, and the results obtained have

conflicted in nany cases. Edholn and Lewis (1964) and Wilson

(1965) have summarized nuch of the work done in the period of this
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review. Edholn and Lewis (1964) consider that there is meagre

evidence for general bodily adaptation to cold in contrast to

the substantial evidence for adaptation of loca1 sites, such as

hands and face, to the cold.

Cold adaptation of the hands, which had been dernon-

strated in the Arctic by use of a sinple two-point discrirnination

test (Mackworth, 1955, 1955), I{as confirned by Massey (1956,

1959) in the Antarctic, where he conducted experíments for L2

months on a group of new arrivals and a group who had already

been in Antarctica for a year. Massey also observed that frost-

bite occurred nore often in the men who were spending their first

year at the base than those who were in their second year. This

phenomenon had been recorded by Frazier (1945) during the U.S.

Antarctic Service Expedition 1939-1947.

Lewis and Masterton (1963), who were the pioneers of

modern polar physiology, on the 1952 British North Greenland

Expedition (Harnilton, 1958) investigated the important question of

the cold stress actually occurring. They concluded that

t at this stage of our studies in polar physiologl¡ IVe â1o

reasonably sure that the effects of cold are sma11, usually

identifiable, and not of great significance on a successful

polar expeditiont.

Norman (1965), following a study in 1959 at Halley

Bay, concluded that at stations where there is little or no

sledging, the exposure is not sufficiently severe or prolonged

to produce any significant physiological change. Norman also

studied patterns of exposure, calorie intake and energy expend-

iture.
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Norman (1965) used a temperature-sensitive vest (Wolff,

1958) to investigate the nicro-environrnent of his subjects. The

temperature of the nicro-clirnate beneath the clothing was alnost

identical with the skin tenperature. This was found to be

between 32-33oC at base with a lower range occurring on sledging

journeys away from base. Other investigators (Milan, L964;

Hampton, 1964, 1969) agreed with Norman that the skin temperature

fal1s when nen go outside but this does not alhlays indicate cold

stress as other factors, including activity and sweating, mãy

occur and alter the actual stress.

The investigations of rnicro-clinate of the body 1ed to

the assessrnent of activity patterns which could also be related

to the environmental conditions. These studies were done in the

period 1957-1959. Milan and Rodahl (1961) observed tlr.at a group

of scientists spent L3-15 per cent of the time outside in the

autunn and spring, but only 6 per cent in the winter. A group of

support personnel averaged 20 per cent in the spring. Ctrnning

(1961) calculated that the average time spent outside at Halley

Bay was 15 per cent in summer and 5 per cent in winter, while

Wyatt (1965) at a sledging base spent no more than t7 per cent of

his tine outside the hut or tent.

The physiological measurement that has been most

recorded on expeditions has been body weight. Ekelöf (1904)

weighed his men every fortnight. One early assunption was that an

increase in body weight in polar regions was accompanied by an

increase in body fat thickness as a direct Tesponse to cold and

that this had biological significance by increasing insulation.
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Body weight measurements taken by Marshall (1909) showed

1ittle change during the year but one lnan had rwell-marked linear

albicantes on both uppel arms as a memento of the adiposea of the

south'. Reports in later years (Goldsnith" 1959; Wilson, 1960)

did not substantiate the presence of t the southern adiposeaf and

suggested that body weight and subcutaneous lat vaty, not as a

response to cold but with changes in activity.

The variation in the results of measurements of body

weight fron expedition to expedition and the interpretation of

these results is apparent when the figures from SANAE 196L are

exanined. In this.study tissue insulation was said to be due to

weight gain (Wyndham and Plotkin, 1965; Wyndharn, Plotkin and

Munro, L964).

Budd (I962b, 1964) who carried out whole body cooling

studies on four men at Mawson in 1959 suggested tissue insulation

increased as a result of vasomotor changes. The ability of the

four men to maintain rectal temperature during acute cold stress

was attributed to general acclimatization to cold. Milan,

Elsner and Rodahl (1961) also found evidence of general acclimatiz-

ation in their study, which investigated the thernal and netabolic

responses of rnen exposed nude for two hours to a standard cold

stress (,17oC) after varying intervals of tirne in Antarctica.

0f serial basal measurements performed, blood pressure

is another variable that has been shown to differ from expedition

to expedition. Wilson (1965) has sunrnarized these changes whích

have ineluded decreased systolic and diastolic blood pressures at

Vostok in 1959 (Tikhonirov, 1963), decreased diastolic blood
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pressure (Pace, 1960) and increases in both diastolic and

systolic blood pressuïes in relation to a cold stless (Frazier,

7945; Butson, 1949).

Field studies on sledging teams have included food

requirernents for sledging. It has been estinated that fron

3500 to 5500 kcal are necessary for this activity. Fuchs (1952)

studied ration scales for British dog-sledging parties and adopted

a scale giving a daily calorie intake of slightly above 4000 kca1.

Rogers (personal communication) measured the food intake of one

member of the Trans-Antarctic Expedition for 7 days and it

averaged 4100 kca1. Energy output li¡as the same. Sapin-Jaloustre

(1955) and Rivolier (1-955) have leported on the nutritional require-

ments of the expéditiones Polaires Françaises and the daily calorie

intake has been almost identical to the British calculations.

Lewis (1965) has described nutritional research in polar regions

and the developlnent of rnodern sledging rations. He has also

discussed calorie requirenents of men in Antarctica.

Nutritional studies are closely a11ied with changes in

body weight of men in the field and these have been studied by

Massey (1956), Wilson (1960) and Orr (1965). Weight losses have

been found by most workers but there has been considerable dis-

agreement as to the specific nechanisn for this.

The overall evaluation of the research in physiology up

to L962 is dífficult as there are so many contradictory findings.

However, as Wilson (1965) points out, the steady accumulation of

evidence fron many expeditions can be expected ultinately to

clarify the problern of how rnan adapts physiologically.
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PsychoLogieaL StudLes

The study of psychological problens and the adaptation

of men on Antarctic e>cpeditions is most important both for the

successful nrnning of the expeditions as well as for an insight

into manrs behaviour in total isolation. From the earliest

expeditions descriptions have been given of the feelings of the

wintering expeditioners. Cook (1900) described the return of the

sun after the period of winter darkness as follows:

rAfter so rnuch physical, mental and noral depression, and after

having our anticipations raised to a fever heat by the tenpting

increase of'dawn at noon, it is needless to say that l^re are

elated at the expectation of actual daylight once more... Their

(Lecointe and Arnundsen) eyes beatned with delight, but under this

delight there was noticeable the accumulated suffering of

seventy dayless nights. I

0n a number of early expeditions psychiatric problems

r^rere experienced, but only vague reference was made to them. An

example of such a case and the attitude of the doctor treating hirn

occurred in the reports of Mawsonts Australasian Antarctic

Expedition Lgtt-L4. Mclean (1915) wrote:

fAdélie Land can only be regarded as an intolerable country in

which to 1ive, owing to the never-ceasing winds. Usage and

necessity helped one to regard the weather in the best possible

light; for the sake of a few hours of caln which night be

expected to occasionally intervene between the long spells of the

bLízzards. It is, therefore, with regret and some diffidence

that I speak of the illness of Mr. S.N. Jeffryes, who took up so

conscientiously the duties of wireless operator during the
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second year (l-915); but upon whon the monotony of a troglodytic

winter life nade itself felt. It is rny hope that he is fast

recovering his former vigour and enthusiasm. t

A footnote to Mcleanrs report has been added by Sir Douglas

Mawson:

tWith the advent of suruner, Jeffryes became normal, but

unfortunately suffered a tempoîary relapse upon his return to

Australia. I

Priestley (1921) ü/as one of the first to write on the

psychology of polar exploration. He was a member of Shackletonrs

Nimrod expedition of 1907-09 and was also one of the six-nan party

that wintered as Scottrs Northern Party. During this expedition

Priestley (1914) spent the wintet of 1,9L2 in an ice cave scooped

out of the snow on Inexpressible Island. An account of the

survival of this party against incredible odds has been given

by Priestley (1969).

The compatibility of the men, the factors of the environ-

ment, such as hunger, thirst, lack of sleep and rrnonotony of

colour, of occupation and of conpanionshipt, the nature of polar

work and the dangers such as clevasses are all discussed. Dreams

which were one of the ments few relaxations are vividly described.

Shirley (1970), a psychiatrist who has studied the

dreams of isolated explorers, has analysed the dreans described by

Priestley sone 60 years later. Shirley considered that

rfood was the hallucinated gratification of their growing

hgnger; rescue fantasies were the nourishment of their egors

will to surviver.

he added that
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'in anothel sense their dreans could also be taken as evidence

of the strong, emotional working of their ninds in presenting

possible solutions to their direct problensr .

Priestley concludes his article with the following:

rBefore closing the subject, short reference should be nade to

that very real danger to the polar expedition, the peculiar nental

trouble which might perhaps best be called poLaz'madness. It is

a well-established fact that men mentally unsuited for polar

exploration are 1iable to suffer from tenporary mentaL aberration

either during or inmediately after an expediti9n. Cases have

occurred in nearly all recent expeditions where real hardships

have been incurred. The nost extraordinary hallucinations

afflict the patient and for the tirne being he is quite irrespons-

ible. It is a merciful fact that this aberration is apparently

teïnporary on1y, though in extreme cases it rnay last for nonths

and even years. One factor worth mentioning is that it appears

to be the lnost inelastic ternperarnents and ninds that succunb.

The higher stnrng and more sensitive the organisation, the

better it will withstand extraordinary strainr.

Evans (7937), who wintered with scott in the Díscouery

Expedition, agreed with Priestley on the inportance of psychology

and mental illness. He wrote:

rPsychology plays an inportant part in Polar exploration as well

as in war, and during the winter darkness one has to be con-

stantly watching oners subordinates' Many nen have gone nlacl

after their return to civilization. Few go mad during the

expedition, when the tension is not relaxed. Looking back, I

calculate that 73 per cent of Scott's.men I4Ieïe mentally deranged

after the expeditionr .
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Further reports of psychological aspects of wintering

groups were published as more expeditions returned to their home-

lands frorn taking part in the modern era of exploration. Rivolj-er

(1954) wrote of the problens of the doctor on such an expedition,

based on his experiences on the Adélie Coast in 1950. Law (1960),

who had never wintered in Antarctica, described in general terrns

the Australian experiences of personality problens. These were

based on leadersr and medical officers I leports fron the wintering

groups and his own involvement in the dispatch of 50 expeditions

fron Australia. Law stated that Antarctica

ris an environment in which men and their behaviour can be sub-

jected to searching scrutinyr

and he felt
I that observations which are made and lessons which are learnt

must have irnportant irnplications for the more complicated urban

environmentr.

The United States Naval Medical Neuropsychiatric Research

Unit has collected, analysed and published psychiatric screening

and sociometric data since 1955 and Anerican investigators in

Antarctica have done a considerable amount of work on mental stress

factors, psychological reactions and adjusünent (Gunderson, petsonal

communication). Aspects of isolated living at several U.S. Ant-

arctic stations were reported on by Mu1lin, Connery and Wouters

(1es8).

Mullin and Connery (1959) found that the lack of fenale

company did not cause any serious problem in men wintering ovel,

while Rohrer (1959, 1960) reported that there I^Ias an increased

sensitivity to physical and social stirnuli with the onset of winter.
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Mu1lin (1960) postulated that psychological factors were most

likely to be the cause of nidwinter insomnia.

McGuire and Tolchin (1961) reported on group adjustnent

at the South Po1e, where much friction existed between the civilian

and service sub-groups forming the wintering expedition-

Despite the increases in the psychological and psy'

chiatric studies in the late fifties, Palmai (1965a) stressed the

lack of literature on the subject of psychological problens in

Antarctica.

Smith (1961) who studied the recruitment, selection and

perfortnance of scientific personnel in Antarctica in the I;G.Y.,

also cornmented on the data available. He wrote

tThe literature on personnel selection is considerable but

little of it is ained specificalLy at selection for polar

regions. Of the few studies done, most have been conilucted by

the armed forces and concern service personnelt.

Following the WHO conference orn Medicine in the

Antarctic in L962 at which a number of unpublished papers was

presented on psychiatric and psychological topics (WHO Report,

t963; Nelson, !963a, 1963b) further research has been reported

and this has been surnmarised by Wilson (1965).

CoLd Iniury

Although most of the inforrnation and research of cold

injuries has been obtained from studies in the Arctic and nortli-

ern henisphere it is pertinent to review cold injury briefl¡ as

the prevention of cold injury has been of great importance to

all Antarctic expeditions. From reviewing the nedical literature
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occurs frequently, but the incidence of serious conditions lead-

ing to gross gangrene and tissue death is very low.

Atkínson (1915), writing of his experiences in Antarctica

compar'es frostbite with the effects of a scald. The occurrence and

attitude of the men to rninor cold injury which Atkinson described

as rfrost.bites of first degreei can be seen fron the following:

tl{Ihile out of doors, it was quite a common and even laughable

experience to see a patch of white on the nose or cheek of a

companion, who at the tine r^Ias unconscious that anything was

wrongt.

Cold injury has been with man since his earliest days in

the glacial era and his survival is due to his behavioural

adaptation and skil1 in conbati¡rg the cold weather. Cold injury

does occur among civilian populations, but the classical descrip-

tions of this condition have followed rnilitary canpaigns beginning

with Alexander the Great, king of Macedonia whose canpaigns were

recorded by Xenophon. Baron Larrey (1317) has written of the role

of cold injury in the letreat of Napoleonrs Army from Moscow and

subsequent defeat in Poland in 1812.

Further descriptions have come from the Crinean War and

both lVorld Wars I and II in which cold injuries have been given

names such as trench foot, shelter foot and immersion foot. A

recent rnonograph by the United States Military Services (Co1d

Injury, L97O) gives the total incidence of time-1ost coLd injuries

during World War II as 90,555, This figure included trench foot

and frostbite in ground troops, and high altitude frostbite in air
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crer^rs. In Korea more than 91000 cases of cold injury were

experienced by United States trooþs! 8,000 of these occurring

in the winter of 1950-51. The experiences of the u.s. Military

Services are described in an official publication - Cold Injury,

Ground Type (1958).

The Cold Injury Series of the Josiah Macy, Jr'

Foundation (1951-60), Washbwn (!962) and the Proceedings of the

Synrposium on Arctic Medicine and Biology (Viereck" 19621) detail

cold injuly of nilitary, polar and high mountain explorations.

These publications also describe the lnanagernent of cold injury

and the various theories of the poorly understoocl pathogenesis

of tissue injury resulting from cold exposure.
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CHAPTER 5

TTIE PRESENT STUDY

Living for a year on an Antarctic station is an unusual

experience with its complete isolation, confinement, restricted

activity, enforced intì-rnacy and social deprivation. Although

nany of these conditions do exist in urban life in such establish-

ments as prisons, and in remote survey, mining and nilitary canps,

none of these situations have the total isolation of Antarctica.

Voyages of nuclear submarines as described by Weybrew (1965) are

isolated but the duration of these voyages is only several nonths.

Wilson (1966) attenpts to describe the isolation in

Antarctica in an entry in hís diary for Thursday 22 May. t902:

tThe stillness was almost uncanny. one could imagine oneself

in another dead planet. I could easily inagine we üiere

standing not on the Earth but on the Moonts sulface. Everything

r4ras so sti1l and dead and cold and gnearthly. We had sone

nights lil<e it in Davos, (Switzerland) but they were noisy com-

pared with the absolute silence here, which one feLt as a

thing that had been broken by nothing but wild naturers stoms,

since the beginning of the world. I cantt describe itr.
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This isolation is also apparent in Amundsenrs (I9t2)

description of a gramophone concert at Franheiln. He describes it

thus:

rAs the notes rang clear and pure through the room, one could

see the faces grow serious. No doubt the words of the þoem

affected theln all as they sat there in the dark winter night on

the vast wilderness of ice, thousands and thousands of niles

fron all that was dear to thernr.

A11ied with the isolation factor is the different thermal

environment encormtered. Most men wintering in Antarctica come

fron the densely populated temperate and tropical regions.

The historical review in Chapter 2 shows the diverse

natuïe of researches in human biology; nany of which have of neces-

sity been of a sirnple nature. This sirnplicity was necessary

because polar nedical research tilas an additional project for the

nedical officers, and laboratory facilities were prirnitive com-

pared with those provided for the natural sci-ences.

The totality of the medical observations up to 1962 con-

stituted a substantial body of knowledge but these observations

were fragnented, with only one topic being described in most

reports; in few cases has any synthesis been attenpted. Many of

the investigations assume that the environmental stresses

encountered in Antarctica adversely affect physical and nental

health. These underlying assunptions are due to the abundance of

anecdotal reports.

Anecdotal reports have not all given false impressions,

and many have made valuable contributions to our knowledge.
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Much observed in early years has renained to be explained later.

An example of this is Mawsonrs (191-5) observation of the serious

illness suffered by himself and the death of Mertz while dog-

sledging on the Australasian Antarctic Expedition. It was not

until rnore than 45 years later that further work (Cleland and

Southcott, 1969; Southcott, Chesterfield and Lugg, 1971) has

suggested that the illnesses were due to hypervitarninosis A after

eating liver fron the husky dogs, which were killed following the

loss of most of the food supplies.

My appointnent as nedical officer with the 1963

Australian National Antarctic Research Expeditions to Davis

enabled me to elçloit a situation where observations could be

made on a nine-man isolated group over a year. It was decided

to undertake a more anbitious and broadly-based series of

investigations which could be used as the means of providi.ng an

integrated picture of life in Antarctica. Many topics have been

examined before in risolationt, but no one has yet tried to

atternpt a study in breadth nor to assess the totality of the

adaptation in an Antarctic enviïorunental epidemiological study,

hurnan adaptability being the central problem in environmental

epideniology.

The results of the study suggest that sone physio-

logical adaptation takes place, but the overall adaptation of

the group was influenced to a greater degree by behaviour and

psychological factors.

The constraints imposed by the environment on the

previous studies also linited the Davis study. These constraints
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included the lack of a sophisticated laboratory, the sna1I

nurnber of men and their availability as subjects due to other

tasks they were called upon to perform. It was originally

intended to do a comprehensive tirne and motion study on all nine

subjects, but when a pilot progranne was cornmenced on the voyage

south it was apparent that such a prograrune was inpracticable.

It was therefore abandoned. The other individual prograrrunes ürere

conrpleted as planned.

MonthLy PhysioLogicaL
Meastaements

These were done in men at the station and included the

assessment of body weight, skinfold thickness, arn circunference,

pulse rate, blood pressure and oral temperature at monthly inter-

va1s. Both basal and casual levels of these variables were taken.

The nonthly measurements were a good index of the

physiological status of the nen as many of the variables had been

measured on other polar expeditions which nade conparisons

possible between this study and others.

FieLd Studies

Loss of body weight by nen sledging in Antarctica has

been observed on many occasions (Ekelöf, 1-904; Massey, 1956;

Wilson" 1960). The weight lost is rapidly regained after return

to base. Although the weight changes form a standard pattern,

the cause for these changes is not known.

0n the najor field traverses inland, in addition to

obscrving thc changes in body weight and skinfold thickness that

resulted fron these field projects, the calorie intake and energy
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expenditure ri/ere calculated so that any resultant changes could be

assessed in relation to dietary intake and energy expenditure.

CoLd Erposure and Actiuity

The men on polar expeditions spend only a portion of

each day out of doors. It is necessary ín a study of acclinat-

ization and thennal cornfort to analyse the amount of tine that the

men are exposed to the varying thernal environments. It is pos-

sible that the cold exposure i-s low at rnodern Antarctic stations

and this fact together with the effective clothing worn may mean

that the stimulus provided by the environment is not enough to

cause cold adaptation. The inportance of the climatic stress and

activity patterns, especially in relation to the environment, has

been discussed by Nornan (7962) and Lewis and Masterton (1963).

The Davis study proposed to ascertain what cold stress

actuaLly occurred and what activity the group experíenced. An

additional aspect involved assessing the tine spent by the nedical

officer in all phases of his r^rork, as no previously published

reports were available with this infornation.

Thev'rnaL C omfont Stadies

The results of thermal comfort investigations done in

Antarctica up to the tine of this study have been reviewed in

Chapter 2. Observations such as those of Wilson (1966) in 1902 -

fAt freezing point, so acclimatized have we all become to the

co1d, we feel quite warm and can work in absolute comfort with

wet fingers for hours. When the tenperature out of doors goes

above zeTo, as it is beginning to do nowadays, we feel it just
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as comfortable as a warm sunny day at hornel

have resulted in further studies (Frazier, 1945; Butson, 1949:

Goldsnith, 1960). Despite these more objective investigations

there is sti1l nuch to be learnt concerning factors which

determine therrnal comfort in extrernes of co1d.

In the present study an attelnpt was rnade to define the

linits of indoor thermal comfort and the relations between the

indoor temperature and the clothing worn indoors, and the environ-

mental temperature and the clothing worn out of doors, and to

evaluate the evidence for acclimati zation which changes in these

with tine tnight provide.

HeaLth of the ErpedLtíon

The expeditioners wintering at Australian stations

are physically healthy and nainly in the age group 20-45 years.

They are notivated people who have volunteered to accept a

strenuous life in Antarctica fot L2-LS months. No complete

account of clinical observations from a wintering Australian

expedition has previously been published.

In an epideniological study clinical aspects are con-

sidered inportant despite the likelihood of a 1ow incidence of

disease. The health and rnorbidity study hlas undertaken to see

whether changes of clinical importance occur during a yeat ín

Antarctica, what the injuries and illnesses are, and when they

occuï.
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P sg choLo gi caL Adapt ation

The interaction of psychological changes resulting fron

stresses, with the physiology and health of a snal1 group and

their behavioural adaptation, are still largely unknown. The

WHO conference (I4IHO Report, 1965) considered that mental health

difficulties were probably the nost important of all health prob-

lens and that assessment of performance in the field was

necess aïy.

The psychological investigation was undertaken to study

the Davis groupts responses to situations and stress, interpersonal

adjustments, group adjustive behâvioural phenonena, and the general

pattern of psychological adaptation.

Morbidity and MortaLitg
at AIVARE Stations, 7947=7 2

Prelirninary infornation on rnorbidity and deaths by

Hedblom (1961) has shown that the risk of injury or psychiatric

disorder for United States naval personnel in Antarctica is low,

but somewhat higher than elsewhere. No corresponding figures

were available for AIttrARE and so a survey of all expeditions I^Ias

undertaken following the Davis study to give a factual report on

the health of ANARE.

The analysis of nedical records at Australian stations

over a period of years enables the risks of different types of

i-llness or injury to be objectively established, as well as the

patterns of illness from different geographical locations, and

the seasonal trends. A further aspect was the testing of the

hypotheses that health problens appear to be concentrated in a

relatively srnal1 proportion of the population (Hinkle, Pinsky,
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Bross and Plurner, 1956) , and individuals having multiple illness

episodes tend to have then concentrated during periods character-

ized by unusual life stress (Hinkle and Wolff" 1958).

Conrpaz'ison Stu&Les in the Ayctie

It was decided to confine the clinical studies of health,

psychological adaptation, morbidity and mortality to Antarctic and

sub-Antarctic populations, and not to compare theln with Arctic

grouBs. Most of the work done in the Arctic has been of an

anthropological nature and has concerned itself with the indigenous

inhabitant and not the non-native grouBs. These two groups have

also created problems between their two cultures. It was there-

fore considered that these cultural differences, the presence of

women, the presence ôf endenic and chronic diseases, and the lack

of total isolation nade conparisons between the Arctic and the

Antarctic invalid.
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CHAPTER 4

DAVIS STATION

Introduetion

In L947 the Australian Government established the

Australian National Antarctic Research Expeditions (ANARE) .

Since this tine AIIARE have continuously naintained stations on

the Antarctic continent and sub-Antarctic islands. Figure 4.1

shows the locations of the stations, and a list of expeditions

and the number of personnel wintering at each station is

incorporated in Appendix 6. Law and Béchervaise (1957) and Swan

(1961) have published general accounts of ANARE.

Davis (68035'S, /7053rg; is situated in the Vestfold

Hi11s on the east side of Prydz Bay in Princess EIízabeth Land,

Antarctica. Princess ELizabeth Land was discovered and naned

by Sir Douglas Mawsonrs BAITIZAR Expedition of L929-3L (Mawson,

1951). Captaín Klarius Mikkelsen (Mikkelsen, 1955) , master of

the Norwegian ship Ihorshaun, first sighted and named the

Vestfold Hi1ls on 20 February 1955 when leading an expedition

for Lars Christensen. The hil1s lùere named after an area in

Norway because of the striking resemblance between the two
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T.ocalities .

In 1954 and 1955 nernbers of the ANARE nade landings in

these hi1ls, and in 1957 the station Davis was established. It

was named in honour of the Antarctic navigator, Captain John

King Davis.

Station Site

The station is built on the edge of the 500 square

kilometre triangular ice-free rocky area forming the Vestfold

Hi1ls (Fig. 4.2). This rocky region, which has the inland ice

sheet to the east, the Sörsdal Glacier to the south and numerous

offshore islands has been described by Law (1959). The hi1ls

are hurnmocky in nature, rising to a maximum height of 158n, and

are indented by moraine-filled va11eys, long narroüI fjords and

numelous lakes (Fig. 4.3). Mcleod (1963) has described these

lakes whose water contents vary from fresh to extreme salinity.

The nain local rock is gneissic granite, criss-crossed with

broad black dolerite dykes (Crohn; 1955, 1959). The Vestfold

Hi11s area is one of several ice-free roasesr on the Antarctic

conti-nent.

Station Constv'uction

The main building complex at Davis is sited along a line

across the prevailing wind and close to the shore. The site plan

(Fig. 4.5) shows the station buildings and the ì-rregular contours

of the rock surface on which they are built. The buildings were

separated where possible to dininish the risk of fire.



Fig. 4.22 Aerial view, taken in January, of the
Vestfold Hills looking in a southeast
direction. The continental ice of the
polar plateau surrounds the Vestfold
Hills. The S/rsdal Glacier is to the
right. The numelous offshore islands,
lakes and winding fjords which run to
the polar plateau are clearly shown.
To the left the white fast sea ice is
stil1 present in Long Fjord.

(ANARE photograPh bY P.G. Law)
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The basic building designof ANARE stations has been

discussed by Styles, Blown, Snith and Lukinovic (1963). The

f.Iat-topped box-1ike buildings l^Iere constructed by clamping

togetheï prefabricated wal1 panels of either plywood, steel or

aluminiun with a core of insulating foaned rigid polystyrene.

The buildings rested on wooden sturnps or scaffold piping and

were firrnly tied down to the rock by cables rigged to roof

brackets. This type of construction had been used for rapid

erection by the expedì-tioners themselves.

During winter, drifts formed in both the lee and up-

wind sides of the buildings and this caused access problens, but

in summer all the snow ablated.

The buildings were heated by oi1, electricity or an

integrated-energy central heating system (Brown" 1968), which

utilised waste heat fron the two diesel-electric generators. The

more modern of the buildings had entry porches which acted as a

trap to prevent the entry of wind and snow, or loss of heat when

the door was opened. Such porches were uninsulated and, as they

remained co1d, snow-covered outer clothing hung in these porches

did not thaw and become wet.
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CHAPTER 5

THE 1963 EXPEDITION

ReLief Vogages

The L963 wíntering expedition departed fron Melbourne

on 9 January 'J.963 aboard the Danish ice ship M.V . NeLLa Dan.

The Davis expedition rlras one of three on board; the other two

being a surnmer group for Heard Island and the 1963 wintering

expedition for Mawson.

The planned itinerary r^ras changed during the voyage as

one of the men going to Mawson developed appendicitis. The NeLLa

Dan returned to Albarry in Western Australia where it stayed for

24 hours,

Heard Island was reached on 26 January and four days

were spent in this area. 0n 2 February the Mawson changeover

began. This involved about nine days of hard physical labour.

The stores for the following year were unloaded fron the ship and

transported ashore by amphibious Army DUKWs.
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0n 15 February, three days after leaving Mawson, the

NeLLa Dan arrived at Oavis and six days were spent unloading

equiprnent and supplies for the Davis Expedition. Following the

departure of the NeLLa Dan on 2L February L963 the nine men were

completely isolated until the ship returned on 29 February L964.

The nearest occupied stations to Davis are the Russian

base Mirny, 670 km to the east and Mawson 610 kn to the west.

PersonneL

The nine men who nade up the 1963 Davis Expedition were:

Officer-in-Charge (0IC)

Cook

Medical Officer

Radio Operator

Radio Technician

Weather Observers (3)

Weather Observer (Radio)

Station Duties

As is the case on all snall expeditions, the nen not

only performed their own special duties but did other tasks as

well. The OIC ran the powerhouse and hlas lesponsible for the

power, heating and water reticulation as well as the construct-

ion progranme, while the cook did nost of the carpentry and

assisted with all construction works, as well as doing the engine

maintenance while the OIC was absent. The care of the fire-

fighting equipnent and the preventive measures associated with

this were the responsibility of the radio technician. The radio

operator and one of the weather observers cared for the dogs,



Fig.5.1: Station duties at Davis included meteorological
balloon flights and the collection of ice from
icebergs for water.
5.1.1 A radio-sonde balloon being released
during changeover. The relief ship can be seen
in the background.
5.L.2 Men about to break ice fron a grounded
iceberg. The dog tean and Snow-Trac travelled
over 3 km across the sea ice to reach these
icebergs.

(AI,{ARE photographs by D.J. Lugg)
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while the photographic work and some aspects of the construction

were done by the weather observers. The rnedical officer attended

to the adninistration in the absence of the QIC, acted as messing

officer, storernan, biologist and assisted in general construction

and labouring.

In addition to the work outlined above, general station

duties were shared by all men. These duties were mainly nanual in

natule as the station did not have nechanical facilities for this

lrorl(. All fuel for Davis was in conventional 44-ga11on druns and

had to be dug from snow drifts and rolled over the snow to the

poh/erhouse for punping into the r.eserve tanks. This was intense

physical labour. Construction work and building rnaintenance also

had to be done.

The digging of tunnels and steps to gain access to the

buildings v/as a task that was present throughout the whole winter.

The author spent at least thirty minutes of nost days digging out

supplies, or the doorwalis.

waste disposal necessitated loading a trailer or sledge

and driving either the Snow-Trac or the tractor to the sumrner dump

on rock or on to the sea ice during winter. Water was gathered in

the form of sma11 pieces of iceberg which were washed up on the

sandy beach during sunmer. When the sea ice became solid many

hours a week were spent in driving vehicles or dogs to icebergs

3-4 kn from the station where picks and crowbars hleÏe used to

break up the grounded icebergs for nelting into water.

Sealing was one unpleasant task that was necessary to

feed the husky population. Occasionally seals were shot and

flensed on the sea ice near Davis, but most tines journeys of
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10-30 km were necessary to the l\ledde11 Arm area or Crooked Fjord

(Fie. 4.3).

Night-watch duty occurred every nine days, or more

frequently when men ri¡ere absent in the field. This consisted of

cleaning up the kitchen, mess, recreation room, doing rneteorolog-

ical observations at 0200 (Davis tine), observing that the

buildings were being heated and the powerhouse fuel tanks had

sufficient fue1. Following night-watch all nen slept in and did

not get up for breakfast. Duty cook was another task in which

a1l nen took turns cooking for the group on a Sunday when the cook

was given a day off..

Recreation

The station had an excellent library, radiogrffi,

records and taped music, a variety of indoor games such as darts

and table tennis, and fifty 16mn feature fi1ns. Filns were

shown several times a week and were most popular.

fDingr nights were held on birthdays, midwinter and

other special occasions, ffid on these nights additional beer and

wines were provided above that issued weekly to each man.

Model aeroplanes, motor cyling, football and walking

hrere pursued on the sea ice at one time or another. Most men

were interested in photography, and ham radio and skiing r^rere

popular with several. The training of the huskies uias one

strenuous fonn of relaxation and all men enjoyed this greatly.
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CLothing

One of the nost important factors in manrs ability to

survive in Antarctica is efficient clothing. The sinple but

efficient use by the Eskimos of a tent-shaped garment of warm

fur which can be opened either at the top or botton to change

his desired environment has been shown by Milan (7962) to

protect this race almost totally fron cold exposure. Siple

(1945) and Law (l-965) have discussed the general principles gover-

ning the selection of modern polar clothing. This clothing is,

however, still less efficient than that of the Eskinos (Rodahl,

1e60) .

Linton-Snith (1968) has described the clothing worn

by Australian expeditioners. The Davis group was equipped with

such clothing. The principle of this clothing is to clothe the

body with a nurnber of layers of warm natetial of a ce1lular,

perneable type and to cover these externally with a light wind-

proof envelope. During the year, the clothing worn by the men in

the vicinity of the station ü/as fairLy standard despite individual

preferences and this agreed with other workersr assessnents of

men working in polar climates (Masterton" 1958; Edholm and Lewis,

1e64) .

The significant feature of the clothing assenblies at

the station u/as the tniversal way in which all nenbers of the

expedition refused to wear extra outer clothing in their movenent

from one heated building to another, unless there trlas a blizzatd.

As all the work huts were distant from the nain living complex

(see Fig. 4.5), this meant that all nine rnen frequently l^¡ere
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Fig. 5.2: Clothing worn by men travelling away
fron the station. The man in the
centre is wearing light windproof
parka and trousers; the others heavier
Ventiles.

(ANARE photograph-by D.J. Lugg)
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cooled each day, during their movement from one area of the

station to another.

When men left the station area for short periods of

time, light windproof parkas üiere usually worn with cotton com-

bination overalls or windproof trousers, but when the field work

involved greater distances or on the polar plateau, heavier

Ventile clothing ü/as worn (Fig. 5.2). Similarly, cold-wet

leather boots which r^iere worn in surnrner months were changed to

mukluks (a rubber-so1ed loose-fitting vapour-permeable nylon or

canvas boot worn over woollen and duffel socks) or thermal

vapour barrier boots in winter.

Eood

The occurrence of both hypovitaminosis (Kendall¡ 1955,

Faleev, 1959; Wigg, personal communication) and suspected hyper-

vitaminosis (Cleland and Southcott, 1969; Southcott et aL, 1971)

in Antarctic expeditions outlined one of the many problems that

have occurred in the victualling of polar groups.

Be11 (1957) reviewed rations used in polar areas and

described the organisation of the ration scales for the New

Zealand Trans-Antarctic Expedition. Work such as Bellrs and Law

(1957) and Csordas (1958), who have discussed aspects of the

victualling at Antarctic stations, have resulted in excellent

food being available at ANARE stations.

. At Davis, bread was baked frequently and there I4Ias a

plentiful supply of neat. Fresh frozen meat IÀIas eaten at least

one meal per day with the balance coming fron tinned and

preserved supplies. EarLy in the year fresh fruit and vegetables
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I^rere available, but later deep-frozen, tinned and dehydrated

supplies were used. The fresh vegetables deteriorated earlier

than expected due to the rapid growth of a mould (genus

PenieiLLiwn) when the fresh supplies were put in the warned food

store. Even in Antarctica the preservation of food is important,

as Kefford (1956) outlined in his report of food storage in

Antarctica.

Vitanin supplernentation was given to those who desired

it at the station as this was the Antarctic Divisionrs policy, but

in the authorrs opinion it was not necessary. Vitamin tableti

üiete, however, necessary in the field rations, which atthough of

satisfactory calorie va1ue, were very linited in variety because

of weight considerations. These rations were mainly concentrated

meat blocks like pemmican and HF6 (Horlicks) ro11ed oats,

biscuits, 9gg powder, dehydrated vegetables and chocolate.

In general it was considered by the author that nost

expeditioners ate better in Antarctica than they did in Australia.

MedieaL EstabLishment

The surgery at Davis in 1963 was sti1l fairly prirnitive

compared with the nodern surgeries that have been erected at all

AI{ARE stations in the last few years (Stnith and Lugg, L968). The

standard of nedical practice was therefore not as high as the

present practice described by Lugg (1966b , 1.970 " 1972) .

The surgery building, which was relocated and inproved

during 1963, (Figs. 5.3, 5.4) was a single room 5.5 x 3.7 metres.

It housed a sna11 medical library, essential surgical instruments
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Fig. 5.3 The Davis nedical building.
5.3.1 The surgerY being rebuilt
during January L964. The
prefabricated style of building
construction is shown.
5.3.2 The building during winter
L963.

(ANTARE photographs bY D.J. Lugg)
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of the rebuilt surgery.
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and nedical and dental equipment and supplies. An examination

couch doubled as an operating table and a portable x-ray plant

was a valuable diagnostic aid. There was no autoclave, but a

srnall stean sterili zet and a household pressure cooker were used

for sterilization. A snal1 ether-air anaesthetic machine

completed the equipment.

Three of the station personnel were trained in the

adrninistration of anaesthetics and in operating theatre tech-

niques before leaving Australia and were available to assist the

nedical officer in energencies.

ContntnrLcations

Radio IÀIas the only form of communication between

Davis, Australia and other Antarctic stations. The traffic to

and fron Davis was relayed via Wilkes and Mawson.

on a ntunber of occasions a radio lblackoutr occurred

as the result of an atmospheric PCA (polar cap absorption) and

prevented commrnications for periods of several days.

TransPort

The four nethods of transport used at Davis were

tractor, Snow-Trac (Slnith, 1962), motor cycle and dog teams.

vehicles could only be used on the tracks and roads in the

Davis environs in sumrner and on the sea ice during winter. On

the rnainland outside the station a'nea, walking was the only

means of transport. The husky population of between twenty and

thirty dogs covered over 2000 kn on sea ice and plateau journeys.

The Snow-Trac covered 3000 kn during the period from April 1963

to January 7964.



CHAPTER 6

EXPEDITION PROGRAMME

Construction

The 1g0g expedition had a large construction progranne.

funong the new buildings constructed in 1963 were a kitchen and

ness, bathroom, emelgency pohler house and administrative office,

while the old engine room l4ias converted into a recreation and

library building.

New generat,ors, diesel engines and distribution boards

were installed. The power reticulation was changed from over-

head wires to rnineral-insulated coppea-covered cables buried under

the rock and rpermafrostr.

Seientific

The following research projects were done in' addition

to the medical research as described in this thesis. The

meteorological progr.alilne will be described in detail because of

the use rnade of these observations in this study.

6.1 MeteoroLogicaL

Surface observations ü¡ere taken at Davis at three-
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hourly intervals starting at 0200 (loca1 standard timç). Davis

tine was GMT + 5 hours. Upper wind observations were nornally

nade three times dailry by visual lneans following either a pilot

balloon or a radio sonde balloon, or by electronic means using a

radio theodolite following either a radio sonde or a radio trans-

nitter used for wind finding only. Radio sondes were released

once dai1y.

TenperatuIes were recorded by dry bulb thermometers

(of') and thernographs nounted in a Stevenson screen; the thei¡no-

graphs being used to obtain the daily temperature extlenes. A

hygrograph provided a continuous record of relative hunidity.

wind records of speed and direction were obtained fron

Davis anemometers which were 6 m above the station building and

about 9 n above the ground.

Precipitation was measured by a shielded snow gauge,

but it r4ras not possible to record all snowfall accurat'eLy.

Daily duration of stxrshine was observed using Canpbell-Stokes

sunshine recorders. Measurements of tenperature and humidity in

various buildings at Davis were measured using hair hygrographs,

sling psychroneters and dry bulb therrnometers. During field

work, tenperatures and wind speeds were observed using hand-held

instruments.

6.3 BioLogg

The author was responsible for the execution of the

biological prograrune with the assistance of all members of the

group. Appenclix 4 shows the amount of tine spent on this work

throughout the yeat. It ranged from 0.4 hours/day in February

to 3.5 hours/day in Novenber.



Fig. 6. L : Overnight canp sites used during field progralilnes.
6.1.1 The Depot Camp, 160 kn from Davis. Supplies
left for the main dog traverse group are beneath
the partly-built cairn to the left of the photo.
6.1.2 The satellite station at Platcha.
6.L.3 A sudden bLLzzard caused a two-rnan dog-
sledging team to nake a stop in the area of Long
Fjord. The men renained at this canp for three
days and nights.

(ANARE photographs by D.J.Lugg)
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The completed work has resulted in new information on

the location and breeding behaviour of both birds and marnmals

(Lugg, L966a; Shaughnessy, !.97I; Johnstone, Lugg and Brown' 1973).

In December L963, the author found the nost southerly known

breeding location (OSoSS'S¡ for the Giant Petrel. This rookery

is one of only four in Antarctica. Further field work in which

the skin tenperatures of Elephant Seals were measured has been

used by Murray, Srnith and Soucek (1965) in their study of the

louse Antaz,ctophthirus ogmorhini Enderlein.

Late in 1965 the author discovered a new species of

prostigmatic mite Tydeus erebus. Thi3 has been described by

Gressitt (L967) and Stradtmann (1967).

6.3 FíeLd Pnogrøanes

The lnajor field progralilne l^ias a topographical survey

fron Davis to the Arnery Ice Shelf and the Munro Kerr Mountains

(Fig. 6.2). The work included astrofixes of the mountains, a

preliminary glaciological survey and meteorological observations.

The logistic support for this entailed nunerous leconnaissance

and depot trips and, although the objective l^¡as not reached,

valuable inforrnation was obtained.

SateLLite Station

A satellite station Platcha (68051's,7Bo,51tE)

(Fig. 6:I.2) lies near the eastern nargin of the vestfold Hills,

at the head of Long Fjord, about 23 kn east-north-east of Davis

(Fig. 4.3). This was used as a base for all field work on the

plateau.
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CHAPTER 7

CLIMATIC FACTORS

vestfoLd HiLLs Climate

The climate on the coast at Davis is nuch milder than

that experienced on the plateau, due to ttre 20 kn ice-free land

rnass breaking up the regular katabatic winds. Lièd (1-965,

7964) has discussed aspects of this clirnate and the influence of

Prydz Bay on the Davis clinate. Stretton (1968, 1969) haS rnade

comparisons of the winds at Davis with those in other areas.

Figures 7.7 and 7.2 and Appendix L sumnarise the

Davis clinate. The annual rnean air temperature for the period

February 1963 to February 1964 was .9.5oC, with a maximum of

g.soc in Decenber and a ninimun of -32.5oC in May. The annual

mean wind speed was 5.2 ln/sec and the maximum gust of 5l-.9 n/sec

r^ras recolded in May. Drifting snol4¡ was recorded on 65 days and

precipitation of snow occurred on L24 days. Rain has beei

recorded in surnrner.

Fast sea ice is present from March or April until

December or January each yeaT. Excessive winds and ocean swells

may cause breakouts of this sea ice during the winter months,

and in the areas near the Sörsdal Glacier open water is never

more than a few kilometre5 from the land. Sea ice conditions
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have been recorcled by Mellor (L960) and Mcleod (1967). In the

fjords, sea ice lnay remain fairly solid during some summers,

while in others it breaks up leaving Large leads of open water.

The amount of daylight present throughout the year at

Davis is shown in Fig.7;2. It will be noted that the sun was

absent for about one month, while 24 hours of sunlight was present

for over twice this tine.

Indoov. TherTnaL Enuiv'onment

Appendix 5 shows the indoor thernal environments to

which the subjects were exposed. There are gross variations

between buildings. The overall tenperature was lower than at

other Australian stations where studies have been done (Catneron'

1968a) .

The relative hulnidity taken at the time of the thermal

vote Tecords was 55 per cent but the lnean value for the whole

station was 35 per cent. This latter value was recorded on

portable hair hygrograPhs.

CoLd Erposure of Subiects

The station organisation and progralnmes as described

in Chapters 5 and 6 show that all subjects spent large anounts

of tine outside their heated buildings. The lnean number of

nights spent away from Davis in tents a7¡.d at the remote station

for the nine men was 30. The author was absent from Davis on

daily excursions on 81 days. The tine away from Davis on these

daíLy trips ranged fron 5-4 hours to 2o hours. As all journeys
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were made by dog teams and in unheated vehicles the cold exposule

was considerable.

As stated in chapter 5, the movement and behaviour at

the station resulted in daiLy chilling in addition to the eold

exposure resulting fron sealing, gathering ice and fue1,

biological work and construction tasks.

The weather observers spent considerable time preparing

for balloon flights and observing the released ba1loons. The

radio staff, in the repair of inst.allations, Ii¡ere subjected to

long periods of cold exposure. The collapse of a radio lnast in

a b1izza'rd resulted in rnany days of work in the open. The other

rnernbers of the group (oIC, MO and cook) spent lengthy periods

outside, as their tasks included working under these conditions.

During blizzards all men had to spend time outdoors, whether in

the course of their work or to inspect the huskies several tines

a day.

The summation of this exposure shows that the Davis

group lrrere exposed more than other studies described by Soucek

(1963), Budd (1964) and Caneron (1968a) . This is borne out by

the time and notion studY.



PART III - SYSTEMATIC INVESTIGATIONS
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CHAPTER 8

MONTHLY PHYSIOLOGICAL
MEASUREMENTS

MaterLaLs qnd Methods

8.1 Introduction

The experinental situation and the environment have

been outlined in Parts I and II. The nine nen participating

in this study were fit, active rnernbers of the 1963 wintering

expeditj_on at Davis. They were aged between 24 and 33 yeals

(rnean age 27.4 on 1 January- 1963), weighing between 79.t4 and

56.L0 kg (nean, 70.34) and with heights between 160 and l-83 cm

(mean, 175).

Six of the subjects were Australian, one of these

being of Chinese extraction, two were English and the remaining

one r^ras born in New Zealand. 0f the nine men, one Australian

and one English nan had previously wintered at Mawson in 1961

and the New Zealander had wintered in 1961 at the sub-Antarctic

station on Macquarie Isla¡rd.

Table 8.1 shows the physical characteristics of the

nine subjects who u¡eTe examined in Austr-alia prior to leaving

for Antarctica. This exarnination gave an initial set of casual

physiological variables, but it was not possible to measure the
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TABLE 8.1.

The physical characteristics of the Davis
subj ects

Subj ect Age* I Height
(yr) (cm)

Weight+
(ke) 0ccupation

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 24 L67 67.6L

Radio Teçhnician

0fficer- in- Charge

Cook

Weather Observer

Radio Operator

Ir{edical Officer

l\reather Observer (I/C)

Weather Observer
(Radio)

Weather Observer

34 16s

178

185

160

L82

L83

178.

L78

62.7 4

70.53

76. 88

57. 09

7 4.03

7 4.52

76.83

76..93

26

33

27

25

24

24

* I Age in years on 1 January !963

Average body weight for nonthly series
February L963 - February L964

+
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skinfold thickness at this stage.

The standardized measurements at nonthly intervals

were designed to detect seasonal variations in a nurnber of

physiological variables which also would indicate the physio-

logical status of the 1963 expedition. The results, too, could

be used in continuing progranmes at widespread localities where

personnel are subjected to differing environments, activities,

diets and other factors.

The measurements of all variables were continued for

a period of thirteen months on eight subj ects at Davis under

standard conditions. The ninth subject was the Medical Officer

who performed the exaninations and some measurements (e.9.,

skinfold thickness, blood pressure) were not nade on hitn.

The rnean temperature in the surgery where the casual

observations üiere made was 14oC for all observations. The air

movement in the surgeïy was minimal. Throughout the whole study,

despite variations in the sleeping hutsr temperatule range, the

mean temperature l,l¡as near' !4oC at the times on which the record-

ings were made.

The tirne of deternination was within a period of tr,venty-

four hours around the twenty-eighth day of each rnonth. Slight

variations I4IeIe made in these arlangements to cope with unusual

station routines or the absence of the men on field triBs.

8.2 BasaL )bseruations

The individual subject was observed within the sane

period of each month, but not necessarily at the same time, due

to the fact that all nen we1.e lostered for a night-watch duty.
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In addition to night-watch the meteorological and radio personnel

weïe rostered for their specific tasks. Generally the rostered

meteorological staff ü/ere measured between 3.30 a.m. and 4.00 a.m.,

the nan on night-I^Iatch at IL.45 a.m., shortly before the rnidday meal,

and the other five between the hours of 6.30 a.m. and 9.00 a.n.

After being awakened, the subject was aLlowed to lie

supine for at least five minutes to relax. After this resting

period, oral tenperature, pulse and blood pressure were estirnated.

8. 5 CasuaL )bseruations

Casual observations ü/ere made between 2.00 p.m. and

6.00 p.n. on the sane day on which basal recordings üiere lnade.

The subject, having ernptied his bladder, entered the heated

surgeïy and after an interval of ten minutes he undressed to

his undergarments (for rnost, socks and cotton underpants). After

being weighed, the subject lay supine on an examination couch,

and was given a further period of at least five rninutes to relax

before further measurements of blood pressurer pu1se, arm

circurnference, skinfold thickness and oral temperature were taken.

8.4 Body Weight

Each subject wore the sane type and amount of clothing

each month for the weighing which was done on a beam balance.

This balance hras accurate to 10 g.

Wilson (1960) has stated that marked dehydration may

occur on polar field trips, thus causing an apparent loss in the

total body weight. Additional weight records were kept of men

engaged in field work so that an assessment of the regaining of
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hreight lost on such traverses could be made. The body we.ights

used in the nonthly measurements were not recorded for several

days after return if the subject had been absent in the field.

This practice was adopted by Lewis, Masterton and Rosenbaurn

(1e60) .

8.5 SkinfoLd Thickness

Skinfold thickness measurements were rnade using

Harpenden spring-loaded calipers (Tanner" 1959) (Fig;B-.1).

The gauge was read to the nearest 0.L lnillimetre. The measure-

ments were taken at the conclusion of the other casual

measulements with the subject standing and arns hanging loosely

to the side. International standard neasuring sites were used.

The two sites were (l) SubseapuLæ - just below the

angle of the left scapuLar, picking up the fold parallel to

the natural cleavage line of the skin (Lewis et aL. ' 1960) ;

(íl) TrieePs - the Posterior fold

passing directly up the left arrn from the tip of the olecranon

at the point midway between the olecranon and the surface

rnarking of the head of the humerus (Brozek and Keyes, 19-51; Keyes

and Brozek" 1953).

The site having been located, a sma1l fold of skin

and subcutaneous tissue was picked up and pinched clean from

the muscle allowing the calipers to be applied. The technique

was that recommended for use with the Harpenden skinfold

calipers. Three measurements were nade with the site being

relocated each tine, and all results were recorded. Five of

the subjects who l^Iere engaged on field woTk had extra skinfold
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Fig. 8.1: The Harpenden skinfold thickness calipers.
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thickness measur.ements done before their departure fron Davis

and following their return.

The skinfold thickness measurements uiere converted

from nillinetres to transferred units (Edwards, Harrnond, Healy,

Tanner and Whitehouse" 1955) for the puq)oses of statistical

analysis.

8.6 PuLse Rate md BLood Pressure

The pulse rate l^Ias counted fron the radial pulse of

the left wrist for a ful1 minute. The blood pressule l^Ias

estirnated with a mercury sphygmornanometer on the left arm in the

manner described by wood (1959); the diastolic pressure being

taken as the point at which diminution of the sound occurred.

Arm circumference was taken as the circumference of

the relaxed left arm in the rniddle of wheie the sphygmonano-

meter was placed, but corrections for this variable were not

considered necessary (Falnai" L962b) .

8.7 )z,aL TemperatLffe

Oral ternperatures were determined with standard

clinical thermometers (read to 0.1oF¡ which were standardized

before the expedition left Austral-ia, and rechecked upon return.

The results were corrected accordingly.

The thernorneter was placed sublingually, ffid at one-

two-minute intervals the oral tenperature was checked until

succeeding readings were the sane.
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8. B AnaLysis of ResuLts

During thirteen nonths of observations in Antarctica

only three subjects of the eight trnder study missed one set of

observations when they were absent on a dog-sledging tlaverse'

The Novenber set of figures r4ras therefore not used in the

analyses.

The results were exanined statistically for relations

between the variables with respect to tine. The analysis of

covariance (Wishart, 1950) was used to examine variation caused

by the differences in subjects, while the relation that existed

between two variables within a subject over a period, but with

the variations due to tine taken out (residuals), was measured

by the sane method. Correlations between valiables were tested

for significance in each grouP.

The initíal anaLyses were made on two gloups -

Subjects 5, 4,5, 7,.8 being called a base group and subjects

L¡ 2,9 being classified as a field group. These latter three

were absent in the field in November.

The separation into base and field groups was con-

sidered to be of little value when only three were in the field

group and five in the base group. The analyses were therefore

done on all eight subjects and the casual and basal readings

were analysed for twelve readings over a period of thirteen

nonths
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ResuLts and Diseussíons

Appendix 2 contains the mean monthly values for all the

variables measured in this programre' The results for both basal

and casual levels are presented in Figs. 8.2 and B-3

8.9 Body L,leíght

Fig. 8.2 illustrates the lnean monthllr values of body

weight for the Davis group. The mean body weight decreased in

the period February to March !963, renained fairly constant until

August when a decrease occurred, and then rose steadily until

January 1964. A decrease coTïesponding to the February-March

decrease in 1965 occurred in the period January-February- L964 and

the final reading was 0.9 kg below that of the first Antarctic

reading, and alnost identical with the Australian reading.

Earlry expeditions (Marshall' 1909; Mclean, 1'915)

reported weight gains of over 4 kg during the winter months, and

similar results were also obtained by Lewis et aL. (1960), I4lilson

(1960) and Caneron (1-968a). The present study contrasts with

these previously desiribed studies. As the changes in weight for

the year vüere not statistically significant, the Davis results

were nealer to those of Palnai (I962b) at Macquarie Island,

Massey (1956), and Goldsnith (1959).

various theories have been put forward to account for

the increase of body weight. It was initially thought to be a¡t

insulative adaptation to the increased cold of the winter nonths.

Other theories (Mitchell, Glicknan, Larnbert, Keeton and

Fahnestock, L946: Massey, 1956) suggested that a high fat intake
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caused deposition of dietaty fat in subdermal tissues, ancl lack

of exercise during the winter, when activity decreased, were

the causes of the weight increases. Lewis el; aL. (1960) suggested

that cold and darkness influenced physiological changes by

restricting activity together with prornoting over-eating. Rohrer

(1960) suggested that eatilE was a compensatory factor due to

the deprivation of more basic gratifications and boredon.

The level of activity at Davis did not change greatLy

thïoughout the year. In the period October to December three men

were engaged on dog sledging but, despite short term changes in

weight, there l¡'üas no lnarked effect on the body weight changes.

The activity rernained high in the Decenber-January period when

the nost rnarked rise in body weight for the year hlas seen.

Boredom and increased eating hlere not generally

observed at Davis. Minor increases in appetite did occur follow-

ing the main sledging trip and this will be comlnented on in

Chapter 9. The tack of seasonal weight changes could therefore

be due to this maintenance of activity; reinforcilg the theory

of other authols (viz., increased weight results from a restrict-

ion of activity.)

Skinfold thickness ü/as measured by Lewis et aL. (1960)

and they found that it varied in a sinilar manner to body

weight. This supports the view that fat was the cause of the

weight gain.

8.10 SkínfoLd Tl'tiekness

The mean skinfold thickness at both sites increased
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during the first two nonths at Davis, but remained steady for the

next six readings (Fig.8.2). In December there rrras a fa1l in the

skinfold thickness at the triceps site but it remained steady at

the subscapular site. Both sites showed a rise in January with a

fal1 in February. The triceps reading showed no narked changes

between readings taken at the beginning and the end of the

expedition, while the subscapular site increased by 0.68 nn over

this period. The changes in skinfold thickness at both sites over

ttre year were statistically significant (P<0.05).

These results are not consistent with some workers who

found seasonal variations of rises in winter and falls in summer

(Lewis , et aL. 1960), but the measuring of skinfold thickness in

polar regions has produced widely differing results. Massey

(1956) found an initial loss in his skinfold thickness recordings

with a rise during the winter months and a partial reduction in

the sumner months. Hicks (1966) and Cameron (1968a) , on the

other hand, noted rises initially, with varying decreases in the

latter months of the year, to values near the Australian 1eve1s.

Allied with weight changes have been the changes in

skinfold thickness, as skinfold thickness has been found to

correlate with the total fat content of the body (Edwards, 1-950;

Keyes and Br:ozek, 1953).

8.11 Cov,reLation betueen Body \leight
ønd skinfoLd Thieþness

The mean skinfold thickness during the whole year

showed no correlation with weight in individuals or in tine, but

it did in 'residualr terms, indicating that a weight increase
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hiith a subject under controlled conditions r^ras accompanied by an

increase in skinfold thickness (Tab1e 8.2).

The calculation of the correlations associated with

differences between subjects, between nonths, and between the

resídual fluctuations not associated with either of these factors

has been discussed by Hicks (1966). Hicks did a similar

physiological study during Ig63 at the AITtrARE station Wilkes, and

the results of the two sets of observations are almost identical.

TABLE 8.2

The coefficients of correlation of body weight with

skinfold thickness of the triceps and subscapular sites, in the

subjects, months and residual terms of the analysis of co-

variance

Factor
Skinfold Thickness

Triceps Subscapular

Body weight

Subj ects

Months

Residuals

n.s

-0. 566

0. 508*

n.s

n.s

0. 290*

n

ú

s Not significant

0.01 >P>0.001

The significance of the findings in the Davis and

Wilkes studies is not clear, but it nay reflect the snall sample

or factors of physique other than body fat. Hicks (1966) con-
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sidered that the weiþht changes could have been due to variations

in body fluids or rnuscle mass. Palmai (L962b) suggested

variations in physical activity to account for his sinilar

findings on Macquarie Island. The absence of correlation

between rnonthly changes in body weight and skinfold thickness

has also been reported by 0rr (L965) and Easty (1967).

Massey (1956) postulated that shrinkage in skinfold was

due to loss of fluid fron the circulation and skin due to cold,

and increases due to the teTnpoïaqf deposition of subdennal fat.

Burton and Edholm (1955) doubted the existence of this increase

due to cold and the Davis results would reinforce this. Men did

show changes in their thermal reaction to cold (see Chapter 11)

but there vras no increase in skinfold thickness or body weight.

Edholn (1964), commenting on the importance of subcutaneous fat

for insulating man against cold water, stated that the changes in

body weight and fat thickness are snall and the increased

insulation so gained is also small. If it is an adaptation it is

not a very effective one. The possibility of vascular changes

cannot be overlooked in this study.

8.L2 Arrn Circumference

Fig. 8.2 shows the variations during the year in arrn

circunference. A rise occurred in the period February to May

but then declined over the rest of the year to a value below that

of the first reading. The changes during the period at Davis

were statistically significant to the 0.1 per cent 1eve1'
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8.13 CoryeLations of Arrn Circumference
uith Other VarLaþLes

The Davis results show a correlation between arm

circunference and body weight in both subjects (P<0.05) and

residual (P<0.10) tems, showing that changes in body weight

are accompanied by corresponding changes in arrn circumference

and that heavier men have larger arms. Over the year a high

correlation occurred between arm circunference and triceps skin-

fold thickness (P<0.05). The lack of residual artd subject

correlations between arm circunference and triceps skinfold

thickness substantiate the fact that arm circumference combines

the measurenent of nuscle bulk as well as fat thickness.

8.14 PuLse Rate

The changes observed in both the mean monthly basal

and casual pulse rates are shown in Fig. 8:3. The casual pulse

rate r^ras higher in all month,s by from one to twelve beats per

ninute. The basal pulse fell steadily frorn February to September

and then rose to a rnaximum in December. Another fa11 occurred

in January followed by a rise shortly before the group left

Davis in late February. These variations for basal pulse, unlike

the casual pulse, are highly significant (P<0.001) and reflect

the satisfactory adaptation of the men to the Antarctic environ-

ment. The changes in the period Septenber to February probably

reflected enotional causes as preparations for field work were

begun and were carried out, and the rnen prepared for their return

to Australia.
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The mean nonthly casual pulse I'ate shorÁred no significant

change during the year.

8.15 BLood Pressure

The blood pressures recorded under both basal and casual

conditions showed changes during the year (Fig. B.õ)' with the

changes in the casual systolic blood pressure being the most

significant. (P<0.001). The basal diastolic blood pressure

changes were significant at the 1 per cent leve1 while the basal

systolic and casual diastolic pressures 'hlere not significant. The

mean casual blood pressure reading at the ènd of the year was a

little higher than the first reading, while the mean basal blood

pressure readings were lower at the end of the study period.

These results vary slightly fron blood pressures taken

nnder sirnilar conditions at other Alt{ARE stations (Hicks , 1966,

7967; Cameron, 1968a) but no constant pattern has been found for

men wintering in Antarctica (Wilson' 1965).

8.16 Cov'z,eLat¿ons Beü¡een BLood Pressure
wtd )ther Vav"LobLes

When both basal and casual recordings were analysed,

systolic and diastolic blood pressures u/ere correlated with each

other, in the nonth, subject and residual terms. There are no

highly significant correlations between changes in blood pressule

and body weight and this agïees with earlier reports (Palmai,

L962b; Hicks, 1966).

However, no substantiation of Palmaifs close correlat-

ion betn¡een skinfold thickness and blood plessure could be found



afld, as Hicks (1966) reported, negative correlations hlere obtained

between skinfold thickness at both sites and basal systolic blood

pressure (P<0.05). Hicks postulates that a psychological factor

rnay be responsible for this difference between Macquarie Island,

and Davis and Wilkes.'

8.1-7 1raL Ternperature

Fig. 8.3 shows the mean monthly basal and casual oral

temperatures. The rnean basal reading varied over 0.6oC during

the year and the casual reading 0.5oC. The mean basal oral temp-

erature during the year was 56.2oC arrd the casual reading 0.5oC

higher. Both the basal temperatures (P<0.01) and the casual

ternperatures (P<0.05) were significant over the year.

These results agree with other workers (Wilson, 1965;

Hicks, 1966) but do not confirn Palnairs work (1962c) which

recorded a seasonal change in the rnean daily otal ternperature

during a year at Macquarie Island.
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CHAPTER 9

FIELD STUDIES

Matev"LaLs anã. Methods

9. 1 Intv,oduction

On the three rnajor dog sledging and vehicle traverses,

in addition to observing the changes in body weight and skinfold

thickness that resulted from these field projects, the calorie

intake and energy expenditure l^Iere ealculated so that any result-

ant changes could be assessed in relation to dietary intake and

energy ,expenditure.

Three men went on each journey and a total of five

subjects took part; subject s1 on all three journeys, subjects s3

and 59 on two, and subjects 52 and 56 on one. Table 9.1 sumnarises

the travelses, the distance travelled and duration, the mode of

tïansport used and the subjects taking part, and a map (Fig. 6.2)

shows the extent of the journeys.

9.2 Body l,leight and SkinfoLd Thickness

The body weight and skinfold thickness were recorded

as described in Chapter 8. The subjects hlere weighed on the day

before leaving Davis. Following their return fron the initial



TABLE 9.1

, The sr.rbjects studied on the three najor tTaverses frour Davis, together with the mode of

transport, distance travelled and duration of the trip

Field Traverse

Reconnaissance
Trip

Depot Trip

Main Trip

Mode of
Transport Subj ects

Snow-Trac s1, s5, sg

Snow-Trac s1rs5,s6

Dog Tean s1,s2,sg

Distance
Travelled

(k'n)

LL7.S

370.3

558.5

Duration
(days)

52

No. Days
Travelling
Prevented

15

0

29

7

\¡è
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two short journeys, the men üreÏe allowed to rehydrate over a

period of six to eight hours before the weighing was dor.te. After

the main trip, however, the nen were weighed as soon as they

reached the station and had emptied their bladders, and the

following day further recordings were taken under the conclitions

of the casual observations, after rehydration had occurred.

Further readings were taken one week later. Skiirfold thickness

readings were taken both before and after the depoting and main

journeys.

9.3 DaLLy EieLd Aetiuitg

The daily activities were recorded on the Depot Trip as

part of the cold exposure and activity study as described in

Chapter 10, while on the other two joulneys the conprehensive l,ogs,

records and twice-daily radio reports were used to calculate

accurate daily activity patterns of the lnen.

The five grades (Rest, Personal Adninistration, Light

work, Light-Moderate work, Moderate-Heavy work) as described in

Chapter 10 were used to classify the menrs activity.

It was found during short dog sledging trips early in

the year, that all men shared the vtork load very conscientiously.

As they spent similar periods of time at cornmon tasks, for the

purpose of this study the hours per day spent by the three rnen in

various activities were given as single totals.
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9.4 Dailg Energy Eæpen&ùtute

Daily energy expenditures ü/ere calculated using the nost

appropriate estinates for enelgy expenditure of the five grades of

activity. The figures which were obtained fron Passmore and

Durnin (1955), Masterton, Lewis and Widdowson (1957), Consolazio'

Johnson and Pecora (L965) and Budd (1966) were as follows:

kcal/nin

Rest L.2

Personal Administration 2.0

Light Work 3.2

Light-Moderate Work 5.6

Moderate=Heavy Work 8.0 (vehicle
traverses)

10.0 (dog-
s ledging)

The rnoderate-heavy work activity was. given two values

for the two different forms of transport' as it was shown that

the physical effort resulting from this activity varied between

the two forms of transport due to the vehicle carrying more

efficient aids, which were often used by rnen when working in this

categoay.

9.5 Food Intake

The total food intake I^Ias accurately calculated as it

was packed in twelve nan-day packs whose calorie -values had been

determined in AustraLía (Law and McMahon" 1965). Table 9-2

shows the ration scales and the calorific values of the ANARE

pack. The pack provided- 743 g/day of protein. Sonetines the



TABLE 9.2

The ration ,scales of the A IARE twelve tnan-da)a field

ratión pack used in 1963

I tem
Weight/Man-Day

(g) Total Calories

Pemnican

Butter

Biscuit

Sugar

Egg Powder

Milk Powder

Cocoa

Potato Powder

Chocolate

Onion

Coffee

Vegenite

Roll-ed Oáts

Salt

227

113

L42

LL3

2B

7t

'28.

43

57

9

,9

5

57

5

tr372

945

662

446

L70

354

L28.

L57

510

28

224

Total 907 4796
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contents of the pack were changed before the field groups set out,

but the values of the deletions and the additions urere accufately

deternined and no extra rations were taken that l,r/ere not accounted

for.

Each man took one third of the daily ration and

inevitably there were small day-to-day inaccuracies and variations,

but over the whole period of the journeys an acculate record was

kept of the food intake.

ResuLts and Díseusston

9.6 Bodg Weight and SkínfoLd Thiekness

The changes in body weight and skinfold thickness of

the five subjects involved in field tTaverses from Davis are

shown in Table 9.3. In all traverses loss of weight occurred

and this is illustrated in Fig. 9.1. The weight changes of one

man (S4) who did not leave the station is included for purposes

of cornparison. After allowing for rehydration to occur the mean

weight losses of 1.59, 2.2L and t.62 kg respectively were

recorded. The losses of weight of the Davis group agree with

previous reports (Massey" 1956; Wilson, 1960, Hicks' 1966).

Massey weighed his subjects immediately upon return and 1.4 kg

of the loss of 5.0 kg was ïegained within the first 24hours.

Figure 9.1 illustrates the rapid regaining of weight in the

Davis men in the first 24 hours of their Tetuln fron the Main

Trip.

Subject Sl- lost 6.42 kg over 52 days, 4.27 kg of

this being regained in the first 24 hours, and the balance over.
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the next week. subject s2 (7.55 kg loss and 6.12 kg regained in

first 24 hours) took longer to regain his loss, while subject

sg (7.27 kg loss, 5.98 kg regained in first 24 hours) regained

his pre-trip weight within a week. Similar rises in the ftrst 24

hours weïe seen in all three subjects and these dramatic rises

rirere more narked than previously reported by Massey (1956), Wilson

(1960), Ðd 0rr (1965) .

skinfold thickness (Table 9.5) was also decreabed in

subjects who took par't in the field I,{oIk. At the conclusion of

the Main Trip the rnean skinfold thickness lost was 1.1- rrun (range

0.6 rnm to 1.4 mrn). Following the journey when the body weight

increased sharply, there was a much slower and more gradual

regaining of skinfold thickness. This confirns the observations

on a sinilar number of subjects at Hope Bay (0rr, 1965) and also

those of Wyatt (1963).

9.7 DaLLy Actiuity

On most ttaverses, b\izzards caused the nen to spend

considerable amounts of tine in their tents. The short Depot

Trip was an exception. 0n this trip the weather, although

narginal on nost days, did not prevent the planned work being

done. In contrast, on the Main Trip, travelling was possible on

onLy 20 days, as bLizzards, whiteout and poor weather caused the

three men to lie-up in their tent for 29 days out of the 52

days they h¡ere absent fron Davis. During this trip a bLizzard

struck with such force that the poles of the polar pyrarnid tent

broke and the men had to brace the tent with their backs for a



TABLE 9.3

Changes in body weight and skinfold thickness of the five subjects who were involved in
field traverses fron Davis

Station Date

7O/s 2B/g rï/LO 27/L0 28/tL LelL2 2o/r2 28/122S/7 7/B L2/8 28/B 3/g
Subj ect

S6

S5

S1

S9

S2

S3

S1

S9

S2

Average
lFeb-Jun)

75.st
77.t4
62.09

67.62

70.15

9.5

7.4

8.9

6.7

- 75. 15

75.2L# 76.70

60.62# 6L.47

64.65# 65.91

- 70.45

75.67+

76. 15+

61 . 91+

Body

73.86#

73.32#

59.92# 57. 10#

60.25#

63.40#

- 72.45

- 78.54

6L.37 63.s7

66.23 68.86

69.52 70.00

76.95

76.65 76.38+

62.28 61. 88+

66.80 67.00+

71. 55

Skinfold Thickness (mn

9.0# 9. 5

7.4# 7.4

- 8.9 8.9

- 7.4 7.4

Weight (kg)

75.15 - 73.80

76.L0 - 76.LL

62.32 - 63.52+

67.L3 66.75 67.52+

71.20 70.90 70.95+

9.0+

7.4+

72.90

77 .93

9.5

7.4

8.8

7.3

9.5

7.4

8.8

7.4

9.6+

7 .5+ 6. 5#

7.7#

6.0#

8.6

6.6

8.3

6.9

)*
9.4

7 .L+

8.9

* tAverage skinfold thickness of both subscapular and triceps sites. No skinfold thickness measurements

were available for 56 who was the observer.
+ Measurement made on day prior to departure frorn Davis.
# Measurernent made on day of return fron the field. ooa



TABLE 9.4

The activity, daily food intake, daiLy energy expenditure and weight losses of the three
traverses from Davis

Reconnaissance Trip
Tent

Total Travelling Botmd

Depot Trip
Travelling

Main Trip

Travel ling*
Tent
Botrnd

L3.3

s.7
3.4

0.5

t.3

3180

2780-4850

Total

ACTIVITY (hours/daY)

Rest

Personal
Adninistration

Light Work

Light-Moderate Work

Moderate-HeavY Work

DAILY FOOD INTAKE
(kcal)

DAILY ENERGY

ex.FñDÎffi-(kcal)
Mean

Range

WEIGÉIT LOSS (kg)

Mean

Range

L2.2

3.2

4.6

1.5

2.5

4360

5850

2450-4sL0

L0.7

4200

3720-45t0

3.3

5.5

L.7

3.0

3.0

2.0

0.5

0.5

(Total)

10. B

3.0

4.5

L.4

4.3

4460

4500

3770-5420

L8.0

2450

tL.4 8.9

4.5

4.L

0.8

3.2

4860

4350 5850

2780-69L0 5950-6910

3.0

0

5

6

5

1

5

1. 59

L.L7 -2.35

2 .2L 1.62 (7. 08) +

1. 81-2.83 L.29=2.1s, (6. 42--7 .55)+

* Includes three days on which astro fixes were done, but camp not moved.

+ Actual weight losses before rehydration had taken p1ace.

Oo
ts
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24-hour period until the fury of the blizzard passed.

Table 9.4 shows the daily activity of the men on the

three journeys, ffid the variation between travelling days and days

on which they were tent-bound. The nurnber of hours per day spent

in working on the two minor journeys was higher than expected,

due to the nature of these where time was at a premium and much

manual labour was needed to accomplish tasks which, on large

tractor traverses, would be more lnechanised. Even on the Main

Trip, despite their being prevented from travelling, the men spent

five hours per day working. These tasks included digging out the

tént, the sledges and stores, checking the tent guYS, feeding the

dogs and checking them, making weather and glaciological observ-

ations, cooking and cranking the hand radio-generator. The

accumulation of snow and drift at most of the camps on the plateau

v¡as very high, and at tines the sledges were completely buried.

0n days when travelling was possible, the mean distance

travelled with the dog teams was 27.9 kn (range B.L to 6I-2).

The travelling over these distances increased the mean daily work

period fron 5.0 hours on rtent-bound' days to 12-.1 hours on a day

when travelling was possible. The mean daíLy rest and personal

adninistration periods together totalled l-1.9 hours on travelling

days, but this increased to l-9 hours on days when the men vüere

tnable to nove. On such days the men spent long hours in their

sleeping bags. During the trips using the Snow-Trac the daily

mean time for rest and personal adninistration totalled 15.4

hours and l-3.8 hours, and this reflected the easier nature of the

tïaverse compared with the rnore arduous use of dogs.



The conparison of traverses of different expeditions is

very difficult as no two expeditions have identical progranmes or

nethods of transport, and the terrain and the l4leather are so

variable. However, the rnean daily activity of the rnen engaged on

the Davis dog trip is conparable with the results of the few other

studies that have taken place (Masterton et aL, L957; Wyatt, 7963i

Budd, 1966). This is inportant for the comparison of energy

expenditure and food intake on these other journeys.

9.8 DaLLy Energg Eæpen&Lture

The estimated daily enelgy expenditure for all trips is

shown in Table 9:4. 0n the vehicle traverses the nean daily

enèrgy expenditures on travelling days were 4,200 kcal (range 3720-

4510) and 4,500 kcal (range 3770-5420), but on the dog trip this

figure rose to 5830 kcal (5950-6910).

on the day when travelling r¡¡as prevented on the vehicle

traverse, the nean daily energy expenditule üias 2450 kcal, but on

the dog-sledging this mean daily value was estimated at 5180 kcal

(range 2780-4850).

The mean daily energy expenditure for four polar

sledging trips are given in Table 9.5. Edholrn (1964) sums up a

number of British sledging expeditions as follows:

lWhen all these results are considered together, it becomes

clear that the energy expenditure during sledge journeys is in

excess of 5,000 kcal/day.'

The lower estinate of the daily energy expenditure on the Davj-s

Main Trip reflects the large ntunber of lie-up days, but overall



TABLE ,9.5

A cornparison of food intake, energy expenditure and

tnean weight changes of polar sledging expeditions

Reference
Masterton

et aL.
(1ssz¡:

Norman
(Ie6s)

0rr
(1e6s)

Budd
(1e66)

Food Intake
(kcal)

Energy
Expenditure
(kca1)

Mean Weight
Changes (kg)

4800 4430 5600 4800

5200 5050 5100

* No
change

'4.L '

+ No figure. given but- 18 days of hard travelling.
* I Weight loss occurred but no figure given.



the figures from the Davis field studies are in agreenent with

other expeditions.

At Ha11ey Bay in 1967 a further study was done on the

energy cost of a wide range of outdoor activities in a typícal

polar environment (Brotherhood, 1975). Brotherhoocl found that

energy expenditure I{Ias higher than would be predicted from the

enelgy cost of comparable activities in tenperate zones reported

in the literatule. The average outdoor heat output was 7 keaL/

min with the energy cost of r^¡alking or skiing avelaging approx-

inately 9 kcal/min. These figures confirn the previous less

accurate studies of energy expenditure in Antarctica.

9.9 Eood Intake

The daily food intakes for the three field trips were

as follows:

Reconnaissance TriP -' 4560 kcal

Depot Trip - 4460 keal

Main Trip - 4860 ltca1

wilson (1965), who has summarized the daily food require-

ments for sledging in polar regions, quotes values ranging fron

5500 kcal to 5500 kcal.

9.10 RoLe of Food, fluíd and Actíuity on Loss of
Bodg Weight anÅ SkinfoLd Thickness

It is a conmon observation on polar expeditions that

body weight .decreases during sledging (Massey, 1956; Wilson

1960). 0n earlier expeditions (Ekelöf, 1904) this loss was
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nostly attributed to hardship and limited food supply. weight

losses, however, have also been described on field trips with

adequate food supply (Hicks, 1966) .

Hicks has described the ANARE field expeditions from

Wilkes. These occurred in the same year as this study, but in

contrast to the Davis field work, where the food intake was

provided from a basic ration pack, the expeditioners fron Wilkes

had no lack of rluxuryr items and, as Hicks stated, tthe type

and quality of the food available in the field on these expedit-

ions differ little fron those at the stationr.

On all three Davis trips weight losses occurred. 0n

two of the trips the rnean daily energy expenditule I^Ias less than

the mean daily calorie intake, while on the third trip the rnean

daiLy enelgy expenditule was calculated at only 40 kcal above the

food intake.

Hicks (1966) postulated that, although it appeared

trnlikely, calorie inbalance may have beon partly responsible.

Possible causes for this inbalance may have been tiredness, dis-

comfort or less appetizing cooking. 0n the Main Trip inland

from Davis, where movement was possible on only twenty days and

conditions were extremely poor, boredom, disconfort and nonotony

of foodstuffs may have all played a part, although the calorie

intake was accurately calculated, and was in excess of energy

output by 500 kca:-/day. Despite the positive calorie balance the

rnen did not increase their body fat or weight.

The inbalance between calorie intake and energy

expenditure may be due to the weight of clothing and footgear
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worn. consolazio, Johnson and Krzywicki (1970) who reviewed

eneïgy metabolism during exposure to extreme environrnents

cornmented on the influence of clothing and welch, Levy, consolazio,

Buskirk and Dee (1957) suggested an increase of 2-5 per cent in

energy requirernents for the wearilg of heavy clothing and foot-

geaï. The average weight of clothing htoln by the field gloups was

10 kg and although the values chosen for energy output should take

into account the clothing woln, it is possible that in sone

instances this is not the case.

The ANARE sledging rations were high in protein, and

high protein diets have been shown to increase the lnetabolic

rate in men in polar regions (Heinbecker, L928; Rodahl" L952).

The discrepancy between energy expenditure and calorie intake in

this study rnay be explained in part by the high protein diet.

A sinilar study was rnade at Davis in 1970 (Boyd, J',

personal comnunication). Three subjects travelled 900 kn by

notorized toboggans in a period of 42 days over the same terrain

as this present study. The mean calorie intake on this trip was

4050 kcal /day and the energy expenditure 3500 kcaL/day. Despite

an excess of 550 kcaL/day, nean body weight losses o1 7.2k9

were recorded.

Boyd points out the similaríty of the two results

obtained using both noclern mechanised transport and traditional

dog teams and the influence of heavy polar clothing, cold and the

high protein diet on the calorie requirements. The possibility

of a thernogenic response to the cold as described by Keatinge

(1969), and evident in Boydts study, cannot be discotnted in

this study, although Brotherhood (1973) found in his Halley Bay



study that I there was little evidence of increased netabolic rates

due to inuoLuntaz,y thez,mogenesis'. However, in Brotherhoodrs study

shivering was never observed but increased metabolic rates were

found in situations whe:ie activity hlas restricted, and a heat out-

put of approxinateLy 220 kcal/mz/hr ürere required in order to

maintain thernal comfort.

Brotherhood also commented on the desirability to conplete

some tasks quickly as a factor in the high energy expenditure. This

has been seen on a nr¡mber of wintering expeditions by the author.

The Davis group rrlas no exception to these groups, especially in the

category of moderate-heavy work.

On weighing the rnen inmediately on return to Davis, it

was found that the tnean weight loss of the three subj ects for the

trip was 7.08 kg. In the first 24 hours an average of 5.46 kg was

regained by the three rnen.

This rapid early regaining of weight has been observed

on a ntrnber of occasions. Wilson (1960) and Massey (1956)

attributed it in their subjects to replacement of body water. All

Davis men experienced considerable thirst following a field

journey, and agreed with Nansenrs (1392) vivid description of

rpolar thirstt following his crossing of the Greenland Ice Cap.

This was in part due to excessive sweating, especially when

sledging with the dogs, but also due to the men being very con-

servative with the amount of fuel that they would use to melt

snow and ice for water, thus decreasing their fluid intake.

Edholn (1964) comments that water intake during sledging from

British bases averaged between 2.5 and 3.5 litres dai1y. The
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daily fluid intake of the Davis men although not accurately

measured, was calculated to be much less than this. Young

(personal communication) estimates that the mean daily intake

was around 1.5 litres. Boyd (personal cornmunication) found his

subjects in 1970 became dehydrated on a daily fluid intake of 2

litres.

The question of dehydration is not ful1y answered as

0rr (1965) fowrd no evidence of dehydration in men sledging fron

Hope Bay, Antarctica.

0f the three subjects following their return fron the

nain Davis traverse only one man had the voracious appetite as

described by Wilson (1960). Several years after this study was

done, Edholrn (1964-) sumrned up the British polar research and

stated that, provided the daily food intake on sledging trips is

over 5,000 kcal, there will be no weight loss. Table 9.5 shows

weight changes, food intal<e and energy expenditure of four

sledging parties. These figures support the estirnated value for

food intalce below which calorie inbalance occurs.

It is possible that the Davis weight losses were in

part due to inadequate food, but the regaining of 5.6 kg in 24

hours would appear to be due more to dehydration and the

retention of fluid, following return to base, than to food.

These results disagree with the views of Edholm (1964) and Orr

(1965) who considered that the weight losses on sledging trips

are essentially due to food deficit, with dehydration appearing

to be of minor irnportance.

The decrease in skinfold thicltness (Table 9.3) in men
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engaged in field work could point to either calorie inbalance and

a depletion of body fat or a possible reflection of changes in

fitness. The losses in skinfolcl thickness although snall, did

return, but it took longer than the body weight to return to

nonnal.

It is probable that fitness played a patt in the skin-

fold thickness variations and the effects of clothing, diet and

cold rnay have reduced the calculated positive calorie balance to

a negative one; this being reflected as a loss of slcinfold thick-

ness.

From this study the interaction of energy and calorie

balances, fluid and fitness c¿m be seen to be complex, with the

most significant single factor being fluid balanqe.
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CHAPTER 10

COLD EXPOSURE AI\ID ACTIVITY

Matez,iaLs cnd Methods

10.1 Intz,oductt on

The degree of cold exposure that all Davis men were

subjected to in terms of rneteorological climate has been

described in Chapter 7. The inportance of the amount of cold

exposure has been discussed by Nonnan (L962) and Edholn and

Lewis (1964) and this study l^¡as proposed to ascertain the cold

stress occurring and the activity the group experienced.

L0.2 Subiect

The investigation of cold exposure and activity was

linited to subject 6. In Australia before departure it was

planned to do a conprehensive tine and notion study on all nine

subjects, but as a pilot progranme r4ras cornmenced on the voyage

south it was apparent that a comprehensive progralnme as

proposed on an expedition of nine men was not feasible because

of the tine needed to record all the observations acculately. As

all the expeditioners had more than one specific task to carry
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out, the tine involved each day in the study would have led (as

in the pilot study) to inaccurate reporting.

10.3 Recor&Lng of DaiLy Actiuities ætd CoLd
Eæpostu,e

The subject recorded his daíLy activities and exposure

tines each evening as he retired, whether he was at Davis or in

the field.

The activity was classified in five grades:

L. Rest

2. Personal Administration

3. Light Work

4. Light-rnoderate Work

5. Moderate-heavY Work.

Time spent in bed or in a sleepin1 bag, including

sleeping tirne, was taken as rest. The actual. sleep tirnes were

not recorded. Personal administration included dressing, washing

and personal domestic duties, talking, eating meals, coffee

breaks, parties or tding' nights, recreational pursuits such as

reading, playing darts or table tennis, watching rnovies, photo-

graphy and other hobbies.

Light work included medical, dental, scientific and

adrninistrative work, writing records and logs, station tasks

such as cooking, light manual tasks and driving the light farn

tractor and Snow-Trac. The category light-moderate was used for

tasks such as disposal of refuse, labouring work, carrying light

stores and clêaning huts.

Activities such as digging snohl, obtaining ice fron

icebergs for melting into fresh water, digging out 44 gallon
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druns of fuel from snow drifts and nanhandling then to the power

house, carrying heavy stores and crates, flensing seals for dog

food, dog-sledging, nanhauling, construction work, labouring

tasks, such as digging trenches and concreting, were categorized

as moderate-heavy work.

The activity was further broken down into the type of

work, vi-z., Medical, Dental; Medical Research; Biology Research;

Station and Field Work-Manual, etc.

The environmental exposure time was recorded under

three categories:

1. Indoors

2. Shelter - unheate

3. Outdoors.

The rlndoors I category included all tine spent inside

heated buildings. 'shelter-unheatedr included the periods of

time spent in rmheated stores, cold porches, workshops, tents in

the field, huts at the remote station. Platcha, and inside the

cabin of the Snow-Trac. Any time spent outdoors hlas recorded

under rOutdoorsr .

I0.4 MeteoroLogieaL Measurements

The routine meteorological observations lllere recorded

as described in Chapter 6. Additional indoor measurenents of

temperature and humidity were made during the year in all of the

Davis buildings, which were part of the subjectrs indoor or

sheltered environment. When the subject was absent in the field

additional recordings ürere taken in vehicles, tents and huts.

Outdoor meteorological readings using portable instrumentation

was also made at these remote areas.
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ResuLts and Diseussion

10.5 CornparLson of Gnoup tlith Suhiect
Stu&Led

During the period in Antarctica, records of cold expos-

ure and activity were kept on 377 days, measurenents not being

taken on thro days. Although the study was linited to one subject,

it was found during the year that the subject chosen spent tirne

at both indoor and outdoor work in periods which were compatable

with most rnembers of the group. His tasks were both scientific

and support and, as well as station work, he was absent fron

Davis on field work on over 100 whole or part days.

The results of this study cannot therefore be considered

atypical of the cold exposure and activity of all nine men in this

gïoup.

L0.6 CoLd Eæposune

Throughout the whole study the mean daily tine spent

rOutdoorsr uias 4.8 hours (range L.0-14.0 hours), tmder rShelter-

unheatedr 2.5 hours (range 0-22 hours) and rlndoorsr in a heated

atmosphere 16.9 hours (0-23.0 hours). Appendix 4 gives the nean

daily duration of cold exposure for each month of the study, and

Fig.10.1 shows the results in a histogram. Thirty per cent of

the tirne that Subject 6 was in Antarctica, he was exposed to

outdoor temperatures and 20 per cent of the time he was exposed to

neteorological conditions such as wind, drift and snow.

Conrpartsons uith )ther EæpedLtíons

A nunber of tine and notion studies have been carried

L0.7
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out in polar regions both before and after this study (see Table

10.1). In some of these the duration of the study has been over

a limited period of tirne such as Norrnants (1965) nanhauling and

Budd's (1966) dog-sledging trips. Previous workers, Milan and

Rodahl (1961) and Norman (L965) , had more accurate methods, but

the sarnpling of data on one Zl-hour period per week or. per month

leads to insufficient sanples for valid statistics ove1. a

prolonged period.

Table 10.1 shows the conparison of tine spent outdoors

by various Antarctic expeditions. The mean daily exposuÎe tine

of 4.8 hours at Davis is higher than nost other base studies.

The identical figure of the naval support group, who were studied

at Little Anerica v for the spring period (Milan and Rodahl,

1961),withtheDavisannualfigureillustratesthefactthatthe

Davis subjects spent more tine outdoors over the whole year than

the average Antarctic expedition. The Davis results of 7.6 hours

and 5.9 hours for dog-sledging and the Snow-Trac tlaverse are

comparable with figures for manhauling, tractor traverses and

sledging at other bases.

Okubo and Kobayashi (1971) found tlrrat 7.2 hours per

day was the mean peliod of tine spent outdoors at the base by the

Japanese group who travelled fron Syowa to the South Pole. This

figure dropped to 3.2 hours on the inland journey. The conbined

Davis results of 4.8 hours pel day spent outside and 2.¡ frours

per day spent in unheated shelters and vehicles total 7.1 hours

per day, which is alnost identical with the Japanese results. In

contrast to the base group at Syowa who were rnainly scientists,



TABLE 10.1

Comparison of the time spent outdoors by Antarctic Expeditions in different localities

Expedition

Deep Freeze
L957

F.I.D.S.
1958

F.I.D
19 59

F. I .D.S
1959

AÌ{ARE 1959

Stonington
Island

Halley Bay

Argentine
Is 1 and

Mawson

68011' 3.6

7sos]' 2.2

9.4

65015' 2.2

67036' 9.2

Locality Lat.S.

Little Anerica V 78oL6' 2.6

4.8

Tine Spent
Outdoors
Hour/Day

ActivitY

Base scientists
(autunn, winter,
spring)

Base naval
support (spring)

Sledging
frorn base for
six nonths

At station
Manhauling for
one week

At station

Dog-sledging
for L2 days

Reference

Milan and
Rodahl (1961)

Wyatt (1965)
In Edholn
(1s64)

Norman (1965)

Curnrning (1961)
In Edholn &

Lewis (1964)

Budd (1966)

S

(o
o'



Expedition

AI{ARE 1962 Wilkes

ANIARE 1963 Davis

Locality Lat.S.

o

TABLE 10.1 (continued)

Tine Spent
Outdoors
Hour/Day

66016' 2.4

3.2

68os5'

Activity

At station

Tractor Traverse
(Wilkes - Vostok)

Total Sunrey

Dog-sledging

Snow-Trac
Traverse

Tractor Traverse

At station
Tractor Traverse
(Syowa - South
Pole)

Reference

Soucek (1965)

This study

Hirose (1969)

Okubo and
Kobayashi

4.8
7.6

5.9

a

J.A.R.E.
L967-68

J.A.R.E.
1968-69

Syowa

Syowa

69 001

o
69 00f

3.2

7.2

3.2

¡ö\¡
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the Davis station personnel spent more tirne outdoors.

A cornparison is nade by okubo and Kobayashi (197L) with

Milan and Rodahlrs (1961) study and they conclude that the daiLy

routine in the Antarctic is sirnilat at aLL stations. This is

not borne out by this study and the review of the results fron

other authors. Davis is considered less of a field station than

Wilkes, but the outdoor exposure at Davis is nuch higher than the

base group at wilkes (soucek, 1965). It is concluded that, for

comparisons to be made between cold exposures and the anount of

cold stress undergone at different bases and localities, acculate

reporting has to be made on both the base and field activities,

and tine and notion studies are necessary.

Men on t1.actoÏ' journeys into the Antarctic inland such

as described by sonov (L962), Hirose (1969) and Thompson (1969)

may in terms of tirne be exposed for short periods, but in these

short exposures, the conditions experienced nay be extremely

difficult and almost unbearable.

10. s Meteov'oLogicaL CLimate

Appendix 1 shows the monthly nean values of temperature,

relative humidity, windspeed, windchill, sunshine, days of drift

and days of snow precipitation, and Figs .7.L and 7.2 graphically

represent these results.

The factors of air movement and temperature which

reflect the cooling power of the atmosphere of the Davis clirnate

are tabulated in Table tO.2- This double frequency table of air

teïnperature and wind speed is expressed in terms of the percentage

of tine during which the various conbinations of temperature and

wind speed occurred during the period at Davis.



TABLE 10.2

Double frequency table of temperature and wínd speed expressed in terms of the percentage

of tine during which the various conbinätiotr of ternperature and wind speed occurred during the period
at Davis

TEMPERATURE (oC)

5 0 -5 - 1_0 =25 -30 -40 Total

L.33

9.89

4.L2

2.67

t.43

0.4L

0. 16

0.03

20.04

2.4L

L0.43

5.68

1.33

0.89

0.29

0.07

0. 13

L9.23

2.00

5. 11

1. 11

0.32

0.67

L.46

0. 19

10.60

53.4L

2L.39

8.4L

4.4s

t.2s

0. 30

0.19

100.00

10

5 0.10

0.22

0.05

0.58

5.L4

3.96

L.T7

0. 55

0. 10

10

25

55

Total 0.55 11. 10

0 1.05

LL.26

6. 11

2.60

L.78

0.45

0.07

0.05

23.35

2.76

9.73

2.00

0.29

0.29

20

30

(J
tI]
ct)

rI¡
rrl
Êr(n

Oz
H3

15

L4 .78 8. s4 2.32 0 .29

(o
(o
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The usual relation in Antarctica is of high winds

occurring with higher temperatures. The double frequency table

shows this to be partially true, but higher winds did occur with

lower temperatures on a number of occasions. This nay reflect

the position of Davis which is on 1ow hills distant fron the

plateau and free from the influence of the katabatíc winds. The

fjord systen may also influence the weather at Davis'

In a polar clinate the environnental stress consists of

a cornbination of wind, air ternperature and radiation which

deternine the relative comfort sensation. These conbinations

nay also cause injury such as frostbite, snowblindness and sunburn'

chrenko and Pugh (1961) have estinated the inportance

of direct polar solar radiation which is high due to the clear

air. Hurnidity is of minor irnportance at tenperatures below

freezing, but if snow is blown by high winds into clothing, it nay

cause heat loss by reducing the insulation of clothing. Heat loss

is the main factor conceïrìed with relative disconfort and the

mechanisms of this have been described in detail by Burton and

Edholn (1955). Altj.tude is another inpoltant factor, but this

did not influence the Davis group to any degree, as on field trips

the highest altitude encountered was 1200 metres. Various authors

(Edholrn and Lewis, Lg64; Norman, 1965) have pointed out that

conventional meteorological observations such as maximun and

mininum values of tenperature and windspeed have been inadequate

for measuring manrs thernal environnent, and detailed neteorological

information and analyses have been necessary to correlate climatic

conditions with their effects on man.



10.9 Indpor Enuirownents

The inside environmental tempelatures to which the

subjects v¡ere exposed at Davis are shown in Appendix 5. As

subject 6 was exposed to indoor environments for 16.9 hours daily

for the year (Fig.10-.1) these temperatures would have contributed

to his adaptation.

ïhe variation of the indoor temperature range (Zo-SOoC)

reflected changes in the station design and heating system as

described in ChaPter 4.

10.10 ErPosune CLímate

By using conventional meteorological data and more

specialised recordings and analysis it was possible to describe

the exposure or environrnental climate at Davis. This is the

clirnate that surrounds the hunan body.

The nean nonthly tenperatures of the exposure climate

are shown in Table 10.3. The exposure clinate was weighted for

the time spent by the subject under certain environnental con-

ditions around the station. The exposure climate was L2'28oC

above the meteorological tenperature and the exposure terperature

for subject 6 was sinilar to Normanrs Cfgeìl results at Halley

Bay, but the tenperatures at Halley Bay are lower than those for

Davis.

The tenperature of exposure of the face and hands

corresponded to this temperatule for the study period and the

face and hands l4¡ere exposed in many instances to the wide tenper-

ature ranges encountered.
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TABLE 10.3

Monthly mean values of the tenpelatule of the'exposure

clinate to which sr.rbject 6 was exposed during the year

Ternperature of
Month uleoc)Expos

(
Clinate

February

March

April

May

June

JuLy

August

Septenber

0ctober

November

December

Janu.ary

February

7.6

8.8

6.6

11 .9

7.6

L0.0

7.5

5.6

7.L

10. 8

t3.3

L2.2

tL.7
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The nicro-clinate which is the clinate surrounding the

skin was not measured, as other studies (Adarn, 1958; Nornar¡ 1962;

Budd, 1966) have shown close agr.eement on the micro-clinate being

S2o-S3oC, with lower readings found on men sledging (around 27oC).

10.11 InfLuenee of MeteoroLogicaL CLimate

Figure 10.2 shows the nean daily tine spent outdoors for

each nonth and the mean rnonthly outdooÏ temperature, windchill and

exposure temperature. Mants intuitive behaviour causes him to

seek shelter and avoid extreme exposure, thus avoiding the

rneteorological clinate to a large degree. The exposure clinate

was independent of the' meteorological climate.

There is no significant relation between either the

rnean monthly outdoor temperatule or the rnean rnonthly windchill and

the mean daiLy tirne spent outdoors. A nan at Davis was subject to

cold exposure which was related only to a linited degree to the

rneteorological clinate. This contrasts to Cunmingrs (1961) results

where the tirne out of doors was related to both outside tenperatule

and windchill, the relation being closer to the latter. It was

stated that as soon as the wind speed reached B m/sec, outside

activity usually ceased. Although the nen at Davis did avoid

extrene conditions where possible it was not my impression that

outdoor activity stopped when the wind was above B rn/sec.

LO.t2 ActiuitY Patterns

The nonthly neans of the daily records of activity are

shown in Appendix 4 and the mean results for each category for the
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period February 1965 to February !964 are presented in the forn

of a histogram (Fig.10.3). During the study, light work averaged

5.8 hours daiLy (24 pet cent of tine), light-rnoderate work 2.7

hours (11 per cent) , rnoderate-heavy work 2.8 hours (L2 per cent) ,

rest 8.2 hours (54 per cent) and personal administration 4'5 hours

(19 per cent).

The categories of activity weÎe different fron those

used by Masterton et aL. (1957), Soucek (1963) and Nornan (1965),

but the results show the greater degree of physical activity over

the year at Davis than on the previously described studies. The

increase in the fmoderate-heavyr category in February and March

1963 is due to the unloading of the ship and the heavy construction

work necessaÏ'y to prepare the station for the wintering period.

The September rise in this same category shows the preparations

for the spring field plograrune while the rise in January L964

indicates further construction work and prepalations for the relief

of the station.

The mean daiLy period of rest varied fron 6.3 hours in

February to 9.1 hours in August, and the nean for the whole study

was B;2 hours. The actual sleep tines wele not recorded, but

would be proportionately less than rest time, depending on whether

the subject was at the station or in the field. 0n field

journeys considerable tine was spent resting due to poor weather

which kept rnen confined to their tents for days on end. Sleep

times on these journeys were rnuch more variable than at the

station.

sleep rhythrns have been studied in the Antarctic and
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Wilson (1965) quotes the average sleep per night as B.2 hours.

The mean duration r^ras not found to differ during the various

seasons of the year. This duration would be higher than for Davis,

but as Wilson points out, the disruption of sleep occurring during

the periods of continuous polar day and night varj.es considerably

between bases and is narkedly affected by social organisation.

Soucek (1963) found that the mean sleep per night at Wilkes was

7.67 hours, while Shurley, Pierce, Natani and Brooks (1970) found

that nen at the South Pole spent 3L.5 per cent, ox 7.55 hóurs

per day in sleep during the very busy early Antarctic summer

season, with a range of 5.6 tq 10.5 hours.

At Davis there was a regulated daily routine and this

social factor had a subjective influence on the rest patterns.

Although Sunday was considered a frest' day and people were free to

do as they chose, most men used the day for ordinary work tasks and

therefore the pattern of this day remained the same as the other

days of the week. 0n working days all men had to be up by a

definite tine.

Despite this regulated social behaviour, the light
factor had an influence on the rest pattern and this is shown in

Fig.10.4. This broadly disagrees with the British studies quoted

by Wilson (1965) where the nean duration of sleep did not differ

with the various seasons of the year. As these results are for

rest and not sleep it is probable that the Davis results do agree

with the British studies and the sleep times were not influenced

by the polar light regines, but the nen tended to rest more in the

darker nonths.

Appendix 4 which records the nonthly neans of the daily

record of the type of work performed by the medical officer shows
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some unexpected results. Over the year 2.5 hours per day (range

L.2-2.9 hours) r¡rere spent on nedical and dental work while 5.8

hours per day (range 3.4-10.2 hours) were spent on general station

and field tasks. Medical research occupied 1.5 hours per daj,

(range 0.6-2.1- hours) and biological research 1.7 hours daily

(range 0.4-3.5 hours). The snall nurnber of nen at Davis was one

reason for the high output of support work, as their existence

depended on such tasks as gathering snow and ice for water, fuel

for power and other menial tasks.

A detailed assessment of the nedical officerrs

biological research tines indicates that the tine spent on this

study was directly related to the presence of the wildlife under

study. The sunmer nonths were the busiest for biology.
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CHAPTER 11

THERMAL COMFORT STUDIES

MateriaLs and l¿ethods

11.1 Intv'oduction

The basis of the investigation was the use of the now

familiar rcomfort votet technique of Bedford (1956). In the

present form of this technique the subject is required to record

his assessment of his thermal sensations on a card (the confort

vote), on which the investigator later enters details of the

environmental conditions, such as the temperature, the humidity

and the air movement. space is also provided on the card for

entering the date, the place, the tíne, the subjectrs identificat-

ion and any other details thought relevant to the investigation'

T\^ro types of card (Fig.11.1.) were used in the present

investigation, one for indoor use and one for out of doors. The

indoor voting card had provision on one side for entering details

of the subjectfs activity, the plesence of any radiant heat

source and thernal sensations in the following categories: rmuch

too hott; t just too hotr; rh¡armr; rneutralr; rcoolr; I just

too coolr; rmuch too coolr. These categories hrere mmbered from

+ 5 for rmuch too hotr to -5 for Inuch too coolr. The range of -1
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to +1, which represented the thernal sensations of cool, neutral

and warrn respectively, was classed as the confortable range.

Thereversesideofthecardallowedforarecordofthe

arnount of clothing worn on the trunk, the feet, the head and the

hands. Each garnent w¿rs TecoÏded as a Layet of clothing, paired

it.ens such as gloves and socks being regarded as one'

The outdoor voting card had provision for entering the

same range of thernal sensations as the indoor card' but' in

addition to trunk recordings, the thernal sensations of the head,

the hands and the feet were recorded. The men also recorded

whether they were out of the wind, being warrned by the sun 01¡

exposed to drifting snohr. The amount of clothing hlas recorded in

the same hlay as on the indoor voting card'

IL.z Indpot' Votes

TheVoteswerecastatweeklyintervalsthroughoutthe

study.Theindoorrecordingshleretakeninthemessbeforethe

evening meal, three hours after food had been taken' or in the

recreati-on room adjoining this during one of the intervals in the

evening film show, three hours after the evening neal' 0n the

sea voyage from Australia to Davis, votes were cast in the shipls

saloon just before lunch or in a cabin later in the day' At all

times the men were either resting oÏ engaged in light sedentary

activities. The medical officer recorded the indoor temperature

andhuniditybymeansofaslingpsychlometer,afterhehadcast

his vote. None of the subjects knew the prevailing tenperature

when theY cast their votes.



INI'OOR COMFORT VOTE

Aæ you being warued by radi¿tion ?

CoEfott Vote

TOO ¡¡OT
(T.H.)

NEITHER
T.H, no¡

slightly.

mode¡ately,., st¡ongly. ,.,...

.A¡c you swcat¡ng ?

Are you shivoring ?

Have you gooscflcsh ? . .,
T.C.

TOO COOL
(T.c.) Much T.C.

OUTDOOR COMFORT VOTE

.Are you out ol tho wind ? Are you exposed to drift

Temp.-.--..,-',--'F, Wiud.--.--.-.......--kt. Drift,......_ _.,,_.......-.. Wiud cbill.._._,..- _ _ .. ....._

Aæ you in shade ?..,,.,,...,, .. -.- -..,. or in sunshine ? (strong. ....,,.. ,., moderâte ,. ,.. woak _ _ _.. ,.,.. )

CoEfort Vote Trßñt Head Feea

TOO HOT
(r.H.)

NEITHER
T,H. ror
T.C.

TOO COOL
(r c.) Itluch T.C.

Are yôu 8w€atlng ? Shivering ?-._-_..-,. Ilave you go6e66h ?_,-__

cLoTHrNq
Note nùmber of each item rom (number ol þairs lol foot aDd hard w€ü)

Lauge-Koclì innsß

ÀIukìuk innere

Soi

Gumbcots

Vapoù barier (black)

Vrpour barier (*bíte)

IUukluks

Woollined

FEET

Bootr

Leather

Wiudptool jacket

Anare jacket

DoM jackct

Sweatcrs

Shirts

Singlets

Windproof pants

Trousen

Long unde¡pants

TRUNK

PyjaEa pants

J ust T.C.

C@l

Neutrel

'Warm

Just T.H.

Much T.H.

T¡u¡k

Jùst T.C.

C@l

Neutral

Wùm

Just T.H.

Much 1.H,

Hands

silk

Wool

Leather (unlined)

Fi¡ce¡ed Glovs
Leather (lined)

Wristlets

lÍitts, wool

HANDS

Mitts, wiûdproof

Blizzard mask

Balaclava (as helmet)

Balaclava (æ cap)

HEAD

Ski cap

Ad(litional itcn¡s

Fig. 11.1: Comfort vote cards.
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7L.3 )utdoor Votes

The outdoor recordings were made at 2 orclock in the

afternoon and coincided with one of the routine meteorological

observations. The nen who did not know the result of the

meteorological observation had been out of doors for a period of

at least ten ninutes before recording their votes. The activity

outdoors uias more variable than that inside, ffid ranged fron

walking to heavy manual labour.

Whenever men l4rere engaged in work away from the station,

indoor and outdoor votes were cast on the usual voting day. The

indoor votes were regj-stered in tents, vehicles and the huts of

the renote station, while the outdoor votes were recorded in the

same manner as that used at the main station.

ResuLts and Discuss¿on

1.L.4 AnaLysis of Indoor Votes

The distribution of indoor votes cast according to air

tenperature and thermal sensation are shown in Table L1.L. The

total nurnber of votes cast was 587 but, of these, eleven votes

did not have a ternpelature recorded on thern and therefore could

not be included in the survey.

A further small group of votes vüas cast some time

after the actual voting time and, because of discrepancies

occurring due to the inability of the men to remember details of

therrnal sensation or clothing, these votes were discarded.

The original intention of the indoor study was to relate

thermal sensation and clothing to all conponents of the thermal

environment, but under the prevailing conditions it was only'
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convenient to measure dry-bu1b and wet-bulb temperatures. The

analysis was therefore restricted to those votes cast under

fnormaf indoor conditions, in rstillr ai-r and in the absence of

direct radiant heat. All the votes other than those cast at Davis

station therefore had to be discarded, because they failed to

cornply with one or more of these restrictions. A large vertical

tenperature gradient (OoC at floor level to SBoC at ceiling leve1,

2.3 m higher) in the hut at the remote station produced an

rabnormalr thernal environnent, while votes cast under field

conditions hrere affected by radiant heat fron cooking stoves or

heaters.

The rjust too hot' (+2) andrjust too coolr (-2) votes

had all to be discarded, for one or other of the reasons outlined

above. Radj-ation was the rnajor cause for invalid thotr votes,

while either abnormal environnent or doubt concerning accullacy

invalidated the few which were rtoo coolr.

The nunber of votes cast in each quarter of the yeat and

the nurnber and distri-bution of those suitable for analysis are

shown in Table tt.2. The votes analysed for each quarter hlere

comparable in number.

Figure 11.2 shows the rnonthly outdoor and indoor air

temperatures at the times when the votes were cast, the mean

monthly values for the cornfort vote, and the mean number of gar-

ments worn on the tnrnk. Dry-bulb temperature has been used

rather than effective tenperature (which takes into account

hunidity and air novement), because the air movement was slight

and the relative hunidity hlas constant arLd low (35 per cent).
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TABLE 11.1

Distribution of indoor votes cast according to air temperature and thermal sensation

Nurnber of Votes

Total

(op)

Dry-Bulb Tenp.

o

Just Too
Hot
+2

27

2

c)

<-4

5.0- 7.2

L0.6-L2.8

15.3-15.5

16.1-18.3

L8.9-2L.L

2L.7 -23.9

24.4-26 .7

27 .2-29.4

(

Warm
+1

Neutral
0

Cool
-1

Just Too
Cool

-2

<25

4L-4s

51- 55

56-60

61-65

66-70

7t-75

76-80

81- 85

0

0

0

L

1

9

10 10

1

10

26 43

74 62

74 26

81 24

10

4

3

2

4

5

3

5

1

0

3

2

0

0

0

27

9

9

28

78

Ls7

118

L33

L7

0

2 4

L3

10

L6 2

1

05

H
P
O
p)

Total 56 287 188 3t t4 576
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Moreover, there is evidence that, within the range of air temper-

ature encountered in this study, hunidity has little effect on

the confort of sedentary rnen (Koch, Jennings and Humphreys,

1960). The changes in the mean values of indoor air tenperature

over the period fron May to August reflect the performance of a

new heating system, which was installed during April and May, but

which did not ftrnction properly until August.

TABLE ].1.2

Nrmber of votes cast in each quarter of the year, and

number and distribution of those analysed

Number of Votes

Tine of Casting
of Votes

AnalysedTotal
Cast +1) l0)

Total
Analysed

Warm Neutral Cool
r-1)(

L. Shipboard

2. March to MaY

3. June to August

4. Septenber to
Novenber

Decenber to
February

1LL 65 25

108

t26

L26

116

44

32 48

55

69 18

54 29

10 90

11 110

87

92

0

) 85

25

Total s87 264 t7S 25 464
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11.5 Range of Comfort

The analysis of the 464 votes, whose distribution

according to air temperature and thermal sensation is shown in

Table LL.s, illustrates the fact that none of the men casting

votes was uncomfortable in the observed temperature lange. Hence

the variations in the rnean confort vote, as shown in Fig.LL.z,

all fe1l within the range of confort. This finding (nanely,

that all nen felt comfortable within the temperature range fron

5.5oC to 27.ZoC) is in agreernent with Palmaifs results (I962a)

for men at Macquarie Island in the sub-Antarctic, where no

comfort zone could be determined. (A tcomfort zone' is defined

as the range of temperatures within which an arbitrary pelfcentage

of subjects experiencing these temperatures are confortabLe.)

Although the nen at Davis were comfortable, they could

stil1 appreciate changes in tenperature, Ðd this is illustrated

in Table LL.s, in which a trend towards warmer thennal sensatj-ons

as the temperature increased is clearly shown.

Loots and Krtlger (1971) have confirmed the findings

that narrohr confort zones are not discernable in polar legions

as the men at Sanae base were comfortable in a wide range of

temperatures.

11.6 Preferred Tenrperature md Comfort
Zone

The temperature at which the naxinum mrmber of subjects

experienced Ineutralt thermal sensation was considered to be the

preferred temperature for Davis. This was 14.zoc. At sone AI'¡ARE

stations the tenperatures of the buildings are adjusted by rnernbers
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TABLE 11.3

Distribution of indoor votes analysed according to

air tenperature and thernal sensation

Nurnber of Votes

toE)

Dry-Bulb
Tenperature

loc)

Total
Warm
(* 1)

Neutral
(0)

Cool
(- 1)

4L-4s

5L- 55

56-60

6L-6s

66-70

7L-7s

76- 80

81- 85

5.0- 7 .2

L0.6-t2.8

L3.5-1s.5

16. 1- 1B. 5

L8.9-2L.L

2L.7-23 .9

24.4-26.7

27 .2-29.4

0

)

9

24

70

7L

79

9

L

4

4

8

3

2

4

5

9

1

1_

0

L3

42

61

26

24

26

7T

L40

9B

104

L34

Total 264 L75 25 464

of the expedition and the average air tenperature has been taken

as ¿Ìït estinate of the rpreferred temperaturer. The heating of

the study area at Davis did not have manual thernostatic controls

and this nethod of calculating the preferred temperature by

varying thernostats is considered far less accurate than that

used at Davis and Sanae.

Since thennal confort depends on nany variables,

such as weather, season, activity, â9e, sex' race, diet,

acclinatizatíon and clothing, the defining of confort zones

varies considerably with different workers in different regions.



Macpherson (1964) has discussed the difficulties in attempting

to conpare results from different regions. Table 11.4, which

also shows the percentage of subjects comfortable in each of

the cornfort zones defined, illustrates these variations in

definition. However, despite the variations in definition,

comfort zones are lecognisable in temperate and tropical regions,

in contrast to the lack of sinilar zones in Antarctic and sub-

Antarctic regions.

The lowering of the preferred indoor tenperature with

increasing latitude is also shown in Table LL.4. This result

confirms the observations of Nordenskjöld andAnde155e¡ (1905),

Mawson (1915), Shackleton (1-919), and Wilson (1966) who all

described nen as working quite confortably in low indoor tenp-

eratures in Antarctica. Acclinatization is one possible factor

causing confort to be maintained at these low tenperatures, but

the effects of clothing nust first be considered.

LL.7 Effect of CLothing

Figure 11.5 shows, for rnen indoors, the relation

between the mean ngnbe1. of garrnents, the mean confort vote and

the prevailing temperature. The regressions were significant

at the 0.L per cent and l per cent levels respectively, ffid

show that, although the men were confortable, they could still

apprçciate changes in temperature.

cornfort was maintained by changes in the nunbel of

garrnents worn. Conpensation, reflected by the clothing changes

and the levels of confort, was not so readily achieved for

high temperatures as for 1ow tenperatuÏes. After removing one



TABLE 11.4

Corparison of the ranges of comfort and the preferred tenpeïatures for different
localities

Locality r:Latitude
Comfort

Zone
(oc rry-
Bulb)

Proportion
of

Subj ects
Cornfort-
able

1

tOjeo

509o

7Ùeo

L0jeo

Preferred
Temperature

(uc ory-
Bulb)

Reference

Webb (19s9)

Hindmarsh and Macpherson
(Ls62)

Rao (1952)

Hindrnarsh and Macpherson
(ts62)

Bedford (1956)

Palmai (L962a)

Singaporeir

New Guinea

Calcutta
Sydney

London

Macquarie
Island

Davis,
Antarctica

Sanae,
Antarctica

Maudhein,
Antarctica

1

23.3-28.3

L8.9-27.2

12.8-23.9

L0 .6-2L.7

loN 24.4-27.2 669o 2s.9

25.6

25.8

22.9

L8.2

3

4os

23oN

34os

51oN

550S

Toos

os
69

7i.os

2

2
5.5-27 .2 LO0%

3-L6 LOjYo

t4.2 This Study

L3.4 Loots and Krtlger (1971)

1 L 13. 5-14. s Wilson (1965)

1. No figures available. 2. All persons comfortable in ranges over which study done.
3. No tenperature'reported. ts
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layer of clothing as the tenperature rose' the nen did not

remove the second as readily, probably because of the difference

in the nature of the outer garments and those nearer the skin,

with the result that warrner comfort votes v,IeÏe cast at the

higher rarìge of temperatures.

The difficulties of compari-ng the insulation of

various gaflnents and naterials has been pointed out by Goldsmith

(1960). Previous workers (Goldsrnith, 1960; Palrnai, L962a) have

expressed the insulation of clothing sirnply in terrns of the

nurnbers of layers of clothing, and this method has been followed

here. The basis for using layers as the unit of measurement is

to be found in the principle expressed by Fourt and Harris

(1949) who state:

'Investigations of the therrnal character of cloth agree in

showing that the nain factor in insulating value is thick-

ness I .

The inverse relation between clothing and indoor

temperature observed in this investigation confirms Falmairs

(L962a) suggestion that rin the absence of social convention

with respect to dress, they (the Ittacquarie Island Expedition)

adjusted their clothing to the existing temperaturer, but the

mean clothing 1evel at Davis changed only about half as much

as it did in the Macquarie Island study. The difference in

clinate may have been an influencing factor here, although the

clothing worn indoors v¡as independent of the outdool temperat-

ure (Fie. LI.2) .

The regression linking all three variables of mean

thernal sensation (Y, in units of -1 to +1), indoor temperat-
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ure in degrees Celsius (xr), and mean nurnber of garnents on the

trunk (xr) was

Y = 0.435 + 0.029 (*t .-' 19.57) - 0.394 (xZ 2.50).

This nultiple regression suggests that the thermal sensation was

influenced to a much greater degree by clothing than by

temperature, which adds support to the view that dress plays a

large part in the naintenance of therrnal confort at low tenperat-

ures in polar regions.

11.8 AccLimatization to CoLd - fndoor Study

In order to discover whether any changes in clothing

and comfort occurred that night be attributable to acclimatizat-

ion to cold, the votes cast after midwintel ü/ele compared with

those cast before. Goldsnith (1960) and Falnai (1962a) have

both used this nethod, on the assumption that acclinatizati-on

would be more fully developed after rnidwinter than before. The

results of the indoor conparison are presented in Fig.11.4,

which shows that, for ternperatures conmon to both periods, after

nidwinter the subjects felt warmer than they had in the same

air tenperatuïe before rnidwinter, even though they wore lnuch the

same number of garnents. The conclusion that a degree of

acclinatization has occurred seems logical.

11.9 )utdpor Votes AnaLYsed

The votes cast over the whole period of 54 weeks in

the outdoor study, together with the activity of those voting

and the presence of sunlight, are shown in Table 11-.5.
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TABLE. 11.5

Activity of men and influence of sunshine on those

voting in the outdoor study for the 54 weeks before and the

17 weeks aftet rnidwinter

Nt¡mber of Votes

ter
Yearly Before

Midwinter Midwínter

Activity:

(a) Moderate to heavy
rnanual labour

(b) Light work

Sunlight:

(a) Present

(b) Absent

Total

278 B9

196 63

95

58

183

29I

58 49

L0494

474 L52 153

All of these votes were used in order to exanine the

relation between comfort, the anount of clothing woln and the

thermal environment. More men v¡ere engaged in rnanual labour

than in light work, but the general level of activity did not

vary gTeatly throughout the year. More votes üiere recorded in

conditions unaffected by solar radiation than in conditions

affected by it, but these also were evenly spread throughout the

yeaT. In order to compare the various outdoor conditions of

wind and tenperature, windchill (siple and Passell, 1945) was
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used as the index of outdoor climatic stress. This incorlorates

tenperatures and wind speed in the one figure and is generally

considered (Burton and Edholn, 1955) to corlespond quite well

with the disconfort of rnen in cold clinates.

Line charts and tables (Consolazio et aL., 1963) have

been drawn up enabling one to derive the windchill fron the wind

velocity and arnbient tenperature and to estimate at the sane

tirne the degree of discornfort in the environment. The equation

of Siple and Passell (1945) used in this study is

Windchill (k cat/n2 /hr)

x 1-00 - WV + 10 .4s) x @5-Tl ;

where WV = wind velocity in m/sec

10.45 = an arbitTary.constant

53oC = average skin tenPerature

T arnbient dry bulb temperature,
o

1-1.10 Clothi'ng and TherTnal Comfort

Figure Ll-.S shows the mean nrunber of gaÏments hlorn on

the various regions of the body, and the nean windchill on the

54 days on which outdoor observations were made. The mean values

of each for the successive three-month periods are also shown.

At Davis, as the ü¡eather became slightly colder with the onset of

winter, less clothing was woÏÎ on the trunk and the feet, while

moïe gannents were worn on the hands. The irnprovement in the

weather with the approach of summer resulted in less clothing

being hrorn on all areas of the body.

The increase of hand coverings during winter reflects

the nature of the outdoor activity. In many cases this involved

=(

c
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the handling of metal objects, such as fuel drums and hydrogen

cylinders. As outdoor temperatures fel1, the temperature of

these objects also decreased, but the decrease in their teÍpe1-

ature is not necessarily represented by the paevailing value

for the windchill. This index, which is designed to measure

physiological effects, takes into consideration both air

ternperature and air speed. A fal1 in air tenperature therefore

can be compensated for by a fall in air speed, which would of

course, not affect the tenperature reached by netal objects,

which in turn would deternine the amount of hand coverings nec-

ess ary.

Figure 11.6 illustrates the changes in the mean confort

vote of the feet, the hands and the tnrnk for the 54 outdoor

observations. The quarterly rnean values are also shown. Despite

slightly colder weather during winter, the mean comfort vote

for the feet, the hands and the trtrnk rose. With the coning of

sunmer and the lowering of the windchill, the comfort vote lose

further. In both these periods less clothing was woln on the feet

and the trtmk than at the beginning of the year.

Previous workers in polar regions have disagreed on the

pattern of clothing changes and the therrnal confort of wintering

parties. The Davis findings that the men maintained their

confort at a higher 1evel, Yet did not increase their clothing

with the onset of winter, confirm the opinions of Frazi.er (1945)

and Butson (19a9), who observed that as the weather grew colder,

little if any additional clothing r4ras needed by the palties at

Litt1e Anerica III and in Grahanland. However, the results of
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Goldsmith (1960) and Palnaí (1962a), who found that the number

of garnents increased as the weather became colder, and then

decreased as it became warner, contrast sharply with those

obtained at Davis.

Rogers (1973) who accompanied the Trans-Antarctic

Expedition, analysed the clothing worn and the relevant clinatic

data. He found that the clothing worn increased with lower

tenperatures and the passage of time, but did not decrease by

the expected amount when higher tenperatures occurred, or when

si-milar conditions recurred after an interval of tirne. These

findings also contrast with those from Davis.

The results of the outdoor study in the Vestfold Hills

have been used in a rnore complex analysis of the thermal dis-

confort at ANARE stations in the Antarctic and sub-Antarctic

(Budd, Hicks, Lugg, Murray and Wigg; l-969). The Davis gtloup were

very successful in keeping comfortable, and this result for

thernal confort of the trunk in the rnen working outdoors is com-

pared with those of the pooled study [Table 11.6).

It is interesting too, that only 1 per cent of the

Davis rtoo coldt category were shivering and 4 per cent of the

Itoo hotr were sweating conpared with the pooled results of 2

per cent shivering and 9 per cent sweating. This variation is

due to the more efficient use of the polar clothing, while

working outdoors, by the Davis gloup.
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TABLE 11.6

Thernal comfort of the trunk in men working outdoors

in Antarctica

Frequency (per cent)

Study Nunber of
Observations Too

Cold
Confortable Too

Hot

Davis

Antarctica

464 3

7

t

6

96

871 ,569

L1.L2 AecLimatization to CoLd - )utdoor Study

In order to compare the outdoor votes cast before and

after nidwinter, those taken over the 17-week period before nid-

winter and those obtained in the corresponding period after

nidwinter were used. The votes analysed are set out in Table

1L. 5.

Because there were no votes taken in weeks equidistant

fron nidwinter with which to compare them, 169 votes were dis-

carded. The votes were balanced in this way because in weeks

equidistant fron nidwinter, the sun would have the sarne warning

effect on men exposed to it at the same time of the day. The

factors of radiation and activity are unlikely to have been the

cause of any differences observed in comfort votes or clothing,

since the votes affected by these factors wer.e almost the same

before and after midwinter (the few extra votes in the high-

activity group after nidwinter tended to be balanced by the

fewer votes affected by radiation at that tine).
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The conparison between the mean windchill, the mean

confort vote of the exposed face and the trgnk, and the nean

number of garments on the trunk for the periods before and after

midwinter are shown in Table LL.7. After rnidwinter, fewer

garments were worïì with a higher degree of confort than in the

period before it. This change in thernal sensation is very

sirnilar to that described by Pahnai (1962a) for men hlorking out-

doors on Macquarie Island. From a consideration of the amount

of clothing üiorn together with the degree of thernal confort

achieved in the periods before and after rnidwinter, it would

indeed seen that increased thernal tolerance had occurred after

exposure to cold.

TABLE 1.1.7

Conparison between the mean windchill, the mean comfolt

vote of the exposed face and the trunk, and the mean nunber of

gaïments on the tn¡nk for the periods before and after nidwinter

Mean
Comfort
Vote

Period Mean
Windchill

Mean
Nurnber of

Garments
0n Trunk

Exposed
Face

Trunk

Before
midwinter

After
nidwinter

1010 3.73 -0.33 0.26

L020 3.4L -0.04 0.34



PART IV - CLINICAL AND

PSYCHOLOGI CAL OBSERVATIONS
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CHAPTER 12

HEALTH OF THE EXPEDITION

MaterLaLs arú. Methods

L2.L Introductton

All nine rnembers of the expedition took part in the

health and morbidity study. In order to retain anonymity the

the nen were given subject identification A-J, which differed

fron that of the physiological studies (subjects 1-9).

Three to nine nonths before the beginning of the

study,. all subjects has been examined by Conmonwealth Medical

officers of the Departnent of Health, and the Department of

Army had conducted psychological tests on the nen (Law, t962;

Owens , L966, L967a, L967b). Blood tests (Group, W.R.,

Haernoglobin) and a chest x-ray had also been done'

I2.2 lL1;nesses and Inittries

This study consisted of monthly exaninations (done

during the recording of the physiological variables as described

in chapter 8), a half-yearly conplete physical exanination and
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îecoïds of all illnesses, diseases and injuries that occurred

throughout the yeaÍ.. These were classified under fifteen

categories, which were based on the InternationaL StatistícaL

CLassífícation of Diseases" Iniuries øtd Canoses of Death (1955).

L2.3 ConsuLtations

A record was kept of all visits to the surgery and

reports to the Medical Officer frorn men working in remote areas.

The ain of this study hlas to demonstrate any seasonal variations

that rnight occuï both in the nrunber of consultations made and

also the diagnosis for which an opinion was sought.

L2.4 CoLd Iniury StuúLes

All cases of cold injury reported were lecorded and

the simultaneous clirnatic data were noted where this was possible.

Cases of tlight frostbitef orrfrost nipsr of the finger tips

that resulted frorn touching cold objects, such as netal

instruments, too1s, engine Spares and ice, were not included in

the study as all rnen tended to regard them as a trivial matter

and did not report thern. Included in this category are the

sma1l and unnoticed tfrost nips t of the nose and cheeks which

occurred on occasions and, apart fron leaving smalI areas of

peeling skin, caused no morbiditY.
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ResuLts and Discussion

L2.5 lLLnesses wr.d Iniuries

The classification of the rnedical diagnoses and their

occuïrence at Davis are recorded in Appendíx 7. Six of the

fifteen categories did not have a recorded illness. The absence

of cases in the categories of neoplastic, allergic, metabolic

and endocrine diseases, and diseases of bone, blood, nervous and

genito-urinary systems is nost likely attributable to the age

group of the men, their excellent health and the selection

procedures.

The environment lnad a much lower influence on the health

statistics than rnight be expected for the severity of the climate,

diseases related to the environment occurring in only 10 per cent

of the total cases. The environment, however, may have been an

irnportant factor in the absence of illnesses in the category of

infective diseases.

The occurrence of skin diseases, trauna, accidents and

poisonings, and non-traunatic musculo-skeletal diseases are

directly related to the type of work and the living conditions at

Davis. The incidence of these (skin diseases B per cent, traurna

and injuries 28 per cent, musculo-skeletal diseases 4 pet cent),

however, did not appeaï to be increased above that of a medical

practice for a conparable group of males in Australia.

Dentistry accounted for t2 per cent of the treatnents,

while 23 per cent of the diagnoses were included under symptons

and i11-defined diseases. In this categoly vague gastlo-

intestinal synptorns ü¡eïe within normal lirnits, but the frequency
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of headaches and insonnia were atypical for a group of healthy

males. This finding is not new as Mullin (L959) , Palrnai (1965a)

and Nelson (1965b) have reported sirni-lar findings in Antarctica.

Psychiatric illness was rare and this contrasted with

the expected findings in an isolated all male community.

t2.6 SeasonaL Vav,Latíons in ILLnesses
qrrd InjurLes

Appendix 8 shows the occurrence of the illnesses and

injuries in each month of the year. The maximun nunber (18)

were recorded in the winter month of August, while the lowest

numbers occurred in February 7963 (6 cases) and October (7 cases).

The nean rnonthly rate hras eleven and there was a significant rise

in the ntunber of incidents requiring attention in the last three

nonths of the expedition.

During the summer, when there was 24 hours of daylight,

the activity at Davis increased as both station and scientific

projects were being completed before the arrival of the relief

expedition. The rise in the categoly of i11-defined diseases

and syrnptoms at this tine nay reflect the prospects of returníng

to civilization, a fact that loorned large in everyonets mind.

Seasonal variations of significance occurred in a

number of the categories. In April the increase in i11-defined

diseases rnay well have been caused by carbon nonoxide poisoning.

Although conclusive evidence in the form of actual measurenent

was lacking for this, the beginning of the winter snow build-up

and the subsequent obstruction of ventilators, the inexperience

of the men and the type of syrnptorns reported, are aII suggestive

of the well documented polar problen of carbon monoxj-de.
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The increase in the diseases related to the environment

in April and Septernber is closely correlated with the resumption

of field work after periods of linited field activity. A higher

incidence in August of injuries, such as back strain, was

associated with heavy work in the power house and around the

station. All nine men assisted in this.

In the period Jtme-August there l4ras an increase in

respiratory diseases. This was unexpected and no reason could be

found for the increase.

On exanination of the records it would appear that

there r^rere seasonal variations in the dental category. These

were, however, the direct result of the routine. dental check-ups

of all nen, and no increase in fillings was associated with

clinatic changes. Dental fillings hlere necessaly in some of the

nen after such routine examinations.

L2.7 Stbieet MozbidLty

The health statistics for each man are shown in

Appendix 9. The mean nunber of illnesses and injuries for each

individual over the year was 16 (range 6-34).

The norbidity was greatest in the three oldest men

(aged 3L-34 years) and least in the group of three whose ages

were 25-27 years. The three youngest who were aIL 24 years of

age had a morbidity rate between the above two groups.

Definitive conclusions on the various occupational

gloups wete not possible because of the srnal1 nunber of subjects

and the fact that no one subject linited hirnself to one work

discipline only. The breakdown of norbidity figures into two
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gïoups representing those who spent nost of their time outdoors

and those who worked nostly indoors, showed that the outdoors was

more prone to illness and injuries.

The distribution in age and occupational groups have

also been shown by the Tenth Soviet Antarctic Expedition 1956-66

(Matusov, L}TL). Matusov fotmd that rnorbidity increased with age

on the expeditions, but

Ithe somewhat hì-gh morbidity rate in the youngest age group

(2I-25 years old) was probably due to inadequate training for

the conditions of polar expeditionsr .

The hi-ghest norbidity rate occurred among personnel mainly working

outdoors in both scientific and support groups.

t2.B ConsuLtatíons

The nonthly rnedical consultations for each man are

shown in Table 1,2.I and the courselling calls over the year are

analysed in Table t2.2. At Davis there were- 1-41 new cases, 704

follow-up cases and 23 counselling calls.

Palnai (1963a, 1963b) has published the only other

figures fron AIIARE. Fourteen wintering men on Macquarie Island

had 40L nehl cases, 3L7 follow-up cases and 667 counselling calls.

Headache occurred in 25 per cent of the neüI cases, trauma ín 2L

and insonnia in t2.

The Davis figures show a marked contrast with those

frorn Macquarie Island, especially in the late of illness and also

the counselling calls. Discussion with a nunber of Al'trARE nedical

officers leads to the conclusion that the Macquarie Island results

are unusual and the Davis results more lepresentative of an

expedition.
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TABLE 12.1

Analysis of rnedical consultations of all subjects for

each nonth of the period at Davis

Month
SubjectFMAMJJAS0NDJF Subj ect

Total

L

1

ls1-L-L41-2-

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

382 246211264

-1-2232
3L37 -7 336

L 2 511 5 6 2 3 4

s73-L4L23

2L 1- 1L L

141-2-3-

4L

L2

38

42

29

t6

L4

L6

37

11

L22

111

1' 1 L

1

2

52

4L22 97 822

Monthly
Totals 8 18 L8 10 15 L9 20 25 L9 27 24 20 22 245

The illnesses and accidents from Davis, although

appearing serious, rtrere in the majority of cases of a minor

nature and as Snart (1964) found with the Falkland Islands

Dependencies Survey, although the health records seemed serious

all nen returned to their homelands in good health.

12.9 CoLd Injury StudLes

Although Table L2.3 cítes nine instances of superficial

frostbite and two cases of unusual nonfreezing cold injury, as

described later in this Chapter, seveae cold injury was not a
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T¡BLE L2.2

Analysis of counselling calls of all subjects for each

month of the period at Davis

Month
SubjectFMAMJJAS0NDJF Subj ect

Total

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

1 1

t2LL 1_ 1 2

11

1

4

0

21_

LT1 L

1

1

3

L

0

1

L1_

Monthly
TotaIs 0111L32t4723323

conmon occurrence at Davis. More recent studies by Hunt (1968)

and Youngrnan (personal cornrnunication) confirn the Davis results.

Hunt wintered in L966 with a group of 50 men at Byrd Station,

the largest inland U.S. station, and he cornrnented that tfrostbite

presented little problent. l

The two cases of trench foot were incapacì-tating, but

there were no gross or residual sequelae to the injuries. The

cases hrere considered to be due to ignorance on the part of those

sustaining the injury.



TABLE 12.3

The reported cases of frostbite, the subjects involved, their activity and location, and

the clinatic conditions occurring at the tine of the injury

Date

24 Ãpril

Subj ect Cold
Injury

Superficial
frostbite
face, ears

Superficial
frostbite
face

Tracking net.
balloon by
theodolite

Dog-Sledging

Vehicle
Traverse

tt

n

Dog-Sledging

Davis

Sea ice
near Davis

Wind
Speed

(rnlsec)

1_1

L3

7 -L3

il

il

1800

1900

1200

t800-2200

il

ll

500

Activity Location Ternn
(oc)

Windclgill
KcaL/m- /hr)

F

B

5 September H

29 Septenber D

D

-23

-24il

tt

il

ilI

G

ll

ll

It

It il il

L2 August Superficial
frostbite
face

Superficial
frostbite
face, hands

Plateau
48km from
Davis

Plateau
neal
Platcha

lt

16 2

-28
to-32,,

B

C

ll

tt Superficial
frostbite
hands

il ll

-18Sea ice
near Davis

0

2

F(^
1..J

10 October It il ll -L6 1100
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Analysis of the cases of frostbite occurring in April

(see Table L2.3) show that in all cases.it was one of the first

tines that the nen involved found thenselves in a potential cold

injury situation. The other cases, apart from those of Subject

D, were due to working in the field in adverse conditions.

Subject D suffered frostbite because of not wearing gloves or

using inadequate glove assenblies in caln or near calrn conditions

while running with the dog teans on the sea ice.

The wind and ternperature üIere accurately recorded

either sinultaneously or close to the tirne of the occurrence of

frostbite in seven of the nine cases. In all seven cases there

was drifting snow. Massey (1959) conducted experiments in

Antarctica and showed that frostbite often results fron the added

cooling effect of drift snoür. The weather data for the other two

cases (those of Subject D) have been estirnated with a considerable

degree of accuracy, and there üias no drifting snow at the tirnes of

inj ury.

Wilson (1965) recorded 69 cases of frostbite in a study

at Maudheim and found that no cases occurred when the temperature

was above -BoC and the windchill less than 1580. He concluded that

this was evidence in favour of Siplers assumption that exposed

flesh begins to freeze at a windchill index of 1-400 (siple and

Passel, 1945) .

The sna11 nurnber of results from Davis btoadl-y agrees

with this assunption. Wilson (personal cornmunication) considers

it inportant that cases such as those from Davis are docunented

in order that clinical cases can be better correlated with the

weather variable windchill, which is now used by both nilitary
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and civilian organisations in planning outdoor activities where

proper clothing and wind protection is essential (Falconer, L968).

Wilson (1967) states that, although there is some foundation for

the ernpirical scale of the windchill fornula which may allow

prediction of the risk of frostbite in exposed skin under varying

neteorological conditions in the field, windchill may not be equally

valid for the different parts of the body. It is in this area that

much observational work renains to be done.

The only doubtful case that did not fit the wj-ndchill

criteria of 1400 was Subject D who sustained superficial frostbite

of the hands in caln conditions at -lBoC. As he üias exercising

vigorously it was like1y that his bare hands cooled considerably

due to the local air novement, and the calculated windchill index

of 500 gave an inaccurate index of the cold stress on Subject D.

The two cases of non-freezing cold injury to be

discussed are unusual in that they occurred in well equipped men

who had been gj.ven cold hleather indoctrination before leaving

Australia.

Three subjects (S1, S3, 56) travelled in the Snow-Trac

for a period of seven days in Septernber. They travelLed 370.3

kn and slept in a polar pyramid tent each night. Although polar

whiteout and drift occurred, travel was possible on all seven

days.

The traverse found a safe route inland (Fig. 5.2) and

left a depot of supplies which were used later in the year by a

three-man group using two dog teams.

Throughout the journey marker poles and flags were

placed at 2-4 kn intervals. At each stop one rnan would leave the
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vehicle, drill a hole in the ice or sastrugi with a hand auger

and place the marker pole in the hole. The whole operation took

between five and ten minutes.

All nen wore clothing assenblies as described by

Linton-Smith (1968) and thernal boots which were designated for

dry cold use. Thick woollen Nontegian ski socks and light woollen

(Australian Arrny) socks were also worn. The socks were changed

daíLy, foot powder ü/as used and the boots l^Iere lemoved at night

when the nen slept in down sleeping bags.

The naximun altitude reached was L200 m and the tenp-

erature varied between -15oC and -32oC. The windspeed range v/as

3.1 rn/sec - t3.4 n/sec.

CLinicaL Sutnnaty Subiect 53: T\trenty-four hours after

his return frorn the field trip he conplained of aching feet. Four

days later he went for a short run with the dog teans and the

aching becane more severe. Over the next day the aching in the

feet became continuous and the patient was unable to stand on then

for more than a few minutes at a time. Exanination of the patient

up till this tine did not reveal any cause for this syrnptom.

0n the seventh day after returning to Davis he awoke

with intense burning pain in both feet which were hot and sweating

profusely. 0n exanination, both feet were hot, red, slightly

swollen and hyperhydrotic with srnal1 clusters of vesicles and

papules over both heels and soles. The patient was rested with

the feet exposed to an even temperature of 20oC and analgesics

were given as necessary.

The severe pain continued for a period of three days

and during this tíne there l^Iere no changes in the appearance of
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the feet. The pain dirninished over the next four days and on the

fourteenth day after returning from the field there were no signs

or synptons.

The patient had no further problerns with his feet but

they were much more sensitive to cold exposure during the

Ternaining time at Davis.

CLinicaL Sumnary Subiect 5L: Nine days after returning

to Davis the patient complained of generalised aching in both

feet. On exanination of the feet there was no variation in skin

tenperature nor change in colour, and the only positive finding

was slight swelling in both feet. Twenty-four hours later the

aching changed to severe pain which was at first burning in nature

and later throbbing. At this tine the patient could not bear any-

thing to touch his feet.

The severe pain persisted for four days before progres-

sively decreasing and it was on the sixteenth day following his

return frorn the field that the subjectfs synptoms ceased. No

significant chatrges could be observed on examination of the feet

at arry stage of the illness.

The treatment given was the same as for Subjeôt S3 and

although no residual signs oI synptoms occurred the patient felt

that his feet were more sensitive to cold following this injury.

Footwear in Antarctica has always been a problem. The

feet sweat and the moisture destroys the insulation of the socks

thus exposing the individual to the risk of frostbite. The

principle of the thermal boot is to keep the insulation of the

foot covering dry by incorporating a Iayer of insulation of
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inpermeable rubber on both the inside and outside of the boot.,

The vapour barrier produced plevents the sweat from escaping and

although the foot is wet, the insulation remains dry and con-

serves the body heat so that the foot and sweat remain l^rarm.

Law (1965) has pointed out the psychological adjustnent

necessaïy for the l^rearer to become accustomed to having wet feet.

The boots are effective in dry cold temperatures down to -50oC

as well as in wet cold and slush.

The cases of trench foot at Davis were associated with

imnobilisation and dependency of the feet in the cranped area of

the Snow-Trac where prolonged sitting occurr.ed without frequent

foot or leg rnovement. The third member of the group (the author)

did not sustain any cold injury. The probable reason for this was

his greater activity as he placed more of the narkers in position.

The cases described, occurïed despite regular changes of

socks and drying of the feet. The boots caused sweating, and the

retention of this sweat and the lack of rnovement which decreased

the 1eg circulation and subsequent warning of the boot made a pot-

ential cold injury situation.

Trench foot results fron prolonged exposure'to wet-cold

conditions and the injury is diffuse and poorly demarcated with

multiple sequelae (pain, nt¡mbness, sensitivity and vasomotor

instability). Mechanisns that possibly contribute to the patho-

genesis of cold injury to tissue are:

(1) direct effect of cold on metabolism

(2) intracellular molecular changes due to

crystalli zation of extracullular water

caus ing hyperosno IarítY
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(5) mechanical effect of freezing causing

cellular and structural damage

(4) decreased tissue perfusion and tissue

hypoxia resulting fron vascular damage.

Non-freezing injury may cause pain, but numbness

frequently occurs such that oedema and blistering rnay fo11ow

without the casualty being al^Iare. The tissues may survive

when the circulation retums or gangrene may occur if stasis

remains. The pain is attributed to selective involvement of

sensory nerves to anoxia or scar tissue (Bean, 196L).

The average duration of exposure resulting in trench

foot is stated in Cold Injury (1970) as three days in a

temperatuïe range OoC - 10oc with a time range of from a few

hours to L4 days.

The more typical dry-co1d injury (frostbite) differs

frorn the wet-cold in that a brief exposure can result in injury

which is well demarcated and has less sequelae.

Hedblom (1960) in his United States Navy Polar Manual

draws attention to the avoidance of trench foot in expeditioners

who wear thernal boots while doing jobs which require alternative

periods of activity and inactivity. Hill (1918) had 5inila11y

discussed the science of clothing and the prevention of trench

foot over fifty years ago, although the footwear and clothing

available were far less effective in preventing cold injury than

they are today.

Despite a full cold-weather indoctrination course being

given to all Davis personnel in L962 prior to leaving Australia,

no rnention u/as made of this potential cause of cold injury.
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Bean (19-61) sums up the causes of trench foot thus:

ftrench foot has borne testirnony to ignorance' unprepardness or

disaster as its causer. Ignorance could well be blaned for the

Davis cases. The irnportant aspect of cold injury is that it is

preventable. As well as excellent protective clothing,

indoctrination is nost important to offset any departures frorn

normal situations such as that described.

The low incidence of cold injury at Davis was due to

preventive measur.es. With adequate warnings about trench foot and

Subject D adhering to the accepted procedures, the occurrence of

injury could have been even less.

12.L0 Cavbon MonosLde Poisoníng

The hazard of carbon monoxide in Antarctica is well

documented (Byrd, 1958; Pugh, L959). One ninor case of carbon

nonoxide poisoning was recorded at Davis, although it is probable

that some of the ill-defined synptoms were due to the effects of

carbon nonoxide.

Randon tests üIere carried out throughout the year and

it was found that, on some days, constant low wind speeds caused

the exhaust funes of the pol¡Ier house to be drawn into the air-

cooling systen of the diesel engines so that the atnosphere of the

pov¡er house becane lethal. This was rectified, leaving the Snow-

Trac the only potential source of carbon monoxide poisoning.

12.LL Infectiue ILlnesses

The 1ow incidence of respiratory illnesses and the

conplete absence of infective diseases at Davis is not unusual

among polar connunities. Infective conditions, however, have
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occurred. Budd (1962a) t'as reported a polio-like i1lness, and

nalaria, chickonpox and rubella have all been recorded (unpub-

lished Antarctic Division reports). Taylor (1960), Hedblorn

(1961), Cameron and Moore (1968) and Cameron (1970) have reported

on respiratory infections.

Respiratory illness is the most cornmon occurrence in

stxnmer at U.S. stations, but none of the Davis nen contracted

respiratory infections until April which was nearly two nonths

after the relief vessel left Davis. The occurrence of further

cases in Jwre-August is most unusual (Wilson, 1965; Cameron and

Moore, 1968). Holmes, Allen, Bradburne and Stott (1971) studied

respiratory viruses in personnel at the 15-nan Stonington Island

base and found that respiratory symptons occurred in only one man

during the year of isolation.

Following the arrival of the relief expedition no

incidence of respirat.ory infection üias recorded in the wintering

Davis group. Cameron and Moore (1968) state that it is cornmon for

infections of 1ow norbidity to occur at this stage in the

acclinatized party. Allen (L973) has studied the connon cold

anong groups of men in Antarctica and he has reported that during

relief periods the incidence of colds has approached that of urban

and rural conmunities, but after the first nonth in Antarctica

colds have been rare.

The author has noted the difference between the 1963

changeover and two recent expeditions he has accompanied to

Antarctica when severe respiratory infections have occurred. Lugg

and Moore (L97L, unpublished data) have attenpted to isolate the

viruses occurring in these clinical infections, but so far no
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isolations have been successful.

The close contact of nan with the local fauna is a

potential source of infective diseases. Cameron (1968b) has

reported on the finding of ah organism shown to be a rnember of

the Psittacosis-Lymphogranuloma Venereun group from a dead

Emperor Penguin collected at a rookery near Mawson, and evidence

of Ornithosis and Psittacosis antibodies have been detected in

Antarctic birds (Sieburth, 1958; Sladen" L962).

12.L2 Dentistry

The high incidence of dental fillings at Davis follows

the normal pattern for personnel on Antarctic Expeditions (Beynon,

1969, L973). The men had all been exanined thoroughly by dentists

of the Royal Australian Navy before they left for Davis, and upon

return to Australia about sixteen to eighteen months later most

of the men required restorations. The author had received dental

training prior to joining the expeditions as have most of the

Antarctic Division rnedical officers.

Beynon (1969) surnrnarj-sed the nurnber of cavities found

in personnel of a number of expeditions. In thirty subjects at

five British stations lilho spent either one or two winters in

Antarctica, there hlas a mean increment of five cavities per head.

The occurrence of cavities in the Davis nen would appear to be

close to the average for these expeditions, but less than the

average increment of 6.4 cavities in ten subjects during one year

at Stonington Island.

Five cases of gingivitis occurred during the year.

One man had this cornplaint on three occasions at Davis, but on

questioning, he had been receiving treatment for the s¿tme con-
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dition before leaving Australia. Poor oral hygiene was consid-

ered the cause in each case.

The other th/o cases were in two of the three nen

involved on the long dog trip. Although oral hygiene in the field

hras not ideal and rnay have been a contributing factor, the

possibility of inadequate vitanin supplements, as found by Adans,

Stanmeyer and Harding (7962), must be considered, as well as the

high intake of carbohydrate.

In two subjects fíne hairline cracks were observed

during the final dental check ín Antarctica, although the

significance of these hrere not recognised. Beynon (1973) has

observed the sane phenomena, and he has made laboratory studies

on this. He found that intra-otaL temperatures may be reduced

during exposure to cold by up to 20oC, to levels at which bacterial

activity was markedly reduced. Tooth temperatures, however, were

found to rernain comparatively high, thus making it unlike1-y that

the fine cracks were due to thernal effects alone.

L2.LS MentaL ILL-heaLth

During the year the innature personalities of sorne

menbers of the expedition üiere apparent, but on only one

occasion could this have been regarded as pathological when one

man refused to talk to any other member of the group for sorne

days.

The only other condition in this category vias a case

of depression. This was far in excess of what could be considered

a tnormalt fluctuation, but responded rapidly without medication.
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Blackburn, Shurley and Natani (L973) have presented a

sinilar low incidence in mental ill-health in their report of

an eight-rnan wintering station in L967. They report:

'Several station .mernbers experienced minor psychological

difficulties rnanifest by insonnia and nild depressive effect.

Two station members were more severely psychologically dis-

tressed, as nanifest in one case by constant dissatisfaction

with his job and in the other case by an acute episode of

anxious depression resulting in departure, from the nain camp,

for several hours t .

Rasmussen (1961) has stated.that the stresses of

isolation appear to have a greater inpact on individuals at

small stations than at large stations, but the Davis observations

are not iù agreenent with this, and would confirn Wilsonrs (1965)

inpression that the proportion of psychological problems can be

overenphasised and that expeditions do exist with a 1ow incidence

of psychiatric and psychological problems.
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CHAPTER 1.3

PSYCHOLOGICAI ADAPTATION

MateriaLs cnd Methods

L3.L Introduction

Observations of man in any clinate shows that he is

often distressed by changes in tenperature. lVith such changes

he is initially very inefficient, but after a tine this

inproves. Part of this is behavioural, but another part is

enotional or psychological, as he becomes accustomed to his

surroundings.

Much of this thesis covers aspects of psychological

adaptation but the specific psychological progranne was linited

because of the size of the group and the limitations placed on

the study by the nedical officer being part of the group tmder

study. As Taylor (1969) has pointed out:

tpsychological data are not easy to obtain fron the Antarctic

because the nen are tightly knit in snall groups, and arry

psychologist who approaches thern is likely to disturb their

normal pattern of response no rnatter what role he assunes. I

The nedical officer was considered to have a rnininal disturbing

influence on the grouprs notrnal pattern, but he had the
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difficulty of keeping all his observations objective.

The prograrnme was designed to add factual data on the

Australian Expeditions, as the Australian research in psychology

before L962 had been mainly on the evaluation and establishnent

of selection criteria using rating scales and assessnents by

officers-in-charge and debriefing-type interr¡iews supplemented

by socionetric data (Owens, personal communication, l-966, L967a,

L967b, l-968).

L3.2 Humqn. Adaptation

The nedical officer kept detailed diaries of the

expedition in ordel to sumartze the Davis grouprs responses to

situations and stress, inter-personal adjustments, group adjust-

ive behavioural phenonena, and the general pattern of psychological

adaptation. None of the rnen, apart frorn the author, knew that

such records were being kePt.

Palmai (1965a) considered that there was a lack of

accurate data concerning the previous medical and sociological

history of men engaged in polar exploration. In order to assess

this, data were cornpiled on these aspects of the study group.

The analysis of the data was not begun rmtil the expedition

returrred to Australia.

L3,3 D¿scussion Topics

The topics that were discussed at length each week by

the nen tvere recorded. These discussions occuTred during meal

times and in the recreation room during recreational periods.

The nedical officer recorded the topics and none of the other
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eight men kner4r that this was being done.

The criteria used hlas very simple. Any subject that

caused lengthy discussion was recorded; conversations between

individuals were not recorded unless they proceeded to a fuI1

discussion involving nany of the men. A departure fron this

occurred when a series of Antarctic books were read in turn by

expedition members for ten to fifteen minutes after lunch and

dinner to all who were at Davis. These were often controversial

and provided nuch discu-ssion. As these discussions were con-

sidered a departure from the norrnal way in which a subject carne

to be discussed, they hlere not included in the records.

All topics discussed were not recorded due to the

doctorrs absence from a particular meal or filn evening or

recreational period due to research efforts or work load at the

station.

The topics were noted daiLy and the conversations for

each week werle sunmatized together with appropriate connent as

to the reason behind the raising of a particular topic.

Conversation during the voyages to and fron Davis in

January L963 and March 1964 were not recorded. Records were

kept only of the nine men and they were discontinued following

the arrival of the relief vessel in late February L964.

ResuLts wtd DLseu,ssion

t3.4 Gz,oup Adjustiue Behauíozæ

The group as a whole readily adapted to station life.

Factors initially influencing this were the confort of Davis,

its palatial size by cornparison with the NeLLa Døn, and the
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slor,{ voyage of five weeks to Antarctica.

The problens of adaptation to long-range large-scale

aerial troop deployrnents, where rnen have been subject to sudden

environrnental changes, have been discussed by NATO (AGARD

Conference, 1970). Many of these adjustrnents are the same for the

men involved on both nilitary operations or civilian Antarctic

expeditions, but because of the slower movement of expeditions the

overall response is easier adaptation for the Antarctic

expeditioners.

The neatness and coÍPactness of Davis cornpared with

Mawson, which was visited en route also facilitated the adjust-

ment. This was in agreement with the work of Baeza (1963), who

considered the major factor influencing human adaptive pr'ocesses

in Antarctica was the relative comfort of the base.

The construction programne was one of the largest

planned at Davis, and because the changeover was late in the

season, nuch of the work was incomplete when the ship departed.

This necessitated long hours of work to store supplies under

cover and complete outside work as fat as possible before the

winter snouis nade it irnpossible. The work load also had an

effect on the adjustrnent of the men to their new environment as

it increased their rnotivation and nade then vely aware of the

necessity for team work.

The adjustive behaviour of all nen was inflùenced to

a large degree by personal notivation and gloup accornplishment.

Correspondence with all nenbers of the expedition sone years

after their return to Australia ernphasized the irnportance of

group acconplishment to every member. Shears and Gunderson

(1966) , in a later study of Arnerican personnel, comment on three
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stable attitude factors. These were social conpatibility,

personal notivation and group acconplishment.

The acceptance of the individual by the group

depended on an interaction of work proficiency and social com-

patibility. This nay be illustrated by the case of one man

who at times became an isolate due to his low 1evel of work

proficiency but, because his social cornpatibility was considered

by his drinking companions to be more inportant than his work

proficiency, he gained overall acceptance.

Nelson (1963a) has described the criteria of

adaptation in Antarctica as work proficiency, industriousness

and social compatibility, and the observations of the Davis

group agree with this. The interaction of the relation of

acceptance to work proficiency and social compatibility has also

been discussed by Nelson and Gunderson (1962).

The group adjustive behaviour at Davis confinn the

findings of Gunderson and Nelson (1965) that the rnaintenance of

group organisation, harmony and efficiency under conditions of

long-tern isolation and confinement at Anerican bases, although

difficult, is not inpossible.

Other important factors were the conposition of the

group and the job skills of the individuals in the group. These

two factors were found to be of equal inportance in the

adaptation.

Nardini, Herrman and Rasmussen (L962) in a five-year

study of United States Antarctic bases judged vocational effect-

iveness to be the nost important variable in adjustment to

Antarctic isolation. This was considered more important than

the group composition, and the variation between their results
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and this study reflects differences between the organisation and

selection of the U.S. Navy and AÌ'{ARE.

Later sociometric and adaptation research conducted at

the South Pole (Natani, Shurley and Joern, 7973) suggested that

job satisfaction, subjective feelings of competence and inter-

personal relationships were the prirnary factors influencing

human adaptation to isolation at sma1I American Antarctic stations.

Sub-groups were forned because of the close association

of work tasks. These sub-groups initially were comprised of the

four men from the Meteorological Section, the two men fron the

Radio Section and the rernaining three nen (OIC, nedical officer

and cook). Changes in the relations between these sub-groups

occurred frorn tine to time with closer associations occurring

among the six rnen in the Radio and Meteorological Sections.

Sub-group disruption did cause minor problens when

situations üiere used by some men in order to decrease their work

load, bgt there ü¡as no scientist/support group conflict as

described by Law (L960) at other Australian stations.

The differences in attitudes between scientist and

suppoït groups that result from different social and educational

backgrounds is very sirnilar to the military-civilian groups on

Anerican stations (Gunderson, personal comrnrnication). The

pïesence of two o'rganízational sub-groups often leads to group

disruption and conflict in Antarctica (Mullin and Connery, 1959;

McGuire and Tolchin" L961)

No gross personality changes were obvious but immature

attitudes and childish behaviour occurred at tines, and this

often nanifested itself in the humour of the Davis society. Jokes

at other members I expense were conmon and one man in particular
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was designated fthe clownt. This behaviour was very sinilar to

that described by Kinsey (1959) and Ebersole (1960) in confined

nuclear submariners, who were also isolated frorn normal life

patterns, but for nuch shorter periods of tine.

13.5 Adaptatíon to CLimatic Factors

Adaptation to the clinate appeared to be more of an

individual variation than the other variables. The cold was not

a problem to nost of the men. 0n1y one nan did not adapt

psychologically to the cold and nade every effort to remain in

the station. He later wintered over at another station, where

he was the only rnan who did not spent a ni-ght away fron the station

during the whole yeal.

Initially problems were experienced in the use of

clothing when inexperienced nen had to go out into blizzatds, but

veïy soon nanrs intuitive behaviour rernedied this. Although

blizzards and drift snor^r caused occasional boredon in several men,

group behaviour was relatively unaffected by the occurrence of

this weather.

The cyclic adjustment especiaLLy to the winter dark-

ness as described by Rohrer (L960) was noticeably absent. Sone

adaptation for the extra hours of darkness hlas necessary, but

this did not affect the station routine and there hlas no rise in

surgery consultations. 0n one day on which the weather was

particularLy bad the officer-in-charge found six of his eight

men asleep in their work buildings during tt.e day when he

unexpectedly cal1ed on all men.

The Davis study, although on a small group, was in

narked contrast to the study of Rivolier and Perrier (1965)
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where bioneteorological factors such as severity of blîzzards and

changes of temperature and light cou-1d be correlated with psycho-

sonatic nanifestations .

Although the Davis nonthly consultations varied more

significantly frorn nonth to nonth than a later study by Perrier

(1967), the results are in general agreement with Perrier that

the neteorological conditions at coastal Antarctic stations do not

directly cause the appearance of norbid synptons.

L3.6 AdnptatLon to the IsoLation

All rnen adapted quickly to the conplete physical

isolation, and most men wer.e not greatly concerned with happenings

outside the station apart frorn the occasional irnportant news items.

One such iten was the news that the President of the United States

of America lnad been assassinated. Following receipt of this

news, every effort was made to find out all details and much

speculation occurred.

The weekly national radio broadcast fron AusttaLia titled

tCalling Antarcticar was well received and it becane a social

event as all men gathered in the radio building to listen to it.

Despite the popularity of this pr'ograflne and the occasional use

of amateur radio for social contact with AustraLía, the najority

of the Davis group tended to shut themselves off psychologically

fron the outside hlorld. This agrees with Nelsonrs (1963b)

assumption that men on Antarctic stations isolate thenselves

psychologically from contact with the rest of the world.

The use of anateur radio, the only supplement to

radiograns, caused a narked change in the nood of some men,
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frustration following their inability to communicate intimate

feelings or conments over a tpublicr system. Other men, hohlevell

responded we11.

Rasmussen (1961) states that it appealcs that the

stresses of isolation have a f.at greater irnpact on individuals at

small stations than at large stations, but the Davis study did

not confirm this finding.

L3.7 IntenpensonaL Adiustrnent to a SmaLL Group

Although sone members of the group had very little in

common and were not socially cornpatible with each other, adjust-

ments took place and no gloss problerns arose throughout the year.

Several men had rather aggressive personalities, but

during the whole period at Davis no physícal outburst occurred.

Gunderson and Nelson (L962) have cornmented on tension control and

the presence of the same associates, as two of the most stressful

elements of wintering, while Law (1960) stated that the main

stresses.at Australian stations are the psychological ones between

individuals, groups, and between the leader and his party.

Comments made to the author by aLL nen reflect the

prevalent attitude of tolerance and the necessity of controlling

aggressive and enotional irnpulses towards each other, as there

hras no chance of changing the group at Davis. The capacity to

control emotions r^ias one of the nost inportant attributes of the

rnen. This finding is not confi.ned to this expedition alone as

Owens (1967b) , ín a study of a ntunber of years of AI'{ARE

operations found that agreeableness, leadership, rigid defensive-

ness, group co-operation, self reliance and openness were all
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related to overall perfornance and to interaction between its

three dinensions (task, intra-personal, inter-personal).

The factors of leadership and group co-operation were

particularly strong at Davis and l¡ad a great influence on the

adjustrnent of the party. Crocq, Rivolier and Cazes (L973) also

found that these two local factors could inprove or diminish the

adjustrnent of snall French groups in Antarctica.

It is probable that hard work üias a meafis of releasing

some of the pent-up aggressive feelings and one individual in

particular, following disagreernents, would always enbark on

projects requiring great physical effort.

Nelson (1964) studied three groups of American

winterers and found no general change in the pattern common to

all station groups or to the three interactions under study

(work,, forrnal comrmrnication, and off-duty friendship). It is the

authorrs opinion from his association with a nrmber of expeditions

that there is no conmon pattern of interpersonal adjustment to the

size of the group at Australian stations and the variation is

great. The Davis expedition was better than the average AI{ARE

group in its interpersonal adjustment.

15.8 AdaPtation to l,lork

The distribution of activity followed the pattern of

the classless society as described by Law (1960) and was shared

by all nen. At Davis there was a basic work output necessary for

the safety and well being of the group and much of this was hard

physical work.
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The nen with low work output never adapted to the work

load, but the rnajority of the group did. This was most evident

when three men were absent for over' seven weeks on field work and

five remaining fit nen carried on the routine work.

Hebb (1950) has given experinental evidence that work is

an irnportant human need, but work more than any other aspect of

life brought out the tendency for an exaggeration of injustices,

nost of which were inagínary, but which did have a minor disrupt-

ive influence on the station. One such case was the conparison by

some men of the salaries obtained for the work being d-one.

15.9 MoraLe

The norale of the nen individually or as a gloup

fluctuated throughout the year and was found to correlate closely

with specific events, but there was no orderly dependence on

season. Episodes of low morale lllere of short duration and

resulted fron such causes as infringement of the rights of an

individual or the group, ffid news of serious rnishaps at other

stations. Examples of these were discussions on the anount of

alcohol and cigarettes available for issue and where alcohol

could be consumed on the station, and the loss of a vehicle

through the sea ice at another station.

A specific event that had a major short-term influence

on a manrs morale was the first tine that he slept out in the

fie1d. Several men were noticeably shocked by their experiences.

The group did not follow the pattern of a rmidwinter

lowr in morale and no relation between fluctuations in morale

and the work load or hours of daylight was observed. In late
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Septenber irritability and annoyance with trivial rnatters were

connon and norale fe1l to the lowest level for the year. This

occurred despite increased field activity, which usually raised

morale, ffid was attributed to inadequate recognition of the

efforts of the group by Head Office in Australia. This evidence

confirns a similar finding in Palmairs (1965b) Macquarie Island

study.

The fact that the Davis group did not follow the

accepted pattern of morale at Australian stations (Law, 1960)

enphasize the great variability in morale between both individuals

and groups. Rohrer (L959) considered that an increase in the

evidence of depression and apathy is related to a decrease in the

work load and Palnai (1965b) considered that a direct relation-
ship occurred between morale and daylight hours, but the study at

Davis could not confirn either of these observations, although

the high activity Tate at Davis nay have been responsible for

the absence of depression.

Hicks (1965) has also reported that his wintering group

naintained a fairly high level of activity throughout their year,

and that the party üIas a happy one and no sign of enotional

stress becarne apparent.

It is apparent that general adaptation patterns for

snall Antarctic stations are not as constant as those of nuclear

submarines (Earls " 1-969) .

13.10 Methods of FaciLitating Adiustment

Individual men used different methods of facilitating

their adjustrnent to both the life and the environment; particip-

ation in field trips, hobbies, frequent showings of films,



Fig. 13. 1 : Recreation at Davis

L3.L.1 A seven course dinner that began the
celebration of Midwinterrs Day.

15.1.2 During sunmer an outdoor barbecue was
very popular.

13.1.5 The newly constructed bar which was
built to encourage the men to
socialize as a group.

(ANARE photographs by D.J.Lugg)
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alcohol and celebrations all had a place. More than 100 screen-

ings of 40 filns were made. The filrns covered a wide range of

topics and it is interesting that three of the four filrns rated

nost popu].at, by a voting system, were about social issues and

fanily situations.

Parties or rdingt nights helped the men to socialise

more readily and they were enthusiastic about the building of a

bar where all nen were able to drink and talk together. There

was 1itt1e abuse of alcohol, but sone drinking habits did

deteriorate due to both enotional factors and the fact that the

alcohol issues were free.

It is interesting to note that the rnen at Davis

enlarged their gloup to include the husky dogs and established

a rnythical human population on the surrounding islands. This is

considered to reflect cornpensations to the size of the group and

its isolation.

Another action of the snal1 group was the naming of

members of the gloup according to their age. An example of this

was that the officer-in-charge was always known as rFatherr.

This is not an isolated case and is not confined to Australian

expeditions alone as Matsuda (196a) discusses this in relation

to Japanese Antarctic expeditions.

A rbitch sessiont where grievances were aired publicly

was held on only one occasion, but this greatly relieved tension

that was present at that tine.

Regular novement of personnel fron Davis station to

the renote field station for short periods of tine and on daíIy

field excursions üias eagerly sought by most men, and was another

method of assisting adaPtation.
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15.11 Adøptation to Stress Sítuations

The Antarctic oonditions of isolation, deprivation

andhazards (Fig.L3.2), with their absence of the usual sources

of stinulation, diversion and enotional support' were not gen-

erally regarded as stressful by the rnen wintering there. This

is considered to show a reduction of stress by better engineer-

ing, selection and training. Behnke (L962) and Braun and Sells

(1962) have both discussed the reduction of stress at Antarctic

bases, and Owens (1963) has reported on a number of biographical

correlates of assessed performance in Australian expeditions

which has led to improved selection techniques.

Sinpson (1959) made a study of eosinophil cotrnts to

investigate the stress effects of the Antarctic environment.

Falls in these counts seemed to be associated with both physical

and nental stress in the Antarctic

Although it is very difficult to assess reactions to

stress, it appeared fron the Davis study that this hlas very

much an individual matter, rather than a group behavioural

reaction. Many of the men gave no indication of any physical

or mental adaptation to stressful situations, while others who

reacted poorly early in the year to hazards, such as crevasses,

later becane ideal field nen.

More recently in the Arctic, Simpson (1967) neasured

the output of L7 hydroxy cortico-steroids in men subjected to

the stresses of sledging for a period of forty days, but no

adaptation to stress occulred in this tine.



Fíg.73.22 Antarctic Hazards

73.2.1 Whiteout brought all operations at Moore
Pyranid base canrp to a standstill in
February 1.970. Although the rock faces
on Moore Pyranid are visible in the
background, the white snow and ice surf-
aces are not visible.

L3.2.2 Ttactors on a traverse to the Southern
Prince Charles Mountains trapped in
cïevasses.

73.2.3 A, blizzard near Mawson.

(ANIARE photographs by D.J.Lugg, A.Foster and
R. Dovers)
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L3.t2 Preuious Me&LcaL cat'd

SocioLogíeaL HistozY

A review of the past nedical histoTy of each man showed

the mean nrmber of illnesses and injuries suffered before joining

the expedition was 2.4 (range 1- to 5). These were conditions

such as tonsillitis, appendicitis, fractured bones, typhoid,

nastoiditis, dermatitis and nephritis, but did not include minor

problerns such as the common diseases of childhood. The fitness of

the men contributed to their adaptation to the environment, and

previous nedical history played little or no part in this '

Farnily history and other sociologica]- data, whích were

gathered fron personal interviews with all men, appeared to have

little relation if any to the menrs adaptation. It was obvious

that factors such as finance and farnily background played a paTt

in their notivation to apply for the expeditions but were not

irnportant, once the men reached Antarctica. crocq et aL. (L973) 
'

however, have found a positive relationship between adjusttnent to

the small group in the Antarctic and previous social adjustnent

in French expedition Personnel.

one significant finding which possibly contributed to

the easy adaptation was the low nuinber of previous pernanent

occupations held by each man. The mean number of previous

employerswas2.S(range1.to4).Thisislowerthanfoundon

most expeditions.

Although it is difficult to nake objective measuÏe-

ments of personal characteristics, nevertheless, frorn the data

obtained it is valid to conclude that the men chosen for Davis

were both healthY and stable.
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L3.L3 DLscussion ToPies

The group discussion topics recorded during the year

are shown in Table L3.L. The subjects discussed are categorised

and the distribution in each month recorded. All topics l{ere not

ïeco1'ded for at least a week in the months of February, April,

June and september due to the doctorrs absence in the field.

Law (1960) stated that

Ithe greatest obstacle to the building of a happy and well-

adjusted party is the difference in cultural levels of various

nenr.

He also'questioned what topics of conversation could be comrnon

to all. Anundsen (1-912) held the opinion that subjects of con-

versation nust be very difficult to find on expeditions, but

following his successful expedition he connented in his report

tinat rthere was certainly no sign of any such difficulty herer.

Although the nine nen had diverse backgrounds the

rnajority of conversations centred around topics that could be

discussed by all. This may have resulted fron the smallness of

the group, and the isolation which catrsed the group to become

preoccupied with their rclosed societyr.

It is significant that the three subjects most

frequently discussed by the group were Davis expedition matters

and activities, the ANARE as a whole, and amenities at Davis.

The next most conmon group discussions urere on biology and sex.

Biology included the husky population. These animals were

considered nembers of the expedition and were r.egularly discussed.

It is the autholrs experience from association with a

nunber of expeditions that the discussion of sex varies consider-

ably between groups. The higher incidence in the early months
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TABLE 15.1

The distribution of the sub.iects discussed at Davis

according to the toPic and nonth

Month
A+M J+J A S+O N D J Total

Amenities -
(i) genèral

(ii) alcohol
(iii) filns &

photograPhY
(iv) library G

records
(v) tobacco

AI\IARE -
(i) Davis, field

work Ê

donestic
issues

(ii) Other
stations,
expeditions
& Head Office

Biology (inc.huskies)
Conmunications
Current Affairs -

(i) Australia
(ii) Wor1d

Education and
Science

Environment
Food
rHomer-fanilies 6
Aust; issues

Law, AuthoritY Ç

CensorshiP
Medical &

Psychological
Miscel laneous
Money

Past Experiences
Politics
Religion
Sex

Sport

2 LL

11
)
1

2 2Lt2

3
B

2

1

3

2Ll

L.2'L 2 2.9 L 2 4 4'7 2 37

1122272L2s
331121t2243

2tt2 L

25

23.

7

5

L2

6

2

4

22 1

L3111- 1 2

211

11 L !

L

11
11

2

2

243t
L2

L3t

t 21

11

I

5

1

4

15
.7

L

3

5

6

18

2

111
731

2t 1

16242
l_

11
1

* conversations recorded during one week only in February. 2t4

+ Conversations not recorded during one week in these tnonths'
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would agree with nost gïoups and seems to be a matter of ego

among nehr associates. The lack of this topic later in the year

rnight be accounted for by the fact that no nating behaviour of

seals hras observed. 0n Macquarie Island (Palrnai, 1965b) the rise

in discussions on sex coincided hlith nating behaviour of seals.

Palmai found that sex accounted f.or 7 per cent of, the conversat-

ion tine of his study and the Davis results agree with this.

Food did not becolne a rnajor discussion subject because

the standard of the food and its presentation by the cook was

always excellent. (It appears that only when food is poor does

discussion fo1low).

The low incidence of sporting discussions is most

utusual for an Australian expedition, but the lack of discussions

on noney, cutrent affairs and fanilies are representative of the

expeditions. The lack of discussion on these latter subjects

bears directly on the isolation and lack of comrnunications.

The group was aware of the linitations in the nedical

establishment and often discussed these. In a number of nedical

discussions, it was obvious that some of the nen had never had

opportunities before for such discussions and were making use of

the availability of a medical officer to gain knowledge.

The recording of the discussion topics illustrates one

of the many lÀIays in which the men adapt to life on a srnall station

and confirrns the need for more advanced rneasures of behavioural

adaptation.

At the L972 Synposium on Human Biology and Medicine

in the Antarctic, Strange and Klein (L973), who surnmarized the

enotional and social adjustrnent of recent U.S. wintering over

parties, emphasized tlne importance of the isolated polar group
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for rnore detailed studies of individual and group adjusünent

processes.

It is concluded that the Davis group and its individuals

adapted well both psychologically and behaviouraly to life on an

isolated Antarctic statiqn.



PART V - ANTARCTIC EP]DEMIOLOGY
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CHAPTER 14

IVIORBIDITY ANID MORTALITY AT

ANARE STATIONS L947-72

MatertaLs ønd l,lethods

L4.L HeaLth Sunuey

All available nedical records from the Australian

National Antarctic Research Expeditions üIer.e exanined. The

published accounts of illnesses (Budd, L962a; Pardoe" 1965; Law,

1966) and deaths (Brown, 1957) were also reviewed, and aspects

of the health of the expeditions hlere discussed with a nurnber

of doctors who had served as medical officers with ANARE.

The ain of the survey h¡as to obtain a factual account

of the illnesses, injuries, operations and deaths that have

occurred in the period L947-72. In order to retain anonynity,

the figures for all years were combined so that no figures for

one year alorle hleïe leported on apart from the findings of the

Davis study as described in Chapter L2.

The figures for each station were examined for any

differences that could be attributed to location, climate or

season.
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14.2 Mortality

The deaths occurring at ANARE stations were reviewed-

The ages and occupations of the men, the causes of death and the

nonth and year in which they occurred were analysed for any

seasonal or occupational trends.

14.3 Appen&LcLtis

The cases of appendicitis occurring in the-period L947-

72 were exanined and the rnethod of treatnent and course of the

illness reviewed.

t4 .4 CoLd Initwy

The cases of frostbite and other cold injury hlere

exanined for both frequency and seasonal vatíations.

L4. 5 trúedicaL Euactø,tLons

Medical evacuations from the Antarctic and sub-Antarctic

stations were reviewed. The ages and occupations of the men rlere

analysed, together with the causes of the evacuations and the

stations fron which the evacuations took place.

ResuLts øtd Díscussion

L4.6 HeaLth Sunueg

In the review period t947-72, L402 positions were

occupied on wintering expeditions, ürd 1094 personnel travelled

to the stations as sulnmer expeditionels or. supelrlumeraries. The

actual nrmber of men involved is less than the nt¡rnbers of positions

as sone accompanied rnore than one expedition, one man for exanple
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having wintered on seven occasions.

The ntunber of expeditions analysed, men wintering, and case

histories reviewed are shown in Table t4.L. The records of sixty

expedition years were analysed; a nrmber of expeditions for which

records were incomplete or not, available were omitted fron the

study.

It is apparent from the nedical officers! logs that

nany minor conditions such as headache, insomnia and trauna not

requiring treatment htere not recorded, and expedition personnel did

not report all their injuries. Despite these omissions, the

analysis of over one thousand nan-years is considered to show the

nain incidence of the medical conditions r¡nder their various

categories.

Table 14.2 shows the distribution of the illnesses and

injuries analysed according to classification and station. The

total percentages for all categories at the five stations are also

recorded.

The largest category (35.7 per cent) was that of trauna

and accidents. The conditions ranged from abrasions, lacerati-ons,

burns and dog and seal bites, to fractured bones and multiple

injuries that resulted in death.

The next most coflunon gloup (1-8.9 per cent) was that

containing synptoms and i11-defined diseases. HeadacJre, dyspepsia

and vague synptons referable to the gastro-intestinal systen and

insomnia were most frequently present in this group.

Dental and skin diseases each occurred'in over B per

cent of cases. The role of the environrnent in dental problens is

largely conjectural, but it plays a considerable part in the
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TABLE 14.1

The nunber of expeditions analysed, men wintering at

each station, and case histories reviewed in the ANARE Health

Survey L947-72

Station
Nurnber of

Expeditions
Analysed

Nunber of
Men

Wintering

Nunber of
Case Histories

Reviewed

Macquarie
Is land

Mawson

Casey/Wilkes

Heard Island

Davis

20

t4

L2

323

328

289

91

.s7

3223

L622

1559

489

555

'7

6

Total 60 1088 7248

occurïence of skin disease. In the early years of the expeditions

skin infections such as boils and carbuncles were common. Dry

skin and allied problens sti1l occur frequently, while varying

forms of dermatitis and dandruff require treatment from time to

time. The incidence of pilonidal sinus l^ras unexpected and would

appear to be nore frequent than in the maLe population at Lurge.

The diseases related to the environrnent 'pen se t, such

as frostbite, cold injury, sunburn and snowblindness, wer'e nuch

less frequently observed (2.0 per cent) than one would expect for

such a clinate. Respiratory diseases were mainly upper respiratory

tract infection (URTI) which occurred most frequently following

relief operations, only a smal1 percentage occurring throughout

the year. One case of staphylococcal pneumonia occurred at
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TABLE ].4.2

The distribution of the illnesses a:rd injuries analysed in
the AI,{ARE Health Survey- 7947-72.according to the classification a¡rd

station. The figures are expressed as a pelcentage of the total for
each station

Station
Heard
Is.

Macq
Is.

Casey/
Wilkes

All
Stations' Mawson Davis

Classification

I Infective Ê

Parasitic Diseases

II Neoplastic Diseases

III Allergic, Endocrine,
Metabolic &

Nutritional Diseases

lV Oiseases of Blood

V Mental, Psycho-
neurotic,
Personality
Disorders

VI Diseases of Nervous
and Sense Organs

VII Diseases of
Circulatory SYsten

VIII Diseases of
Respiratory SYsten

IX Diseases of
Digestive Systen -

Dental
Other

X Diseases of Genito-
Urinary Systen

XI Diseases Related to
the Environment

XII Diseases of Skin

XIII Diseases of Bone

Ê MuscuLo Skeletal
(Non-Traumatic)

XIV Trauma, Accidents
Ç Poisonings

XV Symptons, I11-
defined Diseases

0 .7 0.9

1.6

0.4

11. 0
2.3

1.9

r.4
2.I
2.0

0.6

0.6

8.7

t.7
2.r

0.8

0.1

0.5 L.2

1.8

L.6

8.8
3.0

0.9
<. l_

1.8

4.9

r.7

5.4

0.6

3.9

0

L.2 2.7 1.8 1.7 1.5

4.7 , 4.8 4.9 3.1 5.5

2.5 L.4 2.0 3.4 L.4

2.7 4.9 s.0 s.l 8.1

1

0.1
3.4

6.1
3.L

Ls.L 1

2.6

., 1

9.2

8.6
3.L

o .7 0. 5 0.6 2.0 0.9

5.5

10.0

0. ¿t

8.7

1.9
ot

2.0

9.0

3.7 4.L 3.6 3.9 4.0

36.2 30.s 42.3 55.5 39.s 35.7
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Macquarie Island and necessitated a long period of hospitalisation

following the patientrs return to Australia.

Rheunatic aches and pains were the najor causes of the

non-traumatic bone and musculo-skeletal group. Eye and ear

conditions such as cerulnen in the external auditory canal were the

most connon diseases of the sense organs. Other illnesses of

interest in the low incidence categories included herpetic lesions,

tinea, non specific urethritis, amoebic dysentery, gonorrhoea,

hepatitis, polio and malaria.

The neoplastic category consisted chiefly of warts,

sebaceous cysts, lipomas and naevae of long-standing duration.

Many of these weïe removed by medical officers during the wintering

period, although in nost cases they were asynptonatic-

Drug sensitivities ü¡ere Tecorded on a nurnber of occas-

ions. Suspected vitanin deficiencies were diagnosed in a srna1l

ntmber of nen. One case of gout occurred.

Anaemia which was diagnosed on two occasions was the

only blood disease noted, while circulatory conditions ranged fron

relatively cotunon haernorrhoids to thrombophlebitis and a ruptured

intra-cranial aneurysm.

The genito-urinary category contains few cases ' some

six of these being circuncision operations.

Psychiatric problens were not a conmon feature of the

survey. The most severe psychotic illness was that of paranoid

schizophrenia. Acute anxiety states and depression were the most

conmon of the psychoneurotic conditions. No overt case of homo-

sexuality was recorded.

Operations were perforrned at the stations for lacerations,

appendicitis, reduction of fractures, craniotomy for ruptured
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intra-cranial aneurysn and arnputation of frostbitten extremities.

Table 14.5 shows the nost frequent conditions recorded

at Macquarie Island 1960, Davi5 1963 and for the total survey.

The results from different expeditions show considerable variation

arrd, as discussed in CJnaptet 12, the Davis Health Survey would

appear more representative of an Australian expedition than the

previonsly published data of Palnai (1965b).

74.7 Effeet of Location

The clirnate of the five stations reviewed range from

the wet cold sub.Antarctic clinate of Macquarie Island and the wet

cold cl]rnate of glaciated Heard Island, which lies within the

Antarctic convelgence, to the dry-cold of the Antarctic continent.

As well as different climatic factors the station

buildings vary considerably in their design, Heard Island station

being build ín L947 while Casey was opened in 1969, 22 yea'ts later.

Examination of Table I4.2 indicates only a few

categories where location appears to have an obvious effect. This

is lnost noticeable in the case of diseases related to the environ-

ment. For example, this category is most plevalent at Davis and

possibly reflects the nethod of transport at tlrat station. Dog

teams and rnotorized toboggans were used for nost of the field work,

contrasting with the larger vehicles and calavans of the other

continental stations.

The low incidence of the same category at Macquarie

Island (0.4 per cent) results fron the absence of cold injury,

sunburn and snowblindness due to higher tenperatures and overcast

skies.
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TABLE 14.3

The lnost frequent illnesses and injuries recorded on
the Health Survey compared with Macquarie Island 1960 and Davis
1963

Group A¡{ARE

Macquarie
Is. Davis

Period of
Survey L947-72. 1960 L963

Category
(per cent of
tot al )

Trauma 6
injuries 56

Symptoms,
i 11-defined
diseases 19

Diseases of
skin 9

Diseases of
respiratory
systen 5

Diseases of
nervous &

sense
organs 5

Trauna &

injuries 21

Symptoms,
i1 1 -defined
diseases 46

Diseases of
skin 3

Diseases of
digestive
system ; 7

Non-
traumatic
musculo-
skeletal
and bone 6

Trauna 6
injuries 28

Synptons,
i11-defined
diseases 23

Diseases of
skin B

Diseases of
respiratory
sys tern 6

Diseases
related to
environrnent

10

Dental $ Dental 7 Dental t2
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The greater proportion of ill-defined diseases at

Macquarie Island (four tines the incidence at Mawson), however,

is more difficult to understand. The ill-defined diseases and

the lower incidence of trauna and accidents at Macquarie Island

rnay be due to environmental factors, but the exact cause has not

been elicited in this surveY.

14.8 SeasonaL Variation

The distribution of the total illnesses and injuries

between the stations for each month of the yeaT aTe recor,ded in

Table L4.4 and represented graphically in Fig.74.7.

Incidence is high during the accelerated activity at

the stations during changeover when more than twice the wintering

population wele on the station. Other occasions of high incidence

occurred during peliods of maximal outside activity such as

preparing for and carrying out field work. This happened at

Davis in Septembel, to a lesser extent at Mawson in October and

possibly at Heard Is1and in the same rnonth.

othentrise, the groups show a gradual decrease in incidence

in illness and injury throughout the year. This progressive

decrease indicates both job and climatic adaptation.

14.9 In&LuiduaL MorbidLtY

Despite the large milnber (average 7 per man of cases

reviewed) of illnesses and injuries reported, few nen in any

expedition weïe incapacitated. Gross variations occur fron

year to yea]^, and expedition to expedition, but it would appear

that only a snall percentage of the men fall i11 during their
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TABLE 14.4

The distribution of the illnesses and injuries analysed
in the ANARE Health Suruey- 1947-72 according to the station and

nonth. The figures are expressed as a percent.age of the total
for each station

Month Station
Heard Macquarie

Is; Is; Mawson Davis Casey/
Wilkes Total

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

Septenber

0ctober

November

December

9.5

9.5

9.5

8. L

B.B

7.8

6.8

8.1

B. B

7I.7

5.9

5.5

9.1

8.3

6.9

8.6

8.6

9.1

7.7

6.6

6.2

8.2

8.2

L2,5

L0.7

14, I

9.1

1_0. 0

8.2

;7.9

8.4

' s.4

5.7

7.4

5.5

6.9

12.4

1_1.9

10.2

9.0

9.5

6.5

5.6

8.5

11,6

4.0

11. L

8.7

t.ô

7.6

7.s

o?

8.6

8.5

8.6

7.5

6.5

9.3

10.1

10.1

7.8

8.7

8.5

8.6

7.9

7.0

7.1

7.8

6.9

9.7

5.9

5.1
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tine in Antarctica. This confirns the inpression of rnany doctors

cited in the preceding chapters and agrees with the hypothesis

that, in any population at risk, health problerns appear to be

concentrated in a relatively smal1 proportion of the population

(Hinkle et aL., 1956) .

0n a ntmber of expeditions the nedical officers have

rnade comment of raccident pronet individuals and from an analysis

of a nurnber of expeditions it would appear that nost groups have

one or two who could be classed in this category.

Evidence was lacking, however, for support of the

theory (Hinkle and Wolff, 1958; Schrnale, 1966) that individuals

having rnultiple illness episodes tend to experience then in tine

periods characterised by unusual life stress, although it nay well

be that the unusual life on the Australian stations was not

stressful enough.

The incidence of illness and injury among the different

occupations was also analysed. Men working with lathes, nachinery

and equipment were nore likely to receive foreign bodies in their

eyes, lacerations and strained backs than the meteorological staff

who had a greater incidence of caustic soda burns and chernicals

in their eyes.

Howevel, no one occupation could be considered to be

nore predisposed to accidents or illness than another, and it

appeared to be individuals and the job they were doing at the time

of injury that were more significant. Cooks have cut their fingers

on occasions both with utensils and, as they have broken open,

cases of food, but in most cases the frequency ís low. One

wintering cook hohlever attended the surgery f.or 97 different
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ailments; the rnajority being lacerations and abrasions to the

hands. This exarnple enphasizes the individual varíatíon in the

incidence of injury.

L4.t0 Mortal:Lty

Appendix 10 shows the occupations and ages of the

expeditioners that have died, the cause of death and the locality.

In the peaiod Lg47-72 twelve nen have died. One of these hlas an

Australian observer at Maudhein with a non-Australian expedition

(the Norwegian-British-Swedish Expedition), while a second was a

member of a relief expedition to Macquarie Island. The other ten

men were wintering expeditioners.

The cases of fatal appendicitis, cerebral haemorrhage,

ruptured gastric ulcer and myocardial infarction are diseases

that could have occurred anywhere, while the other cases were all

accidents.

Beltrarnino (1965, 1-966) has studied the overall nortality

in Antarctica. He considers that the activities rather than the

occupations of the nen dying nust be considered the underlying

cause of death and that nearly all deaths have been of a purely

accidental nature. The figures for the Australian expeditions

would support Beltraninots findings.

Table 14.5 shows the rnortality rates for the valious

categories of the Australian expeditions. The rate is low. The

mortality rate for Australia ín the period L946-1970 has varied

between 8.65 and 9.74 (Year Book Australia, L97L). The crude

death figures for the Antarctic continent as a whole are 1ow

(wintering expeditions 1951-64: 4.4, summel operations 1951-64:
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TABLE 14.5

Mortality on Australian National Antarctic Research

Expeditions

Group
Nunber

of
Menbers

Rate/L000

All expeditions

All wintering exPeditions

Wintering expeditions on sub-
Antarctic íslands

Wintering expeditions on
Antarctic continent

All surnrner expeditions

Summer expeditions on sub-
Antarctic islands

Sunmer expeditions on
Antarctic continent

2496

1402

492

910

2496

704L

1455

4.4L

7.L3

L2.20

4.40

0 .40

0.96

O.7), probably lower than for any other continent, but it should

be recognízed that the Antarctic population is selective, and it

is therefore difficult to make conparisons from one continent to

another.

L4.LL Appen&Leitis

It has been mandatory, since the repatriation of a

medical officer from an Australian expedition in L950, for all

nedical officers to have undergone (usually prophylactic)

appendicectomy before leaving for Antarctica. 0n some expedit-

ions, such as the four-nan expedition to the Ænery lce Shelf in
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Appendi ci tis
74.2,1 4n emergency appendicectomy being
performed at Mawson.

L4.2.2 The remote base camp at Moore
Pyramid, 350 kn south-east of Mawson. The
patient in L4.2.L was evacuated by heli-
copter fron this camP.

(ANIARE photographs bY D.Parer
and D.J.Lugg)
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1968, all nernbers have had their appendix removed. Appendix 11

lists the cases of appendicitis occurring at each station in the

survey period. The nonth and year of occurrence, the occupations

of the men and the nethod of treatment are also given.

Twenty-thlee cases have occurred, giving a norbidity

rate for wintering expeditions of 15.7 per thousand. Ten cases

were operated on at the stations oï on the expedition ships.

cornplications occurred on four occasions. one operation took

over eight hours, and during another the patient collapsed and

resuscitation was necessaly. A third patient had a suppulation

in the post-operative wound, and the fourth patient died two days

post-operatively. No rnedical records ate available for the last

case. A case treated conselvatively was complicated by the

patient having a drug sensitivity and the occurlence of throm-

bophlebitis.

Exanination of the records of the cases of appendicitis

show no significant seasonal or occupational trends.

14.L2 CoLd IniurY

Cases of severe cold injuÏ.]y ane noticeably absent from

the records of AIIARE station medical reports although the

incidence rate of cold injury in the survey of over one thousand

men hras 81 .5 per thousand. There ulere, however, only two cases

of frostbite in which loss of phalanges of the fingers or toes

occurued (Fig. L4.3) .

ColdinjuryhasagTeaterincidenceintwoperiodsof

the year. The first is the period March-May, when the field

prograrûnes colnmence and the weather begins to deteriorate, and
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Fig. L4.3: Cold Injury
L4.3 .t , 74 .3.2. One of the two
serious injuries recorded in the
ANARE health survey. These Photo-
graphs were taken several daYs
aftet the injury when the Patient
had returned from the field. The
patient later lost phalanges as
the result of the cold injurY.

(ANARE photographs by G.J.Merri11)
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the second is the tine of increased outdoor endeavour in Septenber-

Novenber.

L4.L3 Me&LcaL Euacuatíons

Appendix 12 lists the statistics of rnedical evacuations

fron AI,{ARE stations. There have been eighteen men repatriated

fron Australian expeditions, and the reasons for these repatriat-

ions have been varied. 0n1y four of the cases have come frorn the

Antarctic continent, highlighting the difficulties of repatriating

nen from this area.

One case has been described by Pardoe (L965). Two of

the continental nedical evacuations were carried out by aircraft

of the USSR and the USA, and two by Australian relief expeditions.

Repatriations fron the sub-Antarctic islands have been carried out

by ten different shiPs.

It is apparent that some of the patients could have been

managed at the stations by the nedical officer but as a ship was

either at the base or close by, advantage was taken of the

situation in an effort to decrease rnorbidity and the patient was

evacuated. This is shown by the rnuch higher incidence of

evacuations from Macquarie Island which is the station from which

¿uiì evacuation is most easily accornplished.
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Fig. 14.42 Medical Evacuations
L4.4.1 A patient who had suffered from a
ruptured intra-cranial aneurysm being tTans-
ferred from a rWeaselr to a Russian Li-2
aircraft at the plateau ice airfield near
Mawson.

L4.4.2 Tlne polar íníp NeLLa Dan moored to
the fast-ice near Mawson. This vessel has
been used during summer periods for the
evacuation of personnel fron the Antarctic
continent and Macquarie Island'

(ANARE photographs by R.Wyers and D.J.Lugg)
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CHAPTER 15

COMPARISON WITH OTHER

ANTARCTIC EXPEDITIONS

15. 1 Introducti,on

Many of the doctors who accompanied early Antarctic

expeditions wrote general accounts of their medícal practice.

cook (1900), the first physician to winter in Antarctica, kept

meticulous rnedical records of the nental and physical hardships

of the nen with him' Ekelöf (1904), Charcot (1Srr¡ and wilson

(1966) all described nedical aspects of early swedish, French

and British Expeditions.

Health conditions on Antarctic expeditions are in

general good. Both Jones (1915) and Mclean (l-915), doctors who

accompanied Mawsonrs Australasian Antarctic Expedition of 19L1-

14, opened their reports by stating this.

since the International Geophysical Year nore specific

statistics have been reported (Hedb1on, 1961; Matusov 1965, 1968,

197t; Gunderson, personal corununication). Due to lack of

standardi zation, it is difficult to compare statistics fron

different stations as well as from populations of different

nations, ffid it is even mor'e difficult making conparisons for

expeditions fifty years apart, because of advances in medical
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practice and technology. Up to the present, there are no standard

categories of illnesses or injuries used for reporting Antarctic

nedical statistics and this causes further problems in col1atíng

the data available.

Morbidity is usually measured by the annual nurnber of

cases of injury or illness expressed as rates per 1,000 or 10,000

population, but due to the snall nu¡nbers involved, the categories

of illness and injury are expressed as a percentage of the total

as had been done in the only previous survey (Hedblom, 1961) and

the few other surveys reported since this (Matusov, 1965" L97t).

In studying a specific grouprs adaptation in Antarctica

it is, however, important to nake comparisons with other polar

populations.

L5.2 HeaLth Statistics

The health of the men on Australian expeditions since

1947 compares favourably with other national expeditions who

wintered in Antarctica before the inception of AI'[ARE. This is

also true of comparisons between the present survey and published

reports fron other contempora:ry expeditions.

The incidence of the most conmon illnesses and injuries

vary between expeditions and localities. Table 15.1 conpares the

most frequent illnesses and injuries reported frorn Australian,

United States and Soviet expeditions.

The Soviet figures in Table 15.1 record the diagnostic

data, the Ænerican figures the recorded sick calls and the

Australian statistics the reported illnesses and injuries. The

figures f.or OperatLon Deepfreeze do not include dental treat-



TABLE 15.1

Conparison of health statistics for AI{ARE, U.S. Navy and Soviet Antarctic Expeditiirns

Group

Period of
Survey

Most frequent
Illnesses and
injuries

(per cent of total)

ANARE

1947-72

Injuries and
trauma

Respiratory

Skin

Dental

Soviet Antarctic Expeditions

1965-66

U.S. Navy
Operation Deepfz'eeze

1955-601959-64* I

Injuries L6 Injuries 25 Injuries 29

36

5

9

9

7

Respiratory 7

Skin 15

Teeth, oral
cavity L3

Peripheral
nervous sYstern L2

Respiratory

Skin

28

t4Skin

Teeth, oral
cavity

Peripheral
nervous sYstem

2t

15

Synptons,
i11-defined
diseases 19

Diseases of
nervous and
sense organs
(eye, ENT)

This study

Eye, ENT.

Neuroses B Neuroses

Matusov (1965)

Symptons,
i1 1-defined
diseases

Eye, ENT.

Gastro-intestinal 6

69

7

5

ts
oo
O

Reference

* i Statistics for lt{irny Station only

I{atusov (1971) Hedblon (1961)
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ments, as the dental work is done by trained specialists, and not

by the rnedical officers.

Hedblon (1961) analysed five years of operations of the

United States Navy within the Antarctic Circle. This included

over 161000 rnen in the suruner. support groups as well as the winter-

ing expeditions of about 1,000 rnen. Tyler (1968) confinned that

respiratory infections and accidents and injuries were stil1 the

most significant conditions treated by United States Navy

doctors. Hunt (1968) , who wintered at the American base Byrd,

placed respiratory disease as the major sunmer illness and trauma

the nost connon condition in winter.

Data fron the Soviet Antarctic station Mirny over a

six-year period has been reported by Matusov (1965). Matusov

(1968, t97L) also records the nedical statistics for all Soviet

Antarctic Expeditions with special reference to the Tenth Soviet

Antarctic Expedition.

In the course of the present study, significant

variations between Australian stations and those of other nations

were observed. These include more trauna, less respiratory

disease , and no peripheral nervous system diseases and neuroses

among the most frequently recorded illnesses at Australian

stations. The lack of specificity in the published data due to

differences in classification does not pelmit other than general

conclusions to be nade on the health statistics.

At the large Anerican and Soviet stations the nunber

of men necessitated sick calls being separated into outpatient and

inpatient groups. Taylor (1960) saw between five and ten patients

daiLy in his wintering group of 95 men at the U.S. station at
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McMurdo Sound. The snaller nunber of nen at ANARE stations did

not warrant this differentiation as all men were seen and

treated by one doctor only, and there ü/ere no pararnedical aids

to assist with the initial screening.

The conparisons of the Soviet inpatient tleatments and

the United States adnission rates are shown in Table 15.2. The

najor variatj-ons between the results in this table and the data

fron the Australian survey is the high percentage of inpatient

treatnents for respiratory illness on both United States and

Russian expeditions and the adrnission rate for appendicitis, heart

disease and hypertension at Soviet stations.

15. 5 Eactors InfLu.eneing Me&LcaL Statistics

Location of the station has a marked influence on the

sickness rate. The AustraLian stations are all at sea level and

there have been no reports of serious medical problerns associated

with altitude. In contrast to these figures the 1965-66 nedical

statistics for Vostok, the inland Soviet station 34BB n above

sea level, showed an incidence of 11 per cent for nountain sick-

ness (Matusov" t97L). Although men from Australian stations go

inland, they usually travel by slow tractor trains, thus allowing

adaptation to the altitude on the way.

The seasonal pattern at ANARE stations, where there was

a graduaL decrease throughout the year in the incidence of illness

and injury from the high rate during changeover, was not observed

in the Soviet reviews (Matusov, 1968; Bundzen and Matusov' 1969)

where the sick call rate increased substantially with the onset

of winter at Novolazarevskaya. The figures for the Tenth Soviet



TABLE 15.2

Cornparison of inpatient adrnissions on Soviet and United States Antarctic expeditions

Group

Period of Survey

Most frequent

illnesses and

diseases (per cent

of total)

Reference

Soviet Antarctic Expeditions

1955-66 1965- 66

U.S. Naw
7peratíon DeeTifreeze

Trauma

Respiratory

Appendicitis
Peripheral nervous
systent

Heart diseases,
incl. hypertension

Matusov (1971)

Trauma

Respiratory

Appendicitis
Peripheral nervous
system

Heart diseases,
inc 1. hypertension

Matusov (1971)

1955-60

Inj uri es

Respiratory

Gastro-intes tinal

Genito-urinary

Skin

Hedblon (1961)

23

2L

22

11

22

L4

L4

35

1B

9

T2

I

6

5 8

F
oo
(r.¡
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Expedition only showed an appreciable decrease in october.

Despite these differences between gloups there is evidence to

support the theory that different diseases and injuries occur

in different seasons (Matusov, 1968).

, The- 1965 Davis study showed a greater incidence of

illness among those working outside, but in the total Australian

study no one occupation could be considered to be more pre-

disposed to accidents or illness than anothqr. The observations

of Mattrsov (1971), which showed a higher norbidity rate anong

engineers, technicians and personnel rnainly ü/orking outdoors,

suppoït the Davis findings. Matusov also reported an increased

rnorbidity with age, and this was also seen at Davis'

The influence of both age and occupation would appeal

to be further 'irnportant factors which cause variations in the

nedical statistics. The increased incidence of heart disease and

hypertension on soviet expeditions (Matusov, L97I) is probably

related to age, ¿s the mean ages of men on these expeditions

(Matusov" 1968; Matusov, Lukachev and Garshenin, 1968) is nuch

gïeater than those of the Australian expeditions.

The assunption that previous polar experience influences

rnorbidity would appear a reasonable one, but it is the authorrs

experience that this is not the case. Russian gloups have a

high percentage of their men with previous polar experience, but

Matusov (L963) found that norbidity was independent of previous

experience.

The association of respiratory illness and the nethod

of transport to Antarctica has been discussed by Hedblom (L961).
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Tyler (1963) states that 6,000 patients were treated duríng the

austral sunmer L967-68 and 28 per cent of these had upper

respiratory infections in October. These infections were pre-

dorninantly viral and responded poorly to treatment. Tyler

reported that the true incidence of this type of illness is

unknown as many people treat thenselves oî put up with the

symptorns. Air travel, the large nunber of men, crowding of

living quarters and the rapid exposure of people to the environ-

ment are factors that contribute to the greater incidence of

respiratory infectj-on at non-Australian stations.

Australian relief expeditions are all done by a single

ship, the nunbers of men are snall and the slow joum.ey allows

gradual adaptation to the environment. The epideniology of

respiratory infection in an isolated Antarctic corrununity has been

discussed by Cameron and Moore (L968).

The influences of working and living conditions are

significant. crocq et aL. (1973) reported that there had been

an increase in psychological problems at French bases as the

bases v¡ere nade more confortable. Tikhonirov (tr975), however,

reported that both psychological and nedical difficulties were

reduced at Russian stations with successive physical improvements.

Matusov (1965) repolted a significant inprovement in health in

the last two years of the six-year Mirny survey.

The irnprovement in working and living conditions at

ANARE stations appeared to have reduced the incidence of illnesses

that were related to personal hygiene, but there l^ras no correlation

between new stations and changes in the late of psychological

problerns or accidents.
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L5.4 lhentaL HeaLth

The incj_dence of mental, psychoneurotic and personality

disorders at ANARE stations was 1.8 per cent. This íncidence

conpares favourably with the published data for Antarctica, even

allowing for the fact that Australian records for ill-defined

diseases and synptoms include insomnia and headaches. It is

probable that a small nuttber of these could have been classified

under psychological Prob lems .

Hedblorn (L961) reported an incidence of 0.9 per cent

for psychological problens, those being adnitted for treatment

anounting to 2.5 per cent of the total adnissions. Gunderson (L968)

reported that the incidence of diagnosed psychiatric disorders in

United States Narry personnel in Antarctica was 3 per 100 each yeaT.

Most of these were seen on an outpatient basis on1y. Gunderson

points out that, although the risk of psychíatric difficulties is

a little higher in Antarctíca, the incidence of gross psychiatric

disturbances is very low. Nardiní et aL. (L96l-) reported that

there weïe no documented psychiatric breakdowns of tpsychotic

proportionr at U.S. bases in the wintering over period 1956:61.

The psychological problems on the Tenth Soviet Antarctic

Expedition anounted to 7.1 per cent of all visits to the surgery

(Matusov, LgTt). The group treated as inpatients made up 5.6 per

cent of the inpatient total, on this one expedition, but the

figure was reduced to 3.2 per cent for all ten expeditions.

Tikhornirov (1975) reported that recent investigations of the

nervous system in men at Soviet stations thave shown signs of

gradual increase in fatigue, in sone cases exhaustion, especially

during the polar night'. This has nanifested itself by increases
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in various subjective conplaints such as neurotic reactions and

even by cases of acute Psychosis.

The problem of insomnia or big-ey¿ is less real on

Australian expeditions than other expeditions and no leports can

be foturd in Al,trARE records of exarnples such as 7peration Deep

Fteeze f where insomnia was stated to be repidenicr (Taylor,

1e6o) .

l-5.5 Appendie|tis

Although actual figures for cases of appendicitis are

not available for all Antarctic expeditions, the norbidity rate

of L5 .7 pet thousand for ANARE wintering expeditions is much

gïeater than that of the U.S. Nauy Support Force (Youngman,

personal communication) , ffid the French Expeditions (Rivolier,

personal communication). The incidence at Soviet stations is

higher (Matusov, Lg77) than at the Australian stations.

There is very little reference to appendicitis in the

earLy expeditions. Surgically and non-surgically treated cases

were ïeported by çv7srt (1914) , and Evans (L937) comnented that

ronly one case of appendicitis had cone to ny notice in the

south" and that was on Byrdts 1929 expedition. The patient \^¡as

successfully operated on by the doctor of a Nos,t¡egian whaler.

Taylor(1960)hadtwocasesontheDeepEreezeLrand

both rnethods of treatment were used. During the International

Geophysical Year, a clinical case of acute appendicitis occurred

in a nenber of the u.s. paTty wintering at the south Pole. Houk

(1950) the medical officer, discussed the non-surgical management

and outlined the problerns of altitude, frozen anaesthetic agents,
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lack of trained help and total isolation at the South Po1e.

Similar problems confronted the physician to the sixth

Soviet expedition, who was forced to operate on hinself for acute

appendicitis in 1961 (Rogozov" 1964). The doctor was assisted by

tl{o co-r4rorkers who held the retractolîs and a mirror. The

operation was successful.

L5.6 MortaLity

The nortality rates for the various categories of the

Arrstralian expeditions aTe tabulated in Table 14.5. The figure of

4.4 per thousand at Australian stations during the wintering

period is identical with the rate for all wintering Antarctic

expeditions L951--64 (Beltrarnino 1965, 1966) . The records of the

Antarctic sumner operations of ANARE do not list any deaths and

this cornpares with a rate of 0.73 for all Antarctic sunmer groups

1951-64. During the ANARE suruner activities over 1.5 million

passengel niles have been flown in snall aircraft without fata1-ity.

Beltranino (1966) found that deaths on the sumner

expeditions of all nations were associated with intensified field

work by aírctaf.t and vehicles, but the nurnber I¡Ias low in

proportion to the nunber of men participating. Aviation accidents

accounted for 60 per cent of these deaths.

The mortality rate for wintering expeditions L904-64

was 5.36 per thousand but this figure contained the deaths in the

heroic era, Beltrarnino (L965) found iulnat, despite the increased

nunber of men and activj-ties over the recent years, the nortality

rate in almost all cases had declined.

The British Antarctic Survey has }.ad 17 deaths in 29
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TABLE 15.3

Conparison of fatalities occurring on the British

Antarctic Survey stations with those on the AustraLian National

Antarctic Research Expeditions for the period 7967-70

Expedition B.A,S AI..IARE

Number of Men

Nurnber of stations

Fatalities

Cause of fatality
Medical

Accidental

Locality of fatality
Station

Field

Reference

850

7

1

6

Lloyd G973)

74L

4

2

1

This Study

3

2

1

1

6

years of operations (Fuchs, personal connunication) . Lloyd (1973)

made a survey of nedical and allied problerns occurring on bases

and sledging expeditions in the British Sector of the Antarctic

for the decade L961-70. Table 15.3 cornpared the fatalities in

this study with those of AI,{ARE in the collesponding period. The

British have had a hígher rnortality rate than the Australians

during the decade tnder studY.

The increaSed incidence of deaths due to accidents on

the BAS is associated with a gïeater number of deaths on field

operations. This illustlates the irnportance of activity upon the

rnortality rate. The influence of activity can further be
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enphasized by the death of an Australian expeditioner in L972.

The nan died of a perforated gastric ulcer, which occurred

during a bhzzard when he was confined for some days with his

conpanions in a small hut, which was out of reach of nedical

attention.

The importance of medical support is also illustrated

by this non-accidental death during a b1tzzatd. At a nrmber of

the British bases small teans of men do not have a doctor, but

they still do considerable sledging and field work. Although

Lloyd (personal cornmunication) stated that more rnedical problerns

and accidents occurred at bases where there was a doctor, the

significance of the lack of a doctor cannot be underestirnated in

the BAS study.

The Australian deaths in the study were due to carbon

monoxide poisoning, cerebral haenorrage and nyocardial infarction.

On the British expeditions three deaths were caused by a vehicle

falling into a crevasse, two were thought to have died of carbon

nonoxide poisoning, while the other trtlo hlere the result of drown-

ing and ulcerative colitis.

Doury and Pattin (1973) reported that, during the

French expeditions to Kerguelen, Amsterdan and Crozet stations

in the years L970-72, and to AdéIie Land 7960-72, five deaths had

occurred. Tho of these were from unknown causes and three were

the result of suicide.

Fron 1898-L962, BB deaths were reported in Antarctica;

four of these resulting frorn rnedical causes, all of which

occurred before L905 (Hedblom, 1961; Wilson, 1965). In the next

two years there were t€n 'further deaths; two being rnedical in
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nature (Hedblorn, L965). Since t964 additional rnedical deaths

have been reported. Three of these have happened on Australian

expeditions.

The increase in deaths due to nedical causes is

significant, as it has taken place despite better nedical screen-

ing examinations by a lumber of nations (Doury and Pattin, L973;

Lloyd, L973; Lugg, \973a; Youngman, personal commrnication) on a

young and highly selective gÎoup. This emphasizes the fact that

there is still much to be learnt and applied in rnedicine in polar

regions, although great advances have been made in technology in

these regions.

L5.7 CoLd Iniur"Les

The low incidence of serious cold injury on Australian

expeditions is found on many Antarctic expeditions. wilson

(1965) reviewed ailnents caused by the environment itself and

forurd sevele frostbites rare, occurring almost exclusively in

connection with accidents under aclverse circumstances. In the

period since this review severe cold injury has continued to be

an infrequent occurrence.

Hunt (1-968), who wintered with a 50-man gÎoup at the

u.s. Byrd station, stated that frostbite presented little

problem. Tyler (1968) commented on the incidence of environ-

mental injuries on the u.s. Antarctic support Force thus:

rcontrary to ürhat one rnight expect, the incidence of frostbite

and other cold injury is very 1oI4Ir,

and this low rate was confirmed by Youngnan (personal comrnunic-

ation) for Openation Deepfreeae L970=7L. Doury and Pattin (1973)
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stated that t frostbite we observed in Polar regions was always

benignr when surnnarizing French experiences.

15. 8 MedicaL Euacuations

The incidence of rnedical evacuations from Antarctica

has not been reported by all the nations working there, and in

many cases only the sensational repatriations have been cornrnented

on. The number of men who have been evacuated from AI{ARE stations

is low by comparison with the personnel who have been returned

from U.S. bases.

During )peration Deepfreeae 1-970-7L over 30 men lllere

evacuated by air fron Antarctica (Youngrnan, personal communication).

Tyler (1963) reported that during each operating season twenty-

five to thirty U.S. personnel r^rere evacuated frorn Antarctica for

nedical leasons. These trips are noü¡ routine, as flights are made

in nost months of the year frorn McMurdo to New Zealand.

Flights nade for nedical emergencies include two frorn

Byrd Station in April 1961 and Septenber L966 (Antavetie J. of

U.5., L966a; Hunt, L967) when cases of acute appendicitis and

rstornach ailmentr were flown out, and two fron McMurdo Station in

December L964 and Jr¡re 1966 (Antarctie J. of U.5., t966a, 1966b)

for spinal injuries and a ruptured bladder.

In Decenber L967 a U.S. Navy HercuLes aircraft

repatriated the Halley Bay rnedical officer from his station to

New Zealand via McMurdo (Antaretic J. of U.5., 1968). He was

suffering from severe facial fractures and broken vertebrae.

Other British evacuations (Fuchs, personal corununic-

ation) have included cases of hepatitis, trauma, ulcerative
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colitis and intestinal obstruction, atrd both aircraft and ships

fron Britain, U.S.A. and the Argentine have been used.

The lack of published data on rnedical evacuations show

the large anount of work that needs to be done on Antarctic

environmental epideniology. The cases illustrate the co-

operation between the different nations operating in Antarctica,

and also emphasize the difficulties in nedical practice on this

inhospitab le continent.
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CHAPTER 16

CONCLUSIONS

. Hunan adaptability is dependent on the norphological,

biochernical, physiological and behavioural characteristics of

man. In this study despite the linitations of the research

facilities and the difficulty of the author being a participat-

ing mernber of the group, the health and physiological and

behavioural responses of nine nen fron a tenpetate region were

studied. During a period of thirteen months the expedition was

completely physically isolated in the Antarctic environment.

The men hreïe exposed to the neteorological clinate for

20 per cent of their tine in Antarctica. A further L0 per cent

of the tirne they experienced outdoor temperatures, as many of

the huts, tents and vehicles were not heated. There hlas no

significant relation between either the mean monthly outdoor

tenperature or the mean monthly windchill and the nean daily

time spent outdoors. Comparison with other expeditions show that

this group was exposed to the climate more than the average

rnodern Antarctic expedition.

Despite the greater exposure, and the fact that all

nen were exposed to cold for varying periods every day, it is

concluded tlnat adaptation to cold was affected by the length of
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tine spent in heated buildings, as mants intuitive behaviour

caused hirn to seek shelter and avoid extreme exposure where

possible, thus avoiding the neteorological clirnate. The exposure

climate was found to be between I2o-28oC above the neteorological

temperature and this exposure climate htas independent of the

meteorological clirnate.

The actual nicroclinate of the subjects üIas not

rneasured, as other studies have shown close agreenent on the

nicroclinate being 32o-33oC, with lower readings being found on

nen sledging. The Davis observations aÍe considered to be in

agreement with these studies.

The men were cornfoltable at a]-l- dry-bulb tempelatuÎes

between 5.6oC and 27.2oC, but the preferred indoor temperature

waS 14.2oC. The results ü/ere conpared with those for tropical

and tempeîate aïeas. The absence of thernal discornfort and the

low value of the preferred temperature üIer'e shown to be due to

adjustments of clothing; this finding reflected the tendency of

isolated groups to disregard conventional habits of dress.

Clothing wa-s shown to play a Iarge'r part in deternining the thermal

sensation than the indoor air tenperature.

The amotrnt of clothing worn outdoors did not increase

as winter approached, yet the men maintained a higher level of

thermal confort. A conparison of the thernal confort and the

clothing lilor'n, both indoors and outdoors, in periods before and

after rnidwinter strongly suggests that acclimatízation to cold

had occurred.

The physiological variables that were exarnined did

show sorne changes observed in other Australian expeditions, but

the biological significance of a number of these changes is not
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clear. Throughout the whole year there was a high degree of

activity by all rnen. Light work averaged 5.8 hours daiIy, light -

rnoderate work 2.7 hours daily and noderate - heavy 2.8 hours

daily. This activity is reflected in an absence of seasonal

weight changes and is in contrast to the results of a number of

expeditions. The maintenance of activity, the absence of boredom

and increased eating due to a successful behavioural adaptation

to the environrnent are considered the causes of the negligible

changes in body weight.

The satisfactory adaptation of the men is also shown by

significant changes in the basal pulse late. The significant

negative correlations between basal systolic blood pressure and

skinfold thickness nay also reflect psychological factors. Blood

pressure changes occurred but no relation was observed between

blood pïessure and body weight.

Skinfold thickness showed significant changes but no

seasonal variations. Correlations of skinfold thickness records,

associated with differences between subjects, months and residual

fluctuations, may reflect the snall sarnple or factors other than

body fat. The nen did show changes in their thernal reaction to

cold, but there was no increase in skinfold thickness or body

weight, and this may signify that vascular changes occurred as

the result of adaptation to cold rather than fat deposition.

Significant changes in oral temperature ü/ere recorded

over the year but no seasonaL variation was detected.

Physiological changes occurring on field trips were

recorded and analysed. The nean daily activity was considerably

rnore than expected. 0n the main traverse where dog teans were

used, travelling was possible on only 20 days out of a total of
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52 days, b!ízzards, whiteout and poor weather causing the three

men to lie-up in their tent for days. Despite no travelling,

the men spent five hours per day working-

The mean daily food intake for this trip was 4860 kcal

while enelgy expenditule was calculated at 4350 kcal daily. The

nen returned to Davis with a mean body weight loss of 7.08 kg,

5.46 kg being regained in the first 24 hours. This rapid re-

gaining of weight is considered to be nainly due to rehydration,

but the influence of inadequate food and psychological factors

cannot be completely discounted. Corresponding changes in skin-

fold thickness nay be calorie inbalance or a possible reflection

of changes in fitness. Field studies on vehicle traverses showed

snaller losses in body weight of those nen taking part, but

these traverses were of shorter duration.

The small mmber of men at Davis meant that there was a

large amount of support work necessary for the existence of the

group. The nedical officer spent 5.8 hours per day on station

and field work and onLy 2.3 hours peT day on medical and dental

matteTs. A large pïoportion of this tirne was taken in routine

tasks that would normally be done by paramedical staff.

Hea1th is a process of continuing adaptation to manrs

environment and the ability of the Davis expedition to function

effectively in the hostile Antarctic regions is reflected in the

low incidence of illness at Davis. The environrnent had a much

lower influence on the health statistics than rnight be expected

for the severity of the clinate.

The rnost frequent medical cases were trauma and

injuries (28 per cent), ill-defined symptoms such as headaches
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and vague gastro-intestinal problens (23 per cent) and dental

treatments (L2 per cent). Although the list of illnesses appears

serious, the rnajority were of a rninor natule and all rnen returned

to Australia in good health.

Nine cases of frostbite were recorded but all 0f these

were superficial and no sequelae occurred. The absence of serious

cold injuly was due to preventive measures. Two cases of unusual

non-freezing cold injury were due to ignorance. Fron the survey

of cold injury it is concluded that indoctrination is most

irnportant in the prevention of cold injury.

The Davis group as a whole readily adapted to station

1ife. Inportant factors in the adjustrnent were personal

motivation, gïoup accomplishnent, group structure and group co-

operation. The adaptation of the men to the climate, isolation,

work, sttess and each other are reflected in the low incidence of

nental ill-health. The meteorological conditions at this coastal

station did not cause the appearance of norbid synptons, and no

obvious correlation r^ras found between psychosomatic rnanifestations

and bioneteorological factors such as severity of blizzards and

changes of tenperature and light. Although sleep times were not

recorded, it was concluded that Ïest tirne (rnean 8.2 hours per

day) was influenced by the light regimes; men rested more in the

darker winter nonths.

The najority of the group tended to shut thenselves

off psychologically from the outside world and this was shown in

the study of recorded conversations where the group discussed

expedition matters, ANARE, and activities at Davis. Individual

nen r:sed different rnethods of facilitating their adjustnent to

both the life and the environment, and compensations to the size
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of the group and its isolation were observed. The morale of the

nen individually or as a group fluctuated throughout the year

and was found to correlate closely with specific events, but

there ftras no orderly dependence on season. The pattern of morale

at Davis differs fron the two previously reported Australian

studies and this ernphasizes the wiile variations between different

wintering groups. It is concluded that psychological adaptation

is nost inportant and there is need for rnore advanced measures

of this at Australian stations.

Although physiological adaptation in the forn of

acclimatization to cold is suggested by this study, it is

concluded that the overall adaptation of the group was more

influenced by behavioural than by physiological factors.

An analysis of the health of the Australian National

Antarctic Research Expeditions from L947-72 shows the Davis study

to be a typical expedition. The categories of over 7,000 case

histories from over 1,000 wintering men on 60 expeditions were

analysed and it confirns anecdotal evidence that the health of

the expeditions is very good. The largest categoly of illness

and injury lrras that of traurna and accidents (35.7 per cent) . The

next nost connon group (18.9 per cent) was that containing

synptons and i11-defined diseases. Dental and skin diseases

each occurred in-over I per cent of cases. Severe cold injury is

noticeably absent frorn the nedical records although the incidence

rate of cold injury in the survey was 81.8 per thousand. There

were, however, only two cases of frostbite in which loss of

phalanges of the fingers or toes occurred.
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Despite the large mrnber (average 7 pet nan of cases

reviewed) of illnesses and injuries reported, few men in any

expedition l^rere incapacitated. The presence of 'accident pronel

individuals was confirmed but there was no one occupation that

could be considered to be more predisposed to accidents or i11-

ness than another.

The results indicate only a few categories where

location appears to have an obvious effect. The incidence of

illness and injury is high during the accelerated activity at the

stations during changeover when more than twice the wintering

population aïe on the station. Other occasions of high incidence

occurlsed in periods of naxinal outside activity such as preparing

for and carrying out field work. Otherwise, the gloups show a

gradual decrease in incidence throughout the year. This prog-

ressive decrease indicates both job and clinatic adaptation.

The Australian health survey is conpared with othel

Antarctic expeditions as it is considered irnportant to rnake com-

parisons with other polar populations. However, the difficulty

in making comparisons from one continent to another, because of

the selective population, is emphasised.

The mortality and rnedical evacuations frorn Australian

stations are analysed and these compare favourably with the

figures of other nations operating in Antarctica. The significant

increase in deaths due to rnedical causes on both Australian and

other national expeditions enphasíze that there is sti1l rnuch

to be learnt and applied in medicine in polar regions, despite

the great advances that have been made in technology in these

regions. The morbidity Tate of appendicitis on Australian winter-

ing expeditions, which is higher than French and American
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APPENDIX I: Davis clinatological data 7963-1964

Temperature (oc)
(e")

L963

February

March

April
May

June

July
August

Septenber

0ctober

November

December

1964

January

February

- 4.8

- 9.6

-t4.7
-L6.3

-14.s

-17 "3
-13.9

-ls.5
-14.2
_<)

- 0.7

0.3

- 2.0

Highest

0.8

- 0.6

- 1.8

- 3.3

- 4.9

- 7.3

- 1.1

- 2.6

- 4.6

7.7

9.5

6.7

5.6

Mean

- 2.3

- 7.2

-11.9

-13.7

-Lr.7
-L4.4

-11.8

-11.9

-11.1
- 3.0

r.4

¿.J

0.6

- 13.3

- 79.2

- 26.5

- 32.3

- 25.L

- 28.6

- 27.7

- 27.J.

- 24.9

- L0.7

- 8.5

5.4

7.7

- 6.9

-72.4

-L6.2

-18,9

-L7.3

-20.3
-L6.4

- 18.6

-17 .3

- 7.4

- 2.9

KE lative
Hunidity

Monthly
Mearr

59

59

62

69

70.

73

68

6L

63

64

59

5B

59

Month
and Year

Monthly
Mean

Maximum Mininun
Lowest Mean

- L.7

- 3.5

l\)o
N)

Data taken from published meteorological records of the Bureau of Meteorology (1966 , L967).



APPENDIX I: Davis clinatological data L963.-t964

Month
and

Year

L963

February

March

April
May

June

July
Augr;st

Septernber

0ctober

Novenber

Decenber

L964

Jarruary

February

Monthly
Mean

4.4

4.6

5.2

5.8

4.9

6.1

5.4

4.5

3.9

6.4

6.0

2

2

Windspeed (n/seÐ_
Maximun

Gust

14.9

22.6

34.5

51. 9

30. B

41.7

47 .8

34.5

3s.4

46.8

37.0

2t.t
42.7

Windchill
(Kcal/n2¡hr)
Monthly Mean

L020

1150

1320

1410

L320

L460

1330

1510

t240

LL2O

980

Drift
No. of

Days

0

I
B

10

10

t4

10

1

3

1

0

Sunshine (hr)
DaíIy
Mean

5.7

1.7

t.3
0.0

0.0

0.1

0.4

5.0

3.6

4.3

5.2

6.7

3.+

Precipitation
No. of

Days

5

11

7

3

L3

9

11

I
L4

L6

10

72

5

5

5

920

980

0

0

N)
O
(}l

Data taken from published meteorological records of the Bureau of Meteorology (1966 ' t967).



APPENDIX 2 ldpnthl,y means qf the physiological variables studied at Davis during L963-64

Aust. Feb. Mar. Apr. trLay June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov'x ' Dec' Jan' Feb.

70.26 71.12 70.31 70.33 70.18 70.24 70.22 69.s8 70.03 70.07 72.09 70.89 77.0r 70-23
Body weight (kg)
Skinfold thickness
(run) Subscapular

Triceps
Arn
circumference (cn)

Pulse rate /nin
Bas al
Casual

Blood pressure
(nm Hg)
Diastolic Basal

Casual
Systolic Basal

Casual

0ra1 terperature
(oC) Basal

Casual

9.42
6. 35

9.49
6.47

10 .06
6. 81

10.01
6.77

10.08
6. 80

58 .6
63.0

9.92
6.62

9

5
86
72

o

6.

35
36

.0

.B
36
36

9

6

9.78
6.77

9.87
6. 58

t0.20
6.46

.80 L0.24

.92 6.68
10. 10
6.40

28.3 28.4 28.6 28.728.528.528.328.L28.t28.028.028.L28.L

57
65

36
36

3

7

36
36736

67 .B
68.5

64.8
73.5

76.9
80.0

1ls .9
:1,26.5

36.L
36 ¿6

6t.3
67.5

76.9
76.5

1_15. 8

L24.3

36.2
36.6

56. 3
63. s

7L.9
73.L

1L2.7
tt7.3

5s.8
67 .8

58.5
65.5

75.4
7s.4

1ls. s
119.9

58 .4
6r.6

7 2.4
71.0

LLI.4
12t.4

64.s
68.0

76.3
73.8

LL2.8
116. 1

36.3
36.6

59. s
68. 5

76.0
68. 8

LL7 .3
I17.9

61.3
68.0

B

0

59
6B

36
36

6
0

3

5

62.0

7 s.6

728.6

80.6
72.1,

115. 9
116. I

36 .5
36.3

7L.5
70.4

114. s
LLg.4

72.6
7 4.9

115.0
r22.0

66. 9
7 4..0

1.12.3
120.1

68.5
73.4

l_09. 1

119.8

1

0
I

36.3
36.7

364
7

36.3
36.7

.3

.7
36
36

Mean value of five subjects on1Y.

¡9

Þ



APPENDIX 3 Monthly means of daily record of the duration of cold exposure, activity and rest
of the Davis medical officer, t963-64

Duration Cold Erçosure
(hours)

Activity (hours)Month
and year

Indoors
Heated

L3.3

16.2

15.6

1_9 .9

16. 5

L8.7

L9.4

75.2

16. 0

16. 8

1-B.2

76.4

L6.7

Shelter
Unheated

L.2
2q

2.8

1.1

3.2

L.7

1.8

4.5

3.5

2.4

1.4

L.7

2.2

Outdoors

9.5

4.9

5.6

3.0

4.3

3.6

2.8

4.3

4.s

4.8

4.4

5.9

5.1

Light
Work

Light-rnod
Work

Mod-heavy
Work

Personal
Adnin.

4.3

5.0

5.0

4.3

4.t
4.t
3.6

4.8

Rest

t963

February

March

April
May

June

July
August

Septernber

October

Novenber

December

L964

January

February

3.7

4.8

5.5

6.6

5.0

5.5

5.9

6.9

7.4

7.3

4.6

6.7

5.8

3.4

2,3

2.0

2,0

2.4
1',f

2.0

5.0

2.7
))

3.7

3.4

5.9

5.5

2.8

2.8

2.6

3.0
..,
2.0

L.3

3.3

1.9

6.3

7.3

8.6

8.5

9.2

8.5

9.1

9.0

7.8

8.5

8.4

8.1

2.r
2.7

5.0

5.1

4.s5.8

4.3

4.37.7

Mean 1_6. 9 2.3 4.8 5.8 2.7 2.8 8.2 4.5 N)
O
(Jl



APPENDIX 4 Monthly means of the daily record in
hours of the type of work perforned by
the rnedical officer at Davis t963-64

1965

February

March

April
May

June

July
August

September

0ctober

November

December

L964

January

February

Month
and Year

Medical
Dental

2.2

L.2

L.4

2.4

2.4

2.5

1.9

2.3

2.7

2.6

2.5

2.9

2.7

Medical
Research

0.6

1.0

0.9

1.1

L.4

1.5

7.7

t.6
1.8

2.0

1_. 5

Biology
Research

0.4

1.1

1.9

0.8

0.6

1.1

1.6

L.4

2.8

3.5

3.4

1_.5

2.2

Station Ë Field Work
(Non-rnedical)

to.2

6.6

5.2

5.7

5.3

5.6

4.8

4.0

3.4

5.7

4.9

8.5

6.1

1.5

2.7

t9o
o\

Mean 2.3 1.5 1,.7 5.8
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APPENDIX 5 The inside environnental temperatures to
which the subjects were exposed at Davis
during 1963. Most of the buildings had
cold porches where the tenperature ienained
ãt, or slightly above, the outdoor temperature

BUILDING
ArR TEMPERATURE (oC)
MEAN RANGE

Adninistration'
Kitchen and Mess

Sleeping

Recreation and Library
Latrine
Meteorology

Baloon filling
Radome

Radio

Surgery

Powerhouse

Garage

Carpenterrs Shop

Food Stores L and 2

Hardware Store, Field
Store and Clothing Store

Refrigerator

19-

22

I
#

21,.

:L7

15

2L

L6

20

7

5

/
- 1_0

L3-77

t0-24

5-24

5- 50

79-24

2-30

2-26

I
#

1- 10

I
f

25

I
f

I

/ Ãi-r temperature inside was the same as the external
temperature.

I Air tenperature inside was always 1-5oC above the
external temperature.

rk i No range available.



APPENDIX 6 Number of personnel wintering at ANIARI stations during the períod of 1947-L972

Year Heard
Is.

L4
11
16+
L4
L4
L3

9

Macquarie
Is.

L4x
t2+
L7r
T7
t4
14
73
L4
15
15
76
77
1_5

L3
15

16

19
19
18
19
22
1B
L6
t6

Repstat/
Casey

Wilkes

18
1_8

24
23
22
23
23
27
24
26

Amery lce
Shelf

Mawson Davis

1_0

15
20
24
2B
23
33
25
24
26
26
27
26
2B
23
28
22
24
24

10
10
L2
L2

4
33
24
26
25f

1948
1949
1950
195 1
t952
19s3
L954
195s
1956
L957
195 8
1959
l_960
1961
7962
L963
L964
1965
L966
L967
1968
1969
L970
L97L
L972

5
4
B

B

9
9

9
1017

4

*,1
+2

man arrived during wintering period.
men arrived during wintering period.

t\)
O
oo
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APPENDIX 7: Classification and occurrence of illnesses,
diseases and injuries at Davis, Antarctica
L963-64*

I Infective, and ; ParasÍtic' Eiseaseso

II Neoplastic Diseaseso

III A1le Endocrine Metabolic arid Nutritióna1
Diseases

IV Diseases of,tBloodo

V Mental, Psychoneurotic and Personqljll Li¡ql4elg
Depression
Imrnature Personality

VI Diseases of Nervous System and Sense Organs
o

VII Diseases of Circulatory Systen

Haenorrhoids (4)+
Varicose Veins (2)

VIII Diseases of Respiratory Systern

Sinusitis
Tonsillitis
u.R.r.r. (6)

IX Diseases of Digestive Systern (including Dental)

Dental Fillings (15)
Repairs to Dental Prostheses (4)
Gingivitis (5)

Diseases of Genito-Urinary Systeno

XI Diseases related to the Environment

Chi lb 1 ains
Frostbite of Face and Hands (9)
Snowblindness
Sunburn
Trench Foot (2)

Diseases of Skin

Acne
Cheilosis
Infection (bacterial) Finger

Hair Follicle
Sebaceous Cyst
Skin

Ingrowing Toenail
Ingrowing Cilia Eyelid
Pilonidal Sinus
Pruritis Ani (2)

X

XII
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XIII Diseases of Bones and Mt¡sculo-Skeletal (Nori Tfâúnatic)

Fibrositis
Muscle Cranps (5)

XIV Trauma, Accidents and Poisonings

Abrasions - Legs
Back Strain (a)
Burns to Hand, Forearn (2)
Burns (Caustic Soda) to Hand (2)

to Face
Carbon Monoxide Poisoning
Crushed Hand (2)
Dog Bite
Fluid on Knee (2)
Foreígn Body Eye (7)
Fractured Patella
Haenatorna Hip

Shoulder
Subungal

Lacerations Eyelid
Face
Finger (4)
Thunb

Splinter - Hand (2)
Tenosynovitis (5)

XV Synptorns, I11-def.ined Diseases

Diarrhoea (5)
Headache (16)
Indiges tion
Insomnia (5)
Nausea (2)
Pain - Abdoninal (3)

Arn (2)
Chest

* Based on the International Statistical Classification of
Diseases, Injuries and Causes of Death. The diseases and
injuries at Davis during L963-64 were used as a pilot
study for the total AlllARE figures.

o Denotes no occurrence in this category.
+ Denotes ntunber of occurrences in each category.



APPENDIX 8: The monthly occumence at Davis of illnesses,
diseases and injuries under their broad
categories

Category of Illnesses,
Disease or Injury

Month

FMAMJJASONDJF
Total

I Infective Ç Parasitic
Diseases

II Neoplastic Diseases

III A1lergic, Endocrine,
Metabolic &

Nutritional Diseases

IV Diseases of Blood

V

VI

VII

VIII

IX

X

XI

XII

Mental, Psychoneurotic,
Personality Disorders

Diseases of Nervous
Systen Ç Sense
Organs

Diseases of
Circulatory Systen

Diseases of
Respiratory Systen

Diseases of Digestive
System (including
Dental)
Diseases of Genito-
Urinary Systen

Diseases Related to
the Environment

Diseases of Skin

L2L2 3r2622 22

LLs 161 t
1 L2 Lrt L2t

L4

11

1 6

4s23228 23L34 59

4IL33L15563 33

LL 2

T2 L LT 6

BL 124

XIII Diseases of Bone &

Mus culo-Ske1eta1
(non-traunatíc)

XIV Trauna, Accidents &

Poisonings

XV Synptoms & I11-
defined Diseases

41

Monthly Totals 610 11 I 9 8 1B1r 7 Ð 15 15 l5 I4t
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APPENDIX 9 The nonthly illnesses, diseases and injuries for
each subject at Davis, grouped under their broad
categories

Month Subj ect
A BCD EFG HI

Febtuary

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

Decerber

January

February

El L2 T1-

DL
E1

51 Dl
E1
T1
E1

T2 T1 T1

T1

D1 E]-

D1_

T2 T1 Dl Ml

R1
T1
L2
C1
L1
RL
L1
R2

L1
R1
IJ
L1
S1
L1
C1

T1

D2.
S1
S2
T1
L2
c1
S1
M1

.T1

T1 51

C2 51

T1 T1.

51 P].

T1

TT E].

D1

T1

L1

L2

T1 M1
L1
S1
T1

R3
T1

P1
T2

E2

T1- Dl T1

D2

D

L

DL
E1_

D1
E2

D1_

M2

L2

D1
El_

E1_

L1
L1

L

1-

T1
L4
D1_

L2
D1

L1

S1

T1

T1

C1
L1

D1
L1-

Dl_L1_

T1
L2

T2

D1

M1_

T1

L1D1
TL

Totâ1 34 tL 26 2L Í2 11 9 11 6

P - MeÍrtal, Psychoneurotj-c
and PersonalitY (V)

C - Circulatory (VII)
R - Respiratory (VIII)
D - D.igestive (IX)
E - Environmental (XI)

S - Skin (XII)
M - Bone and Musculo-

Skeletal (XIII)
T - Trauna, Accidents,

Poisonings (XIV)
L - Symptoms and I11-

defined (XV)
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APPENDIX 10: Fatalities on Australian National Antarctic
Research Expeditions L947-72

TABLE 1

Causes of fatalities of AI{ARE expeditioners L947-72

Cause of Fatality Nunber

Appendicitis
Carbon nonoxide poisoning

Cerebral haenorrhage

Drowning * I

Exposure

Myocardial infarction
Perforated gastric ulcer
Trauma - tractor accident

Fall while clinbing

1

1

1

5

1

2

L

1

1

L2

* One case occurred at foreign base while person an
observer

TABLE 2

0ccupation Number

Diesel Mechanic

Dog Attendant

Medical Officer
Meteorologist
Meteorological Obsèrver

Physicist
Radio Operator

Techni cian (EleCtronids)

2

1

L

L

L

1

4

7
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TABLE 5

Ages of expeditioners

Age (years) Nunbei

20. - 25

26-30
51-55
36-40
47-45
46-50
51-55

3

2

3

1

1

1

1

TABLE 4

Loeal-ities wherè fatalities have occurred

Station Nrmber

Heard Island
Macquarie Island
MaudhelnT I

Mawson

Wi lkes

2

5

7

2

2

* i Base for the Nonregian-British-Swedish:Expedition
L949-52, .
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TABLE 5

Year in which fatalities have ôccurred

Year Number

1948

1951

1952

1959

1965

1967

1968

l97I
7972

1

2

2

1

t
L

7

1

2

L2

TABLE 6

Months in which fatalities have occurred

Month Nr:mber

January

May

Jul-y

August

0ctober

Novenber

Decenber

3

2

3

1

1

1

1



APPENDIX 11: Cases of appendicitis at Australian stations L94V-72

TABLE 1

Distribution of cases of appendicitis and the nethod of treatment

Station

Casey

Davis

Heard Island
Macquari.e

Is land

Mawson

Wílkes

Nella Dan

23 10

* ,One cas.e occurred in Danish crewman.
+ Case operated on after repatriation to Australia.

Total
Cases

Surgical
Management

Conservative
Managenent

L3

Cornplications

0

1

2

7

6

5

0

0

1

3

2

3

1

0

1

1

4

4

2

1+

0

0

L

2

0

1

1_2*

5

N)

o\
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TABLE 2

Monthly incidence of cases of appendicitis

Month No. of Cases

January
February
March
April
l,Iay
June
July
August
Septenber
October
November
December

3
2
2

2
2

2
2

0
3
5

L

L

TABLE 5

Occupations of expeditioners suffering from
appendicitis

Cook
Diesel Mechanic
Ele ctri cian
Expedition Assistant
Glaciologist
Medical Officer
Meteorologist
Meteorological Observer
0.r.c.
Phys i cis t
Radio Operator
Seaman (Danish)
Technician (81ectronics)
Technician (Radio)

2

2
1_

1

L

1

3
1.

2

1

5
1

1

1
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TABLE 4

Year in which cases.of appendicitis occurred

Year No. of Cases

1949 I

1950

19s1

1955

195s

1958'

1959. :

' 1960

L962

1963'

L964

1965

1966

I967

r_968

trg70r

7977
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APPENDIX 12: Medical evacuations to Australia of members of
ANIARE Tg47-72

TABLE 1

Causes of rnedical ,evacuations

Cause Nrmber

Appendicitis
Fracture - Tibia and Fibula

Fracture - Medial Malleolus

Haemorrhage - Intra cranial
Migraine

Psychoneurosis

Psychosis

Renal Calculus

Hydronephrosis

Tenosynovitis ' Wrist

Non Medical Exostosis ' Humerus

Diagnosis not disclosed

3

1_

1

1

1

4

L

1

1

L

L

2

18

TABLE 2

Occupations of expeditioners

Occupation Number

Cook

Diesel Mechanic

Engineer (Electronics)

Expedition Assistant

Medical Officer
Meteorological Obs erver
Plumber
Radio Operator
Storeman/Assis tant Cook

Techni cian (E lectroni cs)

Technician (Radio)

3

5

1

1

1

L

L

2

1

L

L
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TABLE 3

Ages of expeditioners

Age (years) Nurnber

20-25
26-30
3L-35
36-40
4t-4s

4
2

7
a¿

2

L7x

* Age of one m¿u:r not available

TABLE 4

Station fron which expeditioner lepatriated

Station/Ship Number

Casey
Heard Island
Nella Dan
Macquarie Island
Mawson
Wilkes

L

3
L

10
t
2

18

TABLE 5

Year in which repatriations occurred

Year Number

1949
19s 0
19 51
195 5
l_954
19s9
1961
L963
L964
1966
t967
1969
t97L
L972

L
.)

2

L

L

L

1

1

1

1

L

t
2
)

18
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